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Introduction 

What is  the ‘real’  Crete?  This  island with its  distinctive elon-
gated profile is renowned for its mythic Minoan civilisation; its 
long-lived, hardy, and feisty people; its Mediterranean Diet so 
beloved of nutritionists and cookbook writers. Crete is famed for 
its tourist attractions of rugged mountains, balmy beaches, and 
picturesque  seaports.  The  island’s  history  is  so  multicultural, 
and diverse that is one of academia’s most reliable wellsprings 
of theses and research papers. 

But are those the ‘real’ Crete? If not, what IS the ‘real’ Crete?

Is it the mythical Crete, the birthplace of Zeus, the land of the 
Minotaur trapped and killed in the Labyrinth, and Mount Dikte, 
haunt of Olympian gods and roaming mystical beasts?

That image of Crete fell by the wayside as the myths faded into 
obscurity and the archaeological facts came out. The Renaissance 
mystique of Diana the Huntress so beloved of painters through 
the ages that it is difficult to find a big-name museum in Europe 
without her portrait, is an example of a mythic image that can be 
traced to a real person. Diana was no huntress with a bow and 
arrow,  she  was a  real  Cretan woman named Diktynna,  whose 
shrine on the Rhodópou Peninsula was the most famous spiritual 
sanctuary in the Mediterranean from Mycenaean times to the end 
of  the Roman Empire.  Diktynna devised the net  to snare wild 
animals for food instead of violently beating them to death with 
sticks and spears as the men did. ’Bring ‘em back alive’ has real 
meaning in Cretan lore. In so doing she bequeathed us a word so 
obvious that it is astonishing how rarely it is used: gatheress. Why 
should a woman who provided food be called a huntress?



Is  the  ‘real’  Crete  the  mediagenic  mountain-and-seaport 
tourist  magnet fabled for its  quayside cafes,  memory-making 
balcony views over harbours, quaint Venetian towns filled with 
narrow lanes lined with restaurants and trinket shops? Or is it 
the island’s fabulous hiking, deep chasms, scent of wild herbs, 
the jangling of sheep bells on grassy slopes; its round-domed 
whitewashed chapels  that  dot  the  countryside;  its  mammoth 
mountains and cove-crammed seacoast? 

Is the ‘real’ Crete the longest continuously inhabited island 
populated with its  own unique civilisation? Or is  it  the agri-
cultural  hothouse  that  has  provisioned  the  millennia  with 
olives, honey, and tomatoes ever since the first Minoan boats 
sailed to Egypt 3800 years ago, and continues into our own time 
as  the  island’s  south-east  agricultural  breadbasket  of  endless 
polytent hothouses producing a fifth of the Common Market’s 
vegetables?  Is  it  the Crete  of  modern scientific research,  pro-
ducing  original  research  papers  and  studies  in  astronomy, 
archaeology,  botany,  soils  science,  drip  irrigation,  geology, 
fishery management, and much else?

Is the ‘real’  Crete the Minoan women whose iconic seven-
flounced skirts  benchmark the  origin  of  the  sewn and struc-
tured  garment  as  we  know  it  today?  While  the  rest  of  the 
women around the Mediterranean made do with variations of 
the wrapped rectangular cloth we know mainly by way of the 
toga, Minoan women strode like a parade of bouquets.

In  truth,  Crete  is  all  of  these.  But  in  this  recital  of  what 
Crete’s civilisation looks like in fragments, there is one glaring 
omission: the people. 

Who are the Cretan people—or as they refer to themselves, 
Kritis? What do they do all day long? What do they think about 
each other, the mainland Greeks, the hoards of summer tourists, 
and their futures in an era fraught with looming environmental 
disasters  like  rising  sea  levels  that  will  remorselessly  wreak 
havoc on the island’s seaports and employment opportunities?



Is there a generation gap between the Zorba the Greek image 
and today’s young professionals who shun the mythic Crete in 
favour of advanced degrees in Athens and abroad? 

The panoply herein makes for  entertaining reading,  but  it 
cannot communicate a sense for the actual experience of Crete
—the  smells,  the  sights,  the  unveiled  facial  expressions  that 
reveal the inner person, how children play, how elders walk, 
how some people cheerily delude themselves while others put 
up with the disappointments of seeing life all too clearly.

There is only one way to learn about the Cretan people as 
they are to themselves: go there and spend six months talking 
to  everyone  you  can.  People  on  paper  aren’t  nearly  as 
interesting as the ones in front of you. 

Alternatively, you can read this book. Keep in mind, though, 
that as vivid as the images in this tale may be, they are a pallid 
facsimile  of  everyday life  across  the span of  an hour.  I  have 
visited Crete numerous times over the past twenty-odd years. 
So  beguiled  by  the  people  was  I  that  he  married  a  woman 
whose mother was from Chania, the island’s second largest city 
and most popular tourist destination—which also happens to 
be the centrepiece of this book. 

Even so, as the character Mihalis put it to me at one point in our 
friendship, ‘Dooglahs, maybe in three thousand years you can 
become an apprentice Kriti.’

Life would be pretty dull without friends like him.
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Meeting Mihalis

‘Why you staying in Kriti so long time?‘ a voice hailed to me as I 
walked past a door. ‘Two weeks, every day you walk by here.‘

I looked beyond the open door. The room was almost filled by a 
loom. A man was sitting on the other side of a maze of bobbins and 
yarn that looked like a three-dimensional grand piano painted in 
fuchsia, pimiento, and cinnamon.

’I like it here,‘ I replied. ‘I can walk for hours and never see the 
same view twice.‘

‘The !ασαρέλες, paserelles, the passing birds, they like it, too. 
They don‘t stay two weeks like you. The paserelles come, eat, look, 
buy. Take nice pictures. Make pretty chirps how nice Kriti is. Then 
three  days  later,  pfft,  on  to  the  next  place.  They  don‘t  stay  two 
weeks.‘

I‘d briefly glanced at  his  open door before on my way up or 
down the  Odos  Zampeliou,  Οδός  Ζα-!ελιού,  the  ‘Street  to  the 
Spring,‘  whose  name was  given  back  in  Chania‘s  Turkish  days. 
Now I looked more closely at the man behind the loom. Tight curls, 
narrow chin for the size of his face. Thirty-fivish according to the 
creases in his eyes; forty-fivish as edited by the salt-and-pepper of 
his hair. He always sat in the same place with the same concentrat-
ed look on his face as he worked his loom in what was once the an-
teroom of an old Venetian townhouse. Always bathed in the same 
flat,  dim, shadowless light of his shop. I  would hear the bzzzzp-
thump-thump of his loom from the rooftop terrace of the Nostos Ho-
tel across the street where I was staying until I found a long-term 
rental. 

His rhythm was as metronomic as the shuttle going back and 
forth between the threads of  his  carpets-to-be.  The bzzzzp  of  the 
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shuttle encoded the pattern, the double thump clenched the loom‘s 
array of multi-hued threads into a carpet that would last for dec-
ades. A fleeting hypothesis surfaced in which the pace and the reg-
ularity of working a loom might have been set by the rhythm of the 
weaver’s heartbeat. I  slipped a notebook out of my shirt pocket, 
jotted a reminder to look up work habits before the age of clocks. 
The man regarded me as I  did so.  He stopped his weaving and 
looked me up and down. 

‘Lots of people think Chania, Χανιά is a nice town,‘ he contin-
ued. He leaned forward, intent on removing a scraggly hair from 
one of the weft threads. He held the strand up for me to see. His 
look was something Queen Victoria might have reserved for news 
of  an  unfortunate  preg-
nancy down in the maid‘s 
quarters.

‘You  see  this?‘  he  said. 
‘We  call  this  “dog-hair”, 
even though it comes from 
the  sheep.  For  some  rea-
son  dog-hairs  don‘t  take 
colour  and  refuse  to 
weave with the rest of the 
fibres. These are why you 
itch  when you sleep in  a 
machine-woven blanket.‘

He  glanced  at  me 
through  the  meshy  maze 
of  his  loom.  Yarns  and 
bobbins  angled  into  each 
other  in  pastel  pink  and 
apricot  and  mauve.  His 
smile—indeed,  his  eyes, 
his forehead wrinkles, his 
lips, maybe even his mind
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—had a permanently bemused look to them, as though seriousness 
was too silly to take seriously.

‘But you,‘ he veered back to me, ‘two weeks now you pass my 
door. No camera. No Bermuda shorts. No free map from Kriti Gold 
Shop. You‘re not one of the !ασαρέλες, the  paserelles. So why are 
you here?‘

 ‘I came to learn about olives.’
His  eyes  blinked  several  times.  ‘Olives?’  he  said,  seemingly 

dumbfounded. ‘Ελιάς?‘
He opened his arms into a wide arc spanning everything before 

him. ‘My friend, this is Kriti! The whole island is olive trees! Take a 
walk and in one hour you will see the entire history of ελιά, the 

olive,  right there before your 
very eyes. If you stay longer, 
you either got a girlfriend or 
you‘re a slow learner.‘
  ‘I look at the world as if I’m 
seeing it for the first time. Af-
ter  that,  anything  is  better 
than what I had before.‘
  ‘Ayoooh!‘ he laughed with a 
mix  of  a  sigh  in  it,  ‘I  wish 
more  people  would  admit 
they know nothing.‘
  He went  back to  his  loom. 
The rhythmic certainty of the 
loom’s  bzzzzp-thump-thump 
was the only advertisement of 
his craft to the strollers daw-
dling their way up and down 
Odos  Zampeliou.  There  was 
no  sign  on  the  door,  no 
posters  on  the  wall.  Odos 
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Zampeliou, like most of Χανιά’s old-town streets, was too narrow 
for  Fiat  Topolino  but  wide  enough to  accommodate  a  pram for 
twins. The lane stair-stepped its way downhill between muted yel-
lows and oranges from the high walls  of  the Cavalierotto Santa 
Catherina bastion at its western end, descending to near sea-level 
by the time it joined the Chalidon Fountain two hundred metres 
away.

Even at its narrowest, the οδός never lacked for eye candy. A Lot-
to-ticket seller made his rudderless rounds among the tables of a 
street-side cafe. People revealed themselves in glimpses, self-con-
scious primping of their hair,  wiggling their flip-flops with their 
toes as they sat for a snack, tattered cut-offs revealing ballerina-slim 
calves.  One young man accessoried his  hair  like an electrocuted 
broom.  Wearing  black  pants,  black  belt,  tight  black  shirt,  black 
shoes, all were made elegant by his single gold earring. The har-
bour in the distance was like trembling glass. A family ordered a 
snack—husband beer,  wife tea,  boy ice cream sundae with extra 
almonds and extra honey and extra chocolate. A trumpet solo com-
ing from an upper-floor window sounded like Wynton Marsalis at 
the bottom of Atlantis. A GI parade of bad haircuts from the nearby 
military installation. A huge mound of popcorn leading around a 
five-year-old who resolutely nibbled just one piece at a time. Tables 
were polka-dotted with pistachio shells. 

I  looked up and noticed a sign jutting from above the weaver’s 
door.  It  was  a  weathered  block  of  wood  with  the  letters  ROKA 
carved deeply into it.

   ’What‘s a roka?’ I asked him.
   ‘Eh?‘ The flat falsetto pitch of the sound made me think he had 

spent some time in Canada.
  ‘What is a roka? Your shop is named ROKA. So what is a roka?‘
    He sighed as though he had heard this question too many 

times before.
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  ‘Ρόκα is the name of a flower pod that grows in the hills around 
Χανιά. It has pale-yellow blossoms on a stem about a metre high. 
When the petals fall off, they leave a two-pronged stick that is per-
fect to hold raw wool. In old postcard pictures of women spinning 
yarn, look closely. See how they draw the fibres from a ρόκα with 
just  their  fingertips.  In  the old days women with dainty fingers 
were famous for the thin yarns they could pull.’ 
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   He sighed again, a long slow exhale that sounded like resigna-
tion.

‘The  old  postcards  are  the  only  place  you  see  the  ρόκα  any 
more,’ he continued. ‘A ball of raw wool in a ρόκα is where Cretan 
weaving began. But everybody buys machine-spun now. Weaving 
is  cheaper  with  machine-spun,  but  it  is  so  boring.  Σα-ά-σα-ά, 
sama-sama, same-same. Where’s the fun in that?’ 

‘So … your yarn had a doghair in it because you make your own 
yarns?’  

‘You are inquisitive, my friend! Are you sure you are here just to 
look at ελιά trees?’

‘If you weave all day and spin all night, when do you sleep?’
‘My γιαγιά, my grandmother, spins my yarns.’ He gestured in 

the direction of two large wooden bins.  They were heaped with 
lozenge-shaped bobbins wound with yarns in dozens of colours. I 
looked carefully. None of the hues had the saturated intensity of 
chemical dyes.

‘We are Kritis. Every family member does what they can. My yi-
ayiá can hardly walk, but her fingers are as nimble as a girl’s. Our 
roka has been in the family four generations.’

He  wandered  off  into  his  thoughts  for  a  few  moments,  then 
looked back at me. 

’Where you from?‘
‘South Africa.‘
His eyebrows shot up and he seemed to see right through me. 

‘You don‘t talk South African. You said, “Yes”. South Africans say, 
“Yeyuss”. You sound American. You said, “actually”, not “ectually”. 
Even American James Bond stars know to say “ectually”.‘

‘I was born in the USA but I married a South African. Before I 
met her my home was Asia. India, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Singapore.’

‘If you live so many years in so many countries, where‘s “home”?‘ 
‘I have a mind full of memories instead of a house full of stuff. 

All those people and their ways of living—I learned there is a little 
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bit of everyone in me, and a little bit of me in everyone. Then I met 
my wife. All the little bits of everyone in my life suddenly lined up 
and coalesced into her.’

From his look, I might as well have been talking about palaeon-
tology.

‘What‘s your name?‘ I asked.
‘Mihalis.  My grandfather  was named Mihalis,  so I  am named 

Mihalis. The names of our grandparents are how most Kriti boys 
and girls get our names. What is your name?‘

‘Douglas. But from the day I first heard it and knew that it meant 
me, I never liked it. When people called me ‘Doug‘, I imagined a 
hole in the ground with a pile of dirt around it. When they called me 
‘Douglas‘, I thought I should be wearing a kilt and blowing on bag-
pipes. My African friends can‘t say ‘Douglas‘ very well. It comes out 
‘Dooglahs‘. I‘ve gotten so used to it I ask everybody to use it.‘

‘All the same, you‘re not here to ask what a ρόκα is. You must be 
doing something else.‘

‘I am writing a book.‘
‘You writing the first novel about olives?‘ he grinned. ‘What a 

good idea! Even we Kritis haven‘t thought of that!‘
‘I couldn‘t write a novel if my life depended on it.‘
He seemed relieved. ‘Good! Even great Kazantzakis could not 

capture we Kritis. All his words, so beautiful and telling so much 
the truth, and still he got only the outside of us. So what kind of 
book is your book?‘

‘I don‘t know yet. I‘ll find out by talking with people like you.‘
There came an upward lilt to the edges of his lips and eyes, and 

his eyes wouldn‘t contact mine. He‘s holding down a laugh, I re-
alised, setting me up for some kind of punch line. 

‘So when will you start telling us all about we Kritis? Everybody 
is sure to be waiting on the edge of their chairs.‘ 

‘Maybe a year. Maybe two.‘
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‘Maybe never, Dooglahs. Let me tell you something. Χανιά, this 
very city where we are talking, is the oldest city in Europe. Eight 
thousand years old, some of the pots they found here. For three 
thousand years people have used we Kritis as steppingstones—the 
Mycenaeans, the Greeks,  the Romans, the Arabs,  the Byzantines, 
the Venetians,  the Christians,  the Turks,  the Nazis,  and now the 
tour operators. But my friend, we are Kritis. Nobody is a Kriti but a 
Kriti. The rest of the world is a little further away. Many thousands 
of kilometres, in fact.‘

I realised that I was blocking the view of the tourists who might 
come  in.  Odos  Zampeliou  is  one  of  the  more  heavily  touristed 
streets in Χανιά. In the back of my mind I was aware that several 
couples already had stopped momentarily and then gone on.

‘Sit down, sit down,‘ Mihalis motioned to me. There was a long 
divan-like bench facing his loom so people could sit  and talk or 
watch him work. Its cushions were covered from end to end with a 
blanket.  The  taupe  and  mauve  and  tangerine-orange  in  it  rein-
forced my impression that this was a weaver whose dyes were nat-
ural plant colours. 
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A couple entered,  Dutch from the sound of their  frogpond-at-
dawn locutions. They looked at the loom without looking at the 
room full of carpets, then left. 

I traced a thread in the blanket with a finger. 
‘I see that you dye your wool using vegetable colours.’
His eyes darted up into mine.
‘How did you know that?’ he replied. ‘Most people don’t notice 

such things.’
I  looked around the  huge,  almost  cavernous,  interior.  Carpets 

were everywhere—hung like paintings on the walls, draped over 
the few items of furniture. Skyscrapers of carpets lofted around the 
support pillars. Geometrics, zigzags, chevrons, linear patterns and 
arabesques, and not one with the blue leaping dolphins that most 
people  associate  with Cretan tourist  carpets.  Instead,  there  were 
round folds of deep crimsons, more versions of red than one could 
dream possible, faded yellows, ficus-leaf greens, browns. A ghostly 
raspberry colour invited a closer inspection. I went to the carpet 
and examined it. Its colour was as though all of the black had been 
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removed from a ripe berry, leaving behind an almost evanescent 
hue of purple and pink.

I  replied,  ’Your  colours  are  not  aniline  dyes.  Aniline  dyes  are 
permanent. They bond to the fibres chemically. They don’t fade in 
the sun.  Compared with your colours,  chemical  dyes are bright, 
bold, and blotty. They have no nuance, no subtlety, no life. Your 
colours reveal the delicacy of the plants they come from.’

His eyebrows furrowed as he looked at me with curiosity. ‘Not 
many people know that,’ he muttered. ‘Vegetable colours are actu-
ally tints. A tint lies on the surface of a fibre, it does not bond to it. 
Tints wash away if you use anything but olive oil soap. And, they 
are bleached by the sun. Tints change with time and circumstances, 
like us.’

He  went  back  to  his  weaving.  The  pace  of  the  bzzzzp-thump-
thump was slower, measured, more deliberate. 
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  ‘You put together wonderful-
ly subtle colour combinations,‘ 
I  admired.  ‘I  can’t  imagine 
how you made  this ghost-of-
raspberry colour.’
  ‘I dug up the roots I use for 
that colour after the last freeze 
but before the first  rains.  It  is 
the only time of year I can get 
that colour.’

I was distracted by a whiff of 
roasting lamb and missed the 
import of that fact. Χανιά was 
gearing  up  for  the  lunch 

crowd. This part of the Topanas 
or old Venetian quarter was now the city‘s main taverna and dining 
district.  I  often wondered if there was some kind of a civil ordi-
nance mandating that ‘Real Cretan Cooking‘ be painted in big let-
ters  on  the  spraddle-legged  menu  boards  that  phalanxed  every 
street.

  I  was  falling in  love with these  streets.  The infatuation had 
started with blue-and-white-checked table cloths, then proceeded 
to piecrust-textured walls of ochre and tan, doors and urns of deep 
blue,  and  every  imaginable  container  turned  into  a  flowerpot. 
Smells of garlic and bread, vinegar and yeast.  Limpid late after-
noons  from  sea-thick  humidity.  The  luminous  sunsets  from  the 
cafes lining Χανιά‘s amphora shaped harbour. The lucid sea. The 
lamenting bar songs about love lost, love gained, and love never 
found. Each night‘s last taste of tea. 

The bzzzzp-thump-thump of Mihalis’s loom elbowed its way into 
my reverie.
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‘Out of a hundred people who walk in, how many buy a carpet?‘ 
I ventured.

‘Zero.‘ 
‘Out of five hundred visitors?‘
‘Maybe one.‘
Mihalis grunted as he bent forward to pull out another doghair. 
‘The Internet changed my life. I get more orders from Chaniaguide 

in a week than I would get in a month before the 1990s. In old days 
young women had to weave their own carpets for their dowries. 
Girls learned the loom starting when they were seven of eight, sit-
ting alongside their mothers. 

‘Their first designs were simple patterns for pillows used on the 
hard chairs at the food table.  The designs gradually became more 
complex until she learned that she was to be married. Her last piece 
on her mother’s loom was a handbag. She would carry that hand-
bag for the rest of her life,  so she put every bit  of her skill  and 
knowledge into it. Many women were so attached to their hand-
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bags that they took them to the grave when they died. That’s why 
they are such rarities in the museums now.’

‘Mihalis, when you said, “She learned she was to be married”, 
does that  mean the marriages were arranged? Didn’t  the young 
women have any voice in the matter?’

He laughed. ‘Dooglahs, you have much to learn. You must find a 
nice wife here and settle in. Maybe in one thousand years you can 
become apprentice Kriti.’

I must have blushed because the laugh-lines in his eyes were on 
high beam. I tried to cover over my cluelessness with a bit of know-
it-all  pomposity.  ‘In Asia,  many marriages are arranged by mar-
riage brokers. Families want to bond themselves with other fami-
lies, especially richer and more powerful families. It used to be that 
some couples didn’t know who their life partners were going to be 
until they met at the temple or church. I used to read the classified 
ads  placed by  marriage  brokers.  Prospective  brides  and grooms 
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were listed in order of their social class or caste, then their horo-
scope, then whether they had a job, and finally by the size of their 
dowry.  No  pictures,  just  numbers.  Parents  with  marriage-age 
daughters ….’

He waved his hands in the classic ‘Stop!’ gesture. ‘Dooglahs, Kri-
ti is not the rest of the world. Kriti is Kriti. In the old days—mean-
ing until  television came along—most  Kritis  lived in  villages  or 
hamlets. There weren’t many brides or grooms to choose from, but 
there were a lot of hamlets in the valleys were where the farm land 
was  the  best.  Villages  stayed  small  to  spare  the  land.  Mothers 
wanted their married daughters close to them, and the daughters 
wanted to be close to their mothers. So the mothers would get to-
gether and choose their  daughter’s  best  candidates for husband. 
The daughter got to say which one was for her. Most of the time the 
couples already knew each other. If the prospective husbands were 
recommended  by  family  members  far  away,  they  sent  pictures, 
then letters.’

He looked up at me to see if I was still listening. I had the feeling 
not many people were all that interested in the details of local lore.
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‘The  looms  in  those  days—like  mine  here—were  family  heir-
looms.  Literally,  heir-looms.  I  wonder  if  that  is  where  the  word 
came from.’

I pulled out my cell phone to look up the etymology of “heir-
loom”. He seemed surprised that I should have such a thing. 

‘Yes and no,’ I informed him. ‘The word ‘loom’ originally meant 
“tool”. The article doesn’t say how it came to mean the apparatus 
you have.’

‘In Greek a loom is argaleiós, αργαλειός. In the old days, αργα-
λειός were used only in the winter when there was no farming to 
do. The argaleiós had to be packed away the rest of the year. The old 
family argaleiós used hand shuttles, which meant the carpets could 
be only as wide as the woman‘s arm span. Dowry carpets were for 
the furniture.  Floor  carpets  were made by trade weavers  whose 
looms were built  for  the room where they would be used.  Like 
mine. No two weaving rooms were the same size, so there were no 
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standard carpets in those days. The weavers were mostly young 
girls or older women whose children had gone. Before the flying 
shuttle came along, large looms were worked by two women sit-
ting side by side. The flying shuttle changed everything. It meant 
only one woman was needed. The other woman could then do the 
rest of the chores like gathering the plants needed for colour, boil-
ing the vats to fix the colours,  winding the bobbins,  feeding the 
family.  That  meant  they could also  weave through the  summer. 
Women who could weave all  day could produce twice as many 
carpets. For the first time women could earn as much money as the 
men. That changed everything. One of those things was that the 
women took control of the house. I learned how to weave from my 
γιαγιά. This is her loom.‘

I examined it more fully. The rectangular floor frame was solid 
oak timbers larger than my handspan. They had been fitted togeth-
er with notched cuts and mortise-tenons. Not a bit of metal to be 
seen.  His seat  was deep into the room but faced outward so he 
could see the street. Between the loom and the window were bas-
kets  filled with yarns  of  the  colours  used on the  carpet  he  was 
working on. I counted eight in the murky light.

‘So how is the weaving life for you?‘ I asked.
He brightened at that. ’Before the Internet, during the winter I 

had to work as a handyman or go out with the fishing boats to 
make ends meet. I hated going out to sea in the winter. The boats 
were so small and the sea is so big. Winter storms killed a lot of 
fishers at sea. They would go out and never return. I was always so 
afraid  when  I  was  out  there.  Today  everything  is  different,  all 
thanks to the Internet and people like you who can come to visit 
Kriti. These days it takes me all winter to fill the summertime or-
ders. Some of those people who seem to just come in and look go 
home and take measurements. Then they order by email from my 
web page on Chaniaguide. I’m so busy I don’t need a website. More 
and more people want custom designs now. They send me sketches 
and choose the colours of the yarn from my online swatch-book. I 
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cut lousos of the yarns they want from the bobbins and tape them to 
their  order.  Lousos  means  ‘swatch.‘  I  get  orders  from California. 
Belgium, England, Germany, the Netherlands. After the middle of 
September when the tourists trade slows down, I work on the or-
der book.‘

I looked at Mihalis and realised that not once in all my passings 
had I seen him take a break from his wicker chair in front of the 
loom, from nine in the morning till seven at night. 

‘I get enough business from the tourists and local trade,’ he con-
tinued, ‘so we live well. My wife Anya and I go on holidays every 
year. We have a car. We eat roast lamb and fresh olives and put 
fresh feta on our salads. We live on Kriti and nothing could be bet-
ter than that. Your writer friends go home and call this idyllic. They 
don‘t have to work ten hours a day making carpets.‘

‘There are people who think writers plop a cat on their lap in the 
morning, stare out the window till three, peck a few lines, and pouf, 
royalty checks show up and they get invited to book signings. Well, 
maybe. But I work ten hours a day in front of a laptop. If I don‘t do 
that, I can‘t come to Kriti and look at carpets.‘

A door opened in the rear of the shop. A woman entered. Willowy, 
slim, blondish. Skin so lucent that her no-make-up looked better 
than make-up. 

‘Dooglahs, this is Anya,‘ Mihalis said.
She extended her hand. It seemed so small and doll-like that I 

instinctively greeted her using the gracious Malay greeting of plac-
ing my palms softly on either side of her hand, then sliding them 
away and putting my fingertips to my heart.

‘I heard you asking a lot of questions,‘ she said. 
If German was music, her‘s was Mozart.
‘It keeps people from asking them of me.‘ 
They exchanged glances. 
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Anya might have appeared willowy, but her voice was suddenly 
as hard as iron. ‘Why are you asking us so many questions?’

It dawned on me that she suspected I might be a knock-off artist, 
someone who pretends to examine a garment or weaving in order 
to copy the design, then mass-produce it elsewhere and claim it as 
their own.

‘I am a writer. I write about the way people live, and why they 
choose to live that way.’

‘I guess it is all right,‘ Mihalis said to her. ‘He doesn’t have the 
look of a καλ!ικός.’

‘καλ!ικός?’ I asked. ‘What does kalpikos mean?’
‘Pseudo, ψευδής. Fake. Untrustworthy. Take your pick.’
Anya touched his hand. ‘Should we trust him?’
He avoided my eyes and was silent  for a moment,  seemingly 

nonplussed that someone was interested enough in him to record 
his words.

‘Dooglahs, what do you need most in life?‘
I was caught off guard by the question and blurted, ‘The writing 

life is a suitcase and a laptop. I  know that sounds glib, but it  is 
true.‘

‘You are lucky to want so few things.‘
‘Then I ask you your own question.‘
‘Dooglahs, in the old days, when I was a boy, uncles always gave 

copper pans, pots, and spoons as presents to the new brides joining 
the family. Copper was like gold to us. Even more valuable, in fact, 
because we could use it every day. There was a trade in those days 
called the tinker—Gypsies mostly—whose job was to come around 
and shine everyone‘s copper. The really good tinkers knew to finish 
the job by burnishing it with a wad of damp straw. But then stain-
less steel and aluminium came and people stopped dowering with 
copper. Now the tinker trade is gone. Several years ago the last tin-
ker  went  on  television  begging  for  someone  to  come and learn 
what he knew. But no one did. He pleaded, ‘I will even give you all 
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my equipment,‘ but no one came. The last I heard, the government 
was going to put his tools in a museum.‘

He sat back in his chair with his hands behind his head, staring 
out at the street. An eerie combination of indecision and anguish 
had come over his face. There was a downturn in his eyelids and 
his lips were pressed tightly together. 

‘Why did you go to Canada?‘ I asked. 
There‘s nothing like a blindside question to move things along.
‘Canada! But how did you know?‘
‘Your ‘Eh!‘.‘
He laughed. ‘Four years studying engineering in Toronto and I 

came close, but I never did get ‘Eh!‘ exactly right,‘ he said. But then 
his face fell and he averted his eyes. 

‘Those weren‘t good times for me.‘ His words sounded as volun-
tary as a visit to the dentist. ‘I felt guilty all that time, knowing I 
was leaving my family. Leaving Roka. Leaving our whole way of 
life since before Turkish times.‘

‘Did you feel you were deserting your family?‘
He took a long time to answer. When he did his eyes were wet. I 

felt uneasy. I‘d forgotten how Mediterranean men can emote, show 
their feelings. I had grown so accustomed to men who didn‘t reveal 
their feelings that now I didn‘t know how to respond to a man who 
did.

‘I felt like I was deserting not just my family, but my history. For 
a Kriti, that‘s losing our soul. But Dooglahs, what was there to do? 
Three of us children and only two family floors in the house. One 
of us had to go our own way. I chose me because I was old enough 
to make a living in a foreign country. But I also was the only one 
left who was interested in weaving. When I left, my mother was so 
heartbroken. We are weavers, Dooglahs! Weaving is the Kriti in us.‘

He stopped, swallowed a couple of time, then regained himself. 
Anya touched her hand to his arm.
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‘I suppose we should tell him,‘ she said. The steel in her gaze 
had softened. ‘Perhaps he can help us.’

He cleared his throat and swallowed hard. I could see that he 
was dealing with emotions that he couldn’t easily articulate.

‘Dooglahs,  my  carpets  are  so  beautiful—all  the  world  wants 
them. I work many hours now when twenty years ago I worked 
only a few. But … I am the last one. The only male weaver left in all 
of Kriti. The whole island! The women weavers still working are all 
older  than  me.  Soon  they  will  die—even  now one  of  them has 
stopped weaving. When I go, it will be like the tinker. No one will 
want my life. My family have been weavers since before Turkish 
times. Four hundred years! And now … now everything I know 
and live for will become a glass case in a museum.‘ 

He turned to embrace with his eyes the huge room, filled with its 
hundred or more resplendent carpets, their colours from the roots 
of nature itself, the meticulous craft begun so early it was acquired 
alongside his A-B-Cs and 1-2-3s; the designs passed down through 
the nicks and crevices of dowries and localities until Crete became 
a vast texture of colour and shape and gradation, just as Mihalis’s 
carpets were textures of these things. This, the Crete that survived 
three thousand years of occupiers, whose gods were implanted so 
far back in its ancestry that no one now can name their millennium, 
this is what it had come to:

‘No Kriti wants my loom.’ 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Timeless People

in a Changing Time

Has thirty years of tourism changed  

4,000 years of Cretan tradition?

Douglas Bullis

Douglas Bullis’s book is the best account of modern Crete I 
have ever come across. Crete is known mainly for Knossos, 

Theseus, and the Minotaur—the culture of the ancient 
Cretan people. Douglas Bullis has seized a golden 

opportunity to write about Crete’s people living and 
working today. The Crete of the Minoan heroes is still alive 

in today’s average weaver, shepherd, and cafe waiter. 
~Bataaf Westerhuis, artist, Amsterdam

The weaver 
Mihalis and his 
wife Anja are more 
than heroes in this 
book. They are the 
hero all of us 
become if we 
dedicate our lives 
to increasing the 
beauty of the 
world. ~Giorgos 
Vardakis, Xania, 

This is more than mere travelogue, 
more than sharp observation: Bullis all 
but lives the lives of Cretans, gets 
inside their crafts and conversations, 
deftly weaves in history and myth, and 
manages to be both contemporary and 
elegiac. ~Dan Wylie, poet, South Africa

Travel guides and personal-experience books tell us about 
Crete. But how many of them tell us about the Cretan people?  

Instead of reading about the sightseeing and food, meet the 
everyday Cretan people whose lives are not driven by tourism. 
Meet colourful characters, listen to their joys and worries, work 

alongside them at their jobs, dine with them in their cafes.  

Laced with humour and wit, meet them and learn about their 
lives and their place in this land’s 4,000-year history. Nobody 

can tell it like they can, so let’s join in and listen.
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	Meeting Mihalis
	‘Why you staying in Kriti so long time?‘ a voice hailed to me as I walked past a door. ‘Two weeks, every day you walk by here.‘
	I looked beyond the open door. The room was almost filled by a loom. A man was sitting on the other side of a maze of bobbins and yarn that looked like a three-dimensional grand piano painted in fuchsia, pimiento, and cinnamon.
	’I like it here,‘ I replied. ‘I can walk for hours and never see the same view twice.‘
	‘The πασαρέλες, paserelles, the passing birds, they like it, too. They don‘t stay two weeks like you. The paserelles come, eat, look, buy. Take nice pictures. Make pretty chirps how nice Kriti is. Then three days later, pfft, on to the next place. They don‘t stay two weeks.‘
	I‘d briefly glanced at his open door before on my way up or down the Odos Zampeliou, Οδός Ζαμπελιού, the ‘Street to the Spring,‘ whose name was given back in Chania‘s Turkish days. Now I looked more closely at the man behind the loom. Tight curls, narrow chin for the size of his face. Thirty-fivish according to the creases in his eyes; forty-fivish as edited by the salt-and-pepper of his hair. He always sat in the same place with the same concentrated look on his face as he worked his loom in what was once the anteroom of an old Venetian townhouse. Always bathed in the same flat, dim, shadowless light of his shop. I would hear the bzzzzp-thump-thump of his loom from the rooftop terrace of the Nostos Hotel across the street where I was staying until I found a long-term rental.
	His rhythm was as metronomic as the shuttle going back and forth between the threads of his carpets-to-be. The bzzzzp of the shuttle encoded the pattern, the double thump clenched the loom‘s array of multi-hued threads into a carpet that would last for dec-ades. A fleeting hypothesis surfaced in which the pace and the regularity of working a loom might have been set by the rhythm of the weaver’s heartbeat. I slipped a notebook out of my shirt pocket, jotted a reminder to look up work habits before the age of clocks. The man regarded me as I did so. He stopped his weaving and looked me up and down.
	‘Lots of people think Chania, Χανιά is a nice town,‘ he continued. He leaned forward, intent on removing a scraggly hair from one of the weft threads. He held the strand up for me to see. His look was something Queen Victoria might have reserved for news of an unfortunate pregnancy down in the maid‘s quarters.
	‘You see this?‘ he said. ‘We call this “dog-hair”, even though it comes from the sheep. For some reason dog-hairs don‘t take colour and refuse to weave with the rest of the fibres. These are why you itch when you sleep in a machine-woven blanket.‘
	He glanced at me through the meshy maze of his loom. Yarns and bobbins angled into each other in pastel pink and apricot and mauve. His smile—indeed, his eyes, his forehead wrinkles, his lips, maybe even his mind—had a permanently bemused look to them, as though seriousness was too silly to take seriously.
	‘But you,‘ he veered back to me, ‘two weeks now you pass my door. No camera. No Bermuda shorts. No free map from Kriti Gold Shop. You‘re not one of the πασαρέλες, the  paserelles. So why are you here?‘
	‘I came to learn about olives.’
	His eyes blinked several times. ‘Olives?’ he said, seemingly dumbfounded. ‘Ελιάς?‘
	He opened his arms into a wide arc spanning everything before him. ‘My friend, this is Kriti! The whole island is olive trees! Take a walk and in one hour you will see the entire history of ελιά, the olive, right there before your very eyes. If you stay longer, you either got a girlfriend or you‘re a slow learner.‘
	‘I look at the world as if I’m seeing it for the first time. After that, anything is better than what I had before.‘
	‘Ayoooh!‘ he laughed with a mix of a sigh in it, ‘I wish more people would admit they know nothing.‘
	He went back to his loom. The rhythmic certainty of the loom’s bzzzzp-thump-thump was the only advertisement of his craft to the strollers daw-dling their way up and down Odos Zampeliou. There was no sign on the door, no posters on the wall. Odos Zampeliou, like most of Χανιά’s old-town streets, was too narrow for Fiat Topolino but wide enough to accommodate a pram for twins. The lane stair-stepped its way downhill between muted yellows and oranges from the high walls of the Cavalierotto Santa Catherina bastion at its western end, descending to near sea-level by the time it joined the Chalidon Fountain two hundred metres away.
	Even at its narrowest, the οδός never lacked for eye candy. A Lotto-ticket seller made his rudderless rounds among the tables of a street-side cafe. People revealed themselves in glimpses, self-conscious primping of their hair, wiggling their flip-flops with their toes as they sat for a snack, tattered cut-offs revealing ballerina-slim calves. One young man accessoried his hair like an electrocuted broom. Wearing black pants, black belt, tight black shirt, black shoes, all were made elegant by his single gold earring. The harbour in the distance was like trembling glass. A family ordered a snack—husband beer, wife tea, boy ice cream sundae with extra almonds and extra honey and extra chocolate. A trumpet solo coming from an upper-floor window sounded like Wynton Marsalis at the bottom of Atlantis. A GI parade of bad haircuts from the nearby military installation. A huge mound of popcorn leading around a five-year-old who resolutely nibbled just one piece at a time. Tables were polka-dotted with pistachio shells.
	I looked up and noticed a sign jutting from above the weaver’s door. It was a weathered block of wood with the letters roka carved deeply into it.
	’What‘s a roka?’ I asked him.
	‘Eh?‘ The flat falsetto pitch of the sound made me think he had spent some time in Canada.
	‘What is a roka? Your shop is named roka. So what is a roka?‘
	He sighed as though he had heard this question too many times before.
	‘Ρόκα is the name of a flower pod that grows in the hills around Χανιά. It has pale-yellow blossoms on a stem about a metre high. When the petals fall off, they leave a two-pronged stick that is perfect to hold raw wool. In old postcard pictures of women spinning yarn, look closely. See how they draw the fibres from a ρόκα with just their fingertips. In the old days women with dainty fingers were famous for the thin yarns they could pull.’
	He sighed again, a long slow exhale that sounded like resignation.
	‘The old postcards are the only place you see the ρόκα any more,’ he continued. ‘A ball of raw wool in a ρόκα is where Cretan weaving began. But everybody buys machine-spun now. Weaving is cheaper with machine-spun, but it is so boring. Σαμά-σαμά, sama-sama, same-same. Where’s the fun in that?’
	‘So … your yarn had a doghair in it because you make your own yarns?’
	‘You are inquisitive, my friend! Are you sure you are here just to look at ελιά trees?’
	‘If you weave all day and spin all night, when do you sleep?’
	‘My γιαγιά, my grandmother, spins my yarns.’ He gestured in the direction of two large wooden bins. They were heaped with lozenge-shaped bobbins wound with yarns in dozens of colours. I looked carefully. None of the hues had the saturated intensity of chemical dyes.
	‘We are Kritis. Every family member does what they can. My yiayiá can hardly walk, but her fingers are as nimble as a girl’s. Our roka has been in the family four generations.’
	He wandered off into his thoughts for a few moments, then looked back at me.
	’Where you from?‘
	‘South Africa.‘
	His eyebrows shot up and he seemed to see right through me. ‘You don‘t talk South African. You said, “Yes”. South Africans say, “Yeyuss”. You sound American. You said, “actually”, not “ectually”. Even American James Bond stars know to say “ectually”.‘
	‘I was born in the USA but I married a South African. Before I met her my home was Asia. India, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Singapore.’
	‘If you live so many years in so many countries, where‘s “home”?‘
	‘I have a mind full of memories instead of a house full of stuff. All those people and their ways of living—I learned there is a little bit of everyone in me, and a little bit of me in everyone. Then I met my wife. All the little bits of everyone in my life suddenly lined up and coalesced into her.’
	From his look, I might as well have been talking about palaeontology.
	‘What‘s your name?‘ I asked.
	‘Mihalis. My grandfather was named Mihalis, so I am named Mihalis. The names of our grandparents are how most Kriti boys and girls get our names. What is your name?‘
	‘Douglas. But from the day I first heard it and knew that it meant me, I never liked it. When people called me ‘Doug‘, I imagined a hole in the ground with a pile of dirt around it. When they called me ‘Douglas‘, I thought I should be wearing a kilt and blowing on bagpipes. My African friends can‘t say ‘Douglas‘ very well. It comes out ‘Dooglahs‘. I‘ve gotten so used to it I ask everybody to use it.‘
	‘All the same, you‘re not here to ask what a ρόκα is. You must be doing something else.‘
	‘I am writing a book.‘
	‘You writing the first novel about olives?‘ he grinned. ‘What a good idea! Even we Kritis haven‘t thought of that!‘
	‘I couldn‘t write a novel if my life depended on it.‘
	He seemed relieved. ‘Good! Even great Kazantzakis could not capture we Kritis. All his words, so beautiful and telling so much the truth, and still he got only the outside of us. So what kind of book is your book?‘
	‘I don‘t know yet. I‘ll find out by talking with people like you.‘
	There came an upward lilt to the edges of his lips and eyes, and his eyes wouldn‘t contact mine. He‘s holding down a laugh, I realised, setting me up for some kind of punch line.
	‘So when will you start telling us all about we Kritis? Everybody is sure to be waiting on the edge of their chairs.‘
	‘Maybe a year. Maybe two.‘
	‘Maybe never, Dooglahs. Let me tell you something. Χανιά, this very city where we are talking, is the oldest city in Europe. Eight thousand years old, some of the pots they found here. For three thousand years people have used we Kritis as steppingstones—the Mycenaeans, the Greeks, the Romans, the Arabs, the Byzantines, the Venetians, the Christians, the Turks, the Nazis, and now the tour operators. But my friend, we are Kritis. Nobody is a Kriti but a Kriti. The rest of the world is a little further away. Many thousands of kilometres, in fact.‘
	I realised that I was blocking the view of the tourists who might come in. Odos Zampeliou is one of the more heavily touristed streets in Χανιά. In the back of my mind I was aware that several couples already had stopped momentarily and then gone on.
	‘Sit down, sit down,‘ Mihalis motioned to me. There was a long divan-like bench facing his loom so people could sit and talk or watch him work. Its cushions were covered from end to end with a blanket. The taupe and mauve and tangerine-orange in it reinforced my impression that this was a weaver whose dyes were natural plant colours.
	A couple entered, Dutch from the sound of their frogpond-at-dawn locutions. They looked at the loom without looking at the room full of carpets, then left.
	I traced a thread in the blanket with a finger.
	‘I see that you dye your wool using vegetable colours.’
	His eyes darted up into mine.
	‘How did you know that?’ he replied. ‘Most people don’t notice such things.’
	I looked around the huge, almost cavernous, interior. Carpets were everywhere—hung like paintings on the walls, draped over the few items of furniture. Skyscrapers of carpets lofted around the support pillars. Geometrics, zigzags, chevrons, linear patterns and arabesques, and not one with the blue leaping dolphins that most people associate with Cretan tourist carpets. Instead, there were round folds of deep crimsons, more versions of red than one could dream possible, faded yellows, ficus-leaf greens, browns. A ghostly raspberry colour invited a closer inspection. I went to the carpet and examined it. Its colour was as though all of the black had been removed from a ripe berry, leaving behind an almost evanescent hue of purple and pink.
	I replied, ’Your colours are not aniline dyes. Aniline dyes are permanent. They bond to the fibres chemically. They don’t fade in the sun. Compared with your colours, chemical dyes are bright, bold, and blotty. They have no nuance, no subtlety, no life. Your colours reveal the delicacy of the plants they come from.’
	His eyebrows furrowed as he looked at me with curiosity. ‘Not many people know that,’ he muttered. ‘Vegetable colours are actually tints. A tint lies on the surface of a fibre, it does not bond to it. Tints wash away if you use anything but olive oil soap. And, they are bleached by the sun. Tints change with time and circumstances, like us.’
	He went back to his weaving. The pace of the bzzzzp-thump-thump was slower, measured, more deliberate.
	‘You put together wonderfully subtle colour combinations,‘ I admired. ‘I can’t imagine how you made  this ghost-of-raspberry colour.’
	‘I dug up the roots I use for that colour after the last freeze but before the first rains. It is the only time of year I can get that colour.’
	I was distracted by a whiff of roasting lamb and missed the import of that fact. Χανιά was gearing up for the lunch crowd. This part of the Topanas or old Venetian quarter was now the city‘s main taverna and dining district. I often wondered if there was some kind of a civil ordinance mandating that ‘Real Cretan Cooking‘ be painted in big letters on the spraddle-legged menu boards that phalanxed every street.
	I was falling in love with these streets. The infatuation had started with blue-and-white-checked table cloths, then proceeded to piecrust-textured walls of ochre and tan, doors and urns of deep blue, and every imaginable container turned into a flowerpot. Smells of garlic and bread, vinegar and yeast. Limpid late afternoons from sea-thick humidity. The luminous sunsets from the cafes lining Χανιά‘s amphora shaped harbour. The lucid sea. The lamenting bar songs about love lost, love gained, and love never found. Each night‘s last taste of tea.
	The bzzzzp-thump-thump of Mihalis’s loom elbowed its way into my reverie.
	‘Out of a hundred people who walk in, how many buy a carpet?‘ I ventured.
	‘Zero.‘
	‘Out of five hundred visitors?‘
	‘Maybe one.‘
	Mihalis grunted as he bent forward to pull out another doghair.
	‘The Internet changed my life. I get more orders from Chaniaguide in a week than I would get in a month before the 1990s. In old days young women had to weave their own carpets for their dowries. Girls learned the loom starting when they were seven of eight, sitting alongside their mothers.
	‘Their first designs were simple patterns for pillows used on the hard chairs at the food table.  The designs gradually became more complex until she learned that she was to be married. Her last piece on her mother’s loom was a handbag. She would carry that handbag for the rest of her life, so she put every bit of her skill and knowledge into it. Many women were so attached to their handbags that they took them to the grave when they died. That’s why they are such rarities in the museums now.’
	‘Mihalis, when you said, “She learned she was to be married”, does that mean the marriages were arranged? Didn’t the young women have any voice in the matter?’
	He laughed. ‘Dooglahs, you have much to learn. You must find a nice wife here and settle in. Maybe in one thousand years you can become apprentice Kriti.’
	I must have blushed because the laugh-lines in his eyes were on high beam. I tried to cover over my cluelessness with a bit of know-it-all pomposity. ‘In Asia, many marriages are arranged by marriage brokers. Families want to bond themselves with other families, especially richer and more powerful families. It used to be that some couples didn’t know who their life partners were going to be until they met at the temple or church. I used to read the classified ads placed by marriage brokers. Prospective brides and grooms were listed in order of their social class or caste, then their horoscope, then whether they had a job, and finally by the size of their dowry. No pictures, just numbers. Parents with marriage-age daughters ….’
	He waved his hands in the classic ‘Stop!’ gesture. ‘Dooglahs, Kriti is not the rest of the world. Kriti is Kriti. In the old days—meaning until television came along—most Kritis lived in villages or hamlets. There weren’t many brides or grooms to choose from, but there were a lot of hamlets in the valleys were where the farm land was the best. Villages stayed small to spare the land. Mothers wanted their married daughters close to them, and the daughters wanted to be close to their mothers. So the mothers would get together and choose their daughter’s best candidates for husband. The daughter got to say which one was for her. Most of the time the couples already knew each other. If the prospective husbands were recommended by family members far away, they sent pictures, then letters.’
	He looked up at me to see if I was still listening. I had the feeling not many people were all that interested in the details of local lore.
	‘The looms in those days—like mine here—were family heirlooms. Literally, heir-looms. I wonder if that is where the word came from.’
	I pulled out my cell phone to look up the etymology of “heirloom”. He seemed surprised that I should have such a thing.
	‘Yes and no,’ I informed him. ‘The word ‘loom’ originally meant “tool”. The article doesn’t say how it came to mean the apparatus you have.’
	‘In Greek a loom is argaleiós, αργαλειός. In the old days, αργα-λειός were used only in the winter when there was no farming to do. The argaleiós had to be packed away the rest of the year. The old family argaleiós used hand shuttles, which meant the carpets could be only as wide as the woman‘s arm span. Dowry carpets were for the furniture. Floor carpets were made by trade weavers whose looms were built for the room where they would be used. Like mine. No two weaving rooms were the same size, so there were no standard carpets in those days. The weavers were mostly young girls or older women whose children had gone. Before the flying shuttle came along, large looms were worked by two women sitting side by side. The flying shuttle changed everything. It meant only one woman was needed. The other woman could then do the rest of the chores like gathering the plants needed for colour, boiling the vats to fix the colours, winding the bobbins, feeding the family. That meant they could also weave through the summer. Women who could weave all day could produce twice as many carpets. For the first time women could earn as much money as the men. That changed everything. One of those things was that the women took control of the house. I learned how to weave from my γιαγιά. This is her loom.‘
	I examined it more fully. The rectangular floor frame was solid oak timbers larger than my handspan. They had been fitted together with notched cuts and mortise-tenons. Not a bit of metal to be seen. His seat was deep into the room but faced outward so he could see the street. Between the loom and the window were baskets filled with yarns of the colours used on the carpet he was working on. I counted eight in the murky light.
	‘So how is the weaving life for you?‘ I asked.
	He brightened at that. ’Before the Internet, during the winter I had to work as a handyman or go out with the fishing boats to make ends meet. I hated going out to sea in the winter. The boats were so small and the sea is so big. Winter storms killed a lot of fishers at sea. They would go out and never return. I was always so afraid when I was out there. Today everything is different, all thanks to the Internet and people like you who can come to visit Kriti. These days it takes me all winter to fill the summertime orders. Some of those people who seem to just come in and look go home and take measurements. Then they order by email from my web page on Chaniaguide. I’m so busy I don’t need a website. More and more people want custom designs now. They send me sketches and choose the colours of the yarn from my online swatch-book. I cut lousos of the yarns they want from the bobbins and tape them to their order. Lousos means ‘swatch.‘ I get orders from California. Belgium, England, Germany, the Netherlands. After the middle of September when the tourists trade slows down, I work on the order book.‘
	I looked at Mihalis and realised that not once in all my passings had I seen him take a break from his wicker chair in front of the loom, from nine in the morning till seven at night.
	‘I get enough business from the tourists and local trade,’ he continued, ‘so we live well. My wife Anya and I go on holidays every year. We have a car. We eat roast lamb and fresh olives and put fresh feta on our salads. We live on Kriti and nothing could be better than that. Your writer friends go home and call this idyllic. They don‘t have to work ten hours a day making carpets.‘
	‘There are people who think writers plop a cat on their lap in the morning, stare out the window till three, peck a few lines, and pouf, royalty checks show up and they get invited to book signings. Well, maybe. But I work ten hours a day in front of a laptop. If I don‘t do that, I can‘t come to Kriti and look at carpets.‘
	A door opened in the rear of the shop. A woman entered. Willowy, slim, blondish. Skin so lucent that her no-make-up looked better than make-up.
	‘Dooglahs, this is Anya,‘ Mihalis said.
	She extended her hand. It seemed so small and doll-like that I instinctively greeted her using the gracious Malay greeting of placing my palms softly on either side of her hand, then sliding them away and putting my fingertips to my heart.
	‘I heard you asking a lot of questions,‘ she said.
	If German was music, her‘s was Mozart.
	‘It keeps people from asking them of me.‘
	They exchanged glances.
	Anya might have appeared willowy, but her voice was suddenly as hard as iron. ‘Why are you asking us so many questions?’
	It dawned on me that she suspected I might be a knock-off artist, someone who pretends to examine a garment or weaving in order to copy the design, then mass-produce it elsewhere and claim it as their own.
	‘I am a writer. I write about the way people live, and why they choose to live that way.’
	‘I guess it is all right,‘ Mihalis said to her. ‘He doesn’t have the look of a καλπικός.’
	‘καλπικός?’ I asked. ‘What does kalpikos mean?’
	‘Pseudo, ψευδής. Fake. Untrustworthy. Take your pick.’
	Anya touched his hand. ‘Should we trust him?’
	He avoided my eyes and was silent for a moment, seemingly nonplussed that someone was interested enough in him to record his words.
	‘Dooglahs, what do you need most in life?‘
	I was caught off guard by the question and blurted, ‘The writing life is a suitcase and a laptop. I know that sounds glib, but it is true.‘
	‘You are lucky to want so few things.‘
	‘Then I ask you your own question.‘
	‘Dooglahs, in the old days, when I was a boy, uncles always gave copper pans, pots, and spoons as presents to the new brides joining the family. Copper was like gold to us. Even more valuable, in fact, because we could use it every day. There was a trade in those days called the tinker—Gypsies mostly—whose job was to come around and shine everyone‘s copper. The really good tinkers knew to finish the job by burnishing it with a wad of damp straw. But then stainless steel and aluminium came and people stopped dowering with copper. Now the tinker trade is gone. Several years ago the last tinker went on television begging for someone to come and learn what he knew. But no one did. He pleaded, ‘I will even give you all my equipment,‘ but no one came. The last I heard, the government was going to put his tools in a museum.‘
	He sat back in his chair with his hands behind his head, staring out at the street. An eerie combination of indecision and anguish had come over his face. There was a downturn in his eyelids and his lips were pressed tightly together.
	‘Why did you go to Canada?‘ I asked.
	There‘s nothing like a blindside question to move things along.
	‘Canada! But how did you know?‘
	‘Your ‘Eh!‘.‘
	He laughed. ‘Four years studying engineering in Toronto and I came close, but I never did get ‘Eh!‘ exactly right,‘ he said. But then his face fell and he averted his eyes.
	‘Those weren‘t good times for me.‘ His words sounded as voluntary as a visit to the dentist. ‘I felt guilty all that time, knowing I was leaving my family. Leaving Roka. Leaving our whole way of life since before Turkish times.‘
	‘Did you feel you were deserting your family?‘
	He took a long time to answer. When he did his eyes were wet. I felt uneasy. I‘d forgotten how Mediterranean men can emote, show their feelings. I had grown so accustomed to men who didn‘t reveal their feelings that now I didn‘t know how to respond to a man who did.
	‘I felt like I was deserting not just my family, but my history. For a Kriti, that‘s losing our soul. But Dooglahs, what was there to do? Three of us children and only two family floors in the house. One of us had to go our own way. I chose me because I was old enough to make a living in a foreign country. But I also was the only one left who was interested in weaving. When I left, my mother was so heartbroken. We are weavers, Dooglahs! Weaving is the Kriti in us.‘
	He stopped, swallowed a couple of time, then regained himself. Anya touched her hand to his arm.
	‘I suppose we should tell him,‘ she said. The steel in her gaze had softened. ‘Perhaps he can help us.’
	He cleared his throat and swallowed hard. I could see that he was dealing with emotions that he couldn’t easily articulate.
	‘Dooglahs, my carpets are so beautiful—all the world wants them. I work many hours now when twenty years ago I worked only a few. But … I am the last one. The only male weaver left in all of Kriti. The whole island! The women weavers still working are all older than me. Soon they will die—even now one of them has stopped weaving. When I go, it will be like the tinker. No one will want my life. My family have been weavers since before Turkish times. Four hundred years! And now … now everything I know and live for will become a glass case in a museum.‘
	He turned to embrace with his eyes the huge room, filled with its hundred or more resplendent carpets, their colours from the roots of nature itself, the meticulous craft begun so early it was acquired
	alongside his A-B-Cs and 1-2-3s; the designs passed down through the nicks and crevices of dowries and localities until Crete became a vast texture of colour and shape and gradation, just as Mihalis’s carpets were textures of these things. This, the Crete that survived three thousand years of occupiers, whose gods were implanted so far back in its ancestry that no one now can name their millennium, this is what it had come to:
	‘No Kriti wants my loom.’

	The View from the Balcony
	I found an apartment in Χανιά’s Topanas Τοπανάς quarter. It was above a little trinket shop whose name in Greek looked like Αρμονία Κεραμικά, Armonia Keramika, which translated to ‘Harmony Ceramics’. It proved an apt name because the view from the balcony was certainly harmonious. I gazed down Odos Zampeliou, Οδός Ζαμπελιού, to the right as it stair-stepped downward toward Mihalis and Anya’s Roka shop, while directly before me Οδός Θεοτοκόπουλου, Odos Theotocópoulou, angled leftward and out of view on its descent to the sea. The sitting room and kitchen were on the second floor; the bedroom, bath, and a balcony occupied the third.
	The balcony was well above the street, inconspicuous to the trinket-trolling tourists below. They took little notice of the balcony world above where the locals lived, an oversight to which the balcony world above responded by paying little attention to them.
	I could observe both worlds at once for hours at a time whilst seated at my tiny outdoor table concealed behind a lacy grill of sixteenth-century ironmonger’s art. The dramas of life that unfolded across these hours could have kept Proust going for two more lifetimes, one below, where the madeleines were baked, the other above, where they were nibbled.
	The apartment was called 'Honey Moon Room’. I hesitated when I first saw the name. I couldn’t rid my mind of the image of arriving alone with a backpack at an inn in the Cotswolds and asking for the bridal suite. But the owner—a charming woman named Maria—said a writer living there for several months would bring in far more Euros than newlyweds who might stay, at most, three nights per honeymoon. In an era during which young people in love seem to consider signatures on documents as curiosities that survive in archaeological museums, Maria was rather proud as she confided that her parents had given her and her husband Tassos the house as a wedding present. They had spent their own honeymoon and most of their marriage there. When the children got bigger they moved to the suburbs, but she wanted something tangible to recall her happiness there, hence the names of the ceramics shop below and the flat above.
	She was so keen to get a long-term rental that she volunteered to take down the sign if I wished. I said, 'No, I’ll have a honeymoon with Χανιά.' She beamed at that and the rental was off on the right foot.
	Odos Theotocópoulou or Οδός Θεοτοκόπουλου refers to Do-meniko Theotocópoulos, better known as El Greco. In unfortunate fact, Domeniko spent rather little of his life in Crete, and none of it on Odos Theotocópoulou. This is not what the hotel owners will tell you. According to them, Dear Domeniko slept in more beds than Napoleon. It would be considered poor form to ask them why so oft-pillowed a head left Crete with a legacy of but one painting reliably attributed to him.
	The colours on the buildings lining El Greco’s namesake street do tend to resemble the ripe palette in his early paintings, and for good reason. The burgundy-tangerines and lemony whites that line the streets today originated as father-to-son handmedowns in the plasterer’s profession. When these buildings went up in the fif-teenth and sixteenth centuries, there was no such thing as house paint. Plasterers added their earthen-based ochre and umber hues
	to the plaster while it was still wet—fresco the way Mark Rothko
	might have imagined it. On the waterfront, half a millennium of Mediterranean sun has paled their intensity, but in shadowed alleys like those in the Τοπανάς they might as well have been applied yesterday. By whatever origin, Χανιά’s colour scheme is enhanced by the subtlety of Crete’s brightness and shadows. Squint your eyes a bit and you can walk around in an El Greco painting all day long.
	I often squinted this way, looking past my laptop onto the intersection below. It looked and sounded like it could be a stage set for Romeo and Juliet, substituting the clans of local cats for the Montagues and Capulets. So quiet was the quarter that I would awaken to utter silence. The first arrival of the day was the newspaper deliverer. She was a stout woman of maybe eighteen or twenty. In the cool mornings she wore enough dark jackets and sweaters to look like a blue serge bowling ball. The papers were pathetically skimpy little things; the ad revenue must have been atrocious. She rolled them into little tubes and stuffed them like cinnamon sticks into a big red-painted sheetmetal box on the back of her Vespa. The whole affair looked like it would tip over backwards the moment a gear was engaged. Perhaps stoutness was part of the job description.
	Then there was silence again until Χανιά bestirred itself in earnest around 8:30. This official break of day was proclaimed by  Χανιά’s love affair with church bells. Every quarter of an hour sounded like a combination of ‘March of the Marionettes’ and a union protest at an iron works. Yet despite the noisy exhortation, morningtide Χανιά bestirred itself slowly. On Sundays the only aprés-clang sounds were the swifts skreeking their arcs across the sky and the cats in yet another yowly territorial dispute. By 9:00 life bestirred itself slowly. Here, an old woman carried a rustling basket of breads. There, a boy trudged his way to school, book-pack strapped to his shoulders, his oversize sports shoes going galumph, galumph. A few minutes later some imbecile braaaked by on an unmuffled Vespa. A rooster skrawked from the courtyard of a former pasha’s palace across the way, now occupied by an ageing widow.
	Once a week Χανιά’s sole remaining karaklas καρεκλάς wicker-repairer hollered a raucous pitch as he advertised his armload of fresh-cut rushes gathered before dawn from a swampy spot in the Κλαδισσος Kladissos River that borders the western edge of the city. Γιώριο or Yiorgo by name, he repaired brooms and wicker chairs. As we were on the western and ritzier edge of town, Yiorgo started at our end where his rushes would be the freshest. To judge from the empty balconies that greeted him, it was a lonely fate to be born into the karaklas profession.
	The myriads of wash lines on the balconies and roofs fluttered lazily in the morning. The breezes that came with the heat of afternoon would have them rippling like pennants on a yacht. But now, while still dripping, they smelled redolently of olive oil and rosemary.
	Soaps were often made with this herby mix. Olive oil soap was cheap in the shops and open-air markets. More elegant gift soaps came wrapped in marbled paper that looked like it came from the endpapers of an antique book. A mother could wash a baby’s face with this soap; a workman could clean off the grime of a plumbing repair with it; a laundress could knead silks and cottons in the same washing tub.
	This soap, wrapped gifty or plain, was an example of how domestic Χανιά refused to be internationalised despite the media ads and foreign hoards that thronged through every summer. Until you reached the Chalidon Square area and the New Town across Chatzimichali Giannari Boulevard, there were few fast-food chains. No McDonald’s, no KFC, no Weinerwald, no Jollibee, and Amos wasn’t Famous. The cutesy concoctions from the parvenu Starbucks near Chalidon Fountain didn’t cut much ice with palates fine-tuned on four centuries of kafe élleniko καφέ έλλενίκο Greek espresso thick enough to stand a spoon in.
	This morning, Armonia Keramika duly opened at 09:30. Maria’s wind chimes were duly hung up to announce the event, and the cats were duly Capuleting and Montaguing over the newly altered territory of shop doors having been opened. Maria called me down to present me with a loaf of bread or psomi, ψωμιά.
	It was about thirty centimetres long, twenty centimetres broad, five centimetres thick, shaped like a 1950s swimming pool, and made mostly of barley flour (as is quite a bit of Cretan bread). Dozens of olives had been sliced into the dough before baking.
	Μαρία had purchased it from Yiorgos Γιώργος the baker a short distance down Οδός Θεοτοκοπούλου. Yiorgos was one of the last traditional bakers left in Χανιά. His oven dated from the fourteenth-century. It was a wood-fired affair that looked like a vision of hell by Hieronymous Bosch as interpreted by Walt Disney’s 1930s animators. Whenever I visited his shop, already perspiring profusely in the hot Mediterranean afternoon, the oven’s volcanic heat radiating into the room made me think that before my very eyes lay the door to purgatory.
	But if this be perdition, who needs paradise? His fresh loaves yeastily advertised themselves on the shelf. A dozen mottled browns would waft their sourdough smells like morning mist off a pond. Nut-brown crusts were speckled with oatmeal on the top and almond dust on the bottom. Plain round buns were a fragrant beige. I recalled from school days that purgatory was rewarded with heaven ever after.
	Back up in my second-floor kitchen with the loaf Maria gave me, I didn’t quite know what I was supposed to do with this ψωμιά from the heavens. So I called to Maria downstairs in her shop. She tromped up the stairs two steps at a time, broke the bread into chunks on a wooden platter, crumbled bits of feta over them, drizzled olive oil over that, anointed the whole affair with fresh oregano and basil picked from the planter boxes just out the windows, and pronounced, 'Poli eviefsto'—Πόλη εύγευστο, ‘Very tasty’.
	That was the understatement of the day. The loaf was embedded with slivers of sun-dried tomato to go with the olives baked inside. Its crust was freckled with marjoram. It crackled fragrantly as I munched chewy chunks out of it and dipped each crusty bit in some ελιάς λάδα, olive oil.
	I had bought the ελιάς λάδα directly from a barrel at a Mom & Pop shop just across from Yiorgos’s bakery. The same shop sold home-made (and probably home-stomped) Cretan wine, also directly from the barrel. From what I’d seen of it, one sip would stain your teeth for life.
	The only thing missing from Maria’s psomi feast was a chunk of graviera cheese, the local gruyere-like, semi-hard cheese that is the best bread-extender the Cretans have come up with. So I wrote graviera, γραβιέρα, on my shopping list. Then tomatoes, so fresh and scented they all but leapt off the shelf into my basket. Plus capers. Plus several kinds of olives. Plus a slab of feta.
	And an orange for dessert, to be peeled the way Cretan children love to peel oranges in school-lunch contests with each other, in as long an unbroken strip as they can.

	Morning Mundanities
	on Odos Zampeliou
	Odos Zampeliou is one of the main routes that navigate the labyrinthine Topanas or Τοπανάς quarter. Today it is nicely paved with slates and cobbles of granite, but until just a few decades ago it was a rutway of dust or mire, depending on the season. Even now a few of the old palaces still have mud scrapers at the side of the door to clean off one’s boots.
	The Topanas was the wealthy merchant district in Χανιά’s Venetian heyday from the middle of the thirteenth century until the Turks overran the city in 1645. Odos Zampeliou marked the boundary that separated the pretentiously rich from the preposterously rich. The portal leading out of town just below my balcony dated from the 1400s and the most recent house on Odos Zampeliou was built well before the Turks. When the Turks took over they kept the merchants but threw out the politicians—a thought which would delight libertarians today save for the fact that the Turks replaced the old politicians with an inexperienced group of politically loyal toadies, and things didn’t go too well from that point on.
	Today a group of workers showed up at the unearthly hour of eight a.m. to make a show of progress on a seemingly endless cobblestone repair on the street below.
	'Street' is not really the right word. 'Medievalard' is more apt, but the term probably won’t catch on the way ‘boulevard’ did from its French root boulet, meaning in this instance 'cannon ball’. When Baron Haussmann designed the long, clear avenues that so delight Parisian promeneurs today, he did so because France’s military foresaw the need to move large numbers of troops quickly through the streets, and to whiff a cannon load of grapeshot (smaller boules the size of marbles) at any barricading riffraff during any future revolution. Thus we were bequeathed the name ‘boulevard’, meaning 'rampart along which cannon may be fired’. So let’s mint 'medievalard' to describe the ancien-bourg maze that comprises most of Χανιά’s Old Harbour.
	Most Topanas buildings are narrow, varicoloured, three-floor Venetian townhouses, rather more soft textured and soft hued than Amsterdam’s canal houses but with the same cramped vertical air that makes you think of life in a telephone booth. Inside, gloomy, ill-lit interiors are muted with shadowless light, steep stairs, and lovely sunny balconies rimmed with lacy wrought-iron just big enough for a table and a couple of chairs.
	The Old Harbour ends in the Mediterranean on the north side and merged into the Splantzia or Σπλάντζια Turkish quarter to the east. To the northeast and uphill was the Κάστελλι or Kastelli, an outcrop with a sweeping vista of the sea, on which was built the eight thousand years of continuous occupation that makes Χανιά the oldest inhabited city in Europe.
	The Old Harbour is a warren of alley-like streets merging into tiny little plazas with newspaper/cigarette/chewing gum/lotto-ticket kiosks in the middle, surrounded by shopfront houses. A single glance embraces a dozen shades of pastel, cats on windowsills, wind-weathered doors, soft mottled surfaces, bougainvillea, geraniums potted in old ελιάς λάδα olive oil tins, cats hissing at each other, lemon trees sagging with fruit, gnarled grape and glycine vines trellised into overhead sunshades, cobblestone walks, lanes so narrow you can’t outstretch your arm without touching both walls, little old ladies in black, cats doing nothing in particular, mandolin music drifting from windows, cylindrical chimneys venting wood-fired ovens, cats on windowsills, fresh bread smells, balcony clotheslines dripping on the cobbles, bicycles lain against walls, thick impastos of whitewash, kids screeching to the thwoink of a bouncing ball, dignified old gents who acknowledge your γιασού 'yasou' with a grave nod of the head that might have been the model for the Sphinx, and—**sigh**—more cats.
	Does it need to be pointed out that Crete’s most ubiquitous postcard-kiosk theme is cats? If you want to see coffee-table-book publishers roll their eyes and grimace, suggest the title 'Cretan Cats.' They must have drawers full of proposals.
	On the other hand, given all this battle-honed claw power, it came as no surprise that I never once saw a stray dog.
	Now it was 8:15 in the morning. The workers below were half tapping and half arguing into place the myriad cobblestones of a re-paving job that had been going on since I arrived. You’ve heard of the New York City’s Public Works Department motto, 'Dig We Must’? In Χανιά it is, 'Cobble We Do’.
	The fruits thus far were about a fifty metres of the left half of Odos Zampeliou looking like a proper street. It was hard to tell if what lay below me was one supervisor and four workers or four supervisors and one worker. It seemed that every stone had to be emplaced with as much discussion as possible.
	Now one of the Odos Zampeliou balcony dwellers abruptly interrupted the discussion with a grumpy tocatta of hand-waving, finger-pointing locutions so staccato they sounded like a bankruptcy auctioneer on fast forward. The point, I gathered, was why did these workers insist on waking up all of Χανιά by discoursing and tap-tap-tapping thusly at this unholy hour of 8:15 in the morning, and on a Tuesday at that. Hadn’t they ever heard of rubber hammers in their profession, bricklayers use them all the time? The grand-dame applied a truly munificent eloquence to so brief a point.
	Naturally, all work halted and the nearby balconies lined with housewives and children in a display of civic solidarity on the side of their neighbour. The discussion ended with the workers agreeing to tap more humbly until the more appropriate hour of noon, at which time they would break for lunch, followed by the union-mandated nap through the hottest part of the day and a wine-sluggish return to work about five. Have you ever wondered why medieval towns took so many centuries to build?
	The Honey Moon Room was at the far western or 'high' end of Odos Zampeliou. Just beyond it, where the oδός abruptly teed into two narrow alleys at the old Cavalierotto Santa Catherina bastion, to the left I looked down on a splendid wall of blue sweet-peas enclosing an old pasha’s palace. It was inhabited by a reclusive widow in her eighties living out her dwindle-down days being attended to by a daughter who had opted for filial duty over uxorial bliss.
	The aforementioned portal leading out of town didn’t really lead out of town any more. Χανιά’s easygoing fourteenth- and fifteenth-century exoburgi outside-the-walls, riffraffy farmer’s-market days declined as the city grew ever outward, then halted altogether early in the seventeenth century when the Venetians took stock of Turkish intentions in the eastern Mediterranean and decided this would be a good time to fortify for the inevitable. Today the Odos Zampeliou portal leads to the massive fortress walls the Venetians built to fend off the Turks.
	Build they did. A bulwark three kilometres in circumference broadly embraced the city, roughly thirty metres across between parapet walls and twenty metres straight down to the now-empty moat. When I first visited two decades ago the former moat was charmingly filled with modest little onion and artichoke patches tended by citizens who paid a small fee to rent their plots. In Crete, as just about anywhere, there’s an adage to the effect of, 'You can take the family out of the farm, but you can’t take the farm out the family’.
	This, alas, has not deterred the municipal administration’s drive to devise appropriate measures to better serve its citizenry: today the moat has been turned into a parking lot.
	The Venetians did not think small. Their mindset evidenced itself in the massiveness of the old fortress walls. Think of these as living with a big bedmate in a small bed. The walls were broad at the top to better move cannon and troops around. They were raised brick by brick using local corvée labour extracted from the peasantry at sword-point from Crete’s interior mountain villages, even if it meant the villagers’ crops would rot.
	The phrase 'brick by brick' doesn’t convey any sense of what it must have been like working in one of those press gangs. Pretty as the Τοπανάς quarter may be, it was built by wealth accumulated in good part by treating inland Cretans about the same way Atlantic slaverunners treated their cargoes of Ghanians.
	'Brick by brick' can’t hint at the dust that would have been always in the air, the pipestem legs of gruel-fed men, the knee-deep mud when it rained, the flyblown donkey piles in the road, the cries of the workers when someone got hurt, the squalid rat-squirming reed shacks in which the wives and children lived in and seared and froze through the years, the smells of cooking fires at night, or the children working alongside their fathers tapping the oxen along with sticks while staying warily clear of the lurching, yawing wagons sagging from bricks or broken limestone to fill in the walls’ wide tops.
	Those words also don’t convey illuminating vignettes like the fact that the surveyor’s technique for levelling the tops of the embankments was to sightline along two pots of water with a string stretched between them, or that the clay sealing layer that topped the fill was simultaneously compacted and made flat by driving herds of sheep or goats along it—a technique that has been passed into our own time in the form of the huge, water-filled cylindrical earth tampers used in highway construction whose outside surface is made of hundreds of steel knobs which compact and smooth the soil exactly the same way as the sheep did, and is called a ‘sheep’s-foot roller' for that reason.
	Parts of the wall are now broken down. Turkish cannon started it and the motor vehicle finished it. Gates were removed to accommodate the fact that autos are wider than donkey carts. Around the turn of the twentieth century the thrifty civic fathers razed the Piatta Forma mortar bastion to the ground and used the brick and fill to make a large flat terrain on which they built a proud new αγορά agora or public market. History proceeds from one market maker to another; war and revolt simply reset the currencies.
	In the nineteen-forties the Cavalierotto Santa Catherina bastion just beyond my balcony was homesteaded on its invitingly flat top by some resourceful but impecunious refugees bombed out of their downtown homes in the old Kastelli district by an absolutely witless revenge aerial bombing by Nazi forces as they fled the island in 1944. Today a path traverses this neighbourhood southward along a whitewashed walk bordered on the right by a roseate flowerfall of bougainvillea. It is one of Χανιά’s most comely hidden treasures.
	The man-cursing, sword-clanging, shell-bursting roar of centuries past is now a beguiling little footpath lined with houses and flowers and birdcages and herb gardens and grape arbours and laundry drying in the sun, all on the edge of the precipice above the old moat.
	The refugees became such a permanent fixture atop the old wall that, try as they may, the city authorities have never found a way to either move them or tax them. How can you tax someone who doesn’t own their land, and how can you evict a family from a perfectly good house they built with their own hands when they have nowhere else to go? And besides, what would you put there once they were gone? The city has enough pricey apartment houses as it is. Pfui!
	Given the average Cretan’s conviction that no government is the best government, Chaniotes, Χανιώτες, cheerily ignore the zoning ordinances and the dubious taste of planning commissions. The result is a hodgepodge of expediency. Some front yards are the repository of every odd and end the property lines can contain. Others sport tidy little porches with vines on trellises and pots of orchids and tables for the afternoon raki. A large number have chickens. At least one has a goat.
	A Cretan from the country just can’t let it go.

	A Day on the Quay at the Κύμα Cafe
	Why does the Χανιά harbour area look more like Italy than the rest of Crete? From the fourteenth through mid-seventeenth centuries Χανιά’s Old Harbour was a major Venetian seaport, a commanding maritime height that dominated the eastern Mediterranean. The arc of Venice’s three major markets spanned Byzantine Constantinople to the Northeast, the Levant in the middle, and Egypt to the South. Those three geographies hide entire libraries of Chaniote history, from which one can nibble from the following canapé of vignettes.
	Constantinople was the largest trade terminus in the eastern Mediterranean. It was a forty-day caravan journey from the western terminus of the Silk Road, Samarkand—itself second only to Constantinople in the span of its economic tentacles. Samarkand’s trade history extends back as 685 ACE after China’s first Tang emperor Taizong (626–649) dealt with a long tradition of Tarim Basin banditry by exterminating the males and selling the women as chattel. Xi’an and Dunhuang in the East gazed westward across a dry flume of trade made of sand and pebbles, yet which channeled wealth’s flow no less readily than a flume of water. The first star chart in history was made in the mid-640s, not in bewonderment of our meaning amid all this immensity, but rather to get across the desert with cargoes intact. The Silk Road trade thrived through sclerotic and turbid times, bad governance and good, until the Mongol invasions clogged the desert with death eight centuries later. Even in prosperous times the Silk Road was no bed of roses. A diary note by an Islamic traveler named Abdul Zeyd al Hassan recorded, ‘During the Huang Chao rebellion near the end of Tang Dynasty, 120,000 Muslims, Jews, Christians and Parsees in Gansu were killed’. In one week.
	Samarkand was also the southern terminus of the Baltic trade, pioneered by Vikings astute enough to see that raiding Irish and French sacristies was small change compared with the wealth to be made from Samarkand Sultans. An eighth century silver dinar found in the Vale of York Viking hoard in Durham bears the mint mark of Sultan Isma'il I (892-907)—an eloquent glint from the gleaming necklace that bejewelled the Viking neck.
	Southward, the Levantine trade lore from Antioch and Acre tells tales rather more piquant than the pieties ladled out by Saint Paul. The knights in gleaming iron led by princes adorned with peacock feathers had the Levantine wool pulled over their eyes to such an extent that the reliquaries of European chapels accumulated enough bits of weathered wood for three True Crosses and enough Mary’s Milk in gold phials to nourish entire orphanages. The fact that Mary’s milk didn’t spoil was taken as a miracle. Pitiless modern chemical analysis is rather more candid: Mary’s Milk is a colloid of water, glycerine, and powdered white dolomite from the Sitti Mariam grotto a few minutes’ walk from Manger Square in Bethlehem. While the Apostles fished for souls the merchants caught suckers.
	To the south, Egypt had been a trade destination since the time of Minoan Knossos. Minoan drinking vessels buried during the catastrophic Mycenaean invasion of the island in 1450 BCE exactly replicate those depicted in Egyptian palace frescoes painted two centuries earlier. Two thousand years later there evolved a Silk Sea trade route from Guangzhou to Melaka to Cochin to Alexandria, paralleling the overland route—though more dangerous due to piracy and weather. The pirates off Cochin found their prey by stringing a long line of vessels out to sea within sight of each other. Rounding Dondra, merchant captains who saw smoke on the horizon knew the pirates were signalling who was closest to the prey. Yet slaughter they did not. Kochi pirates had the good sense to invite the captains of captured vessels aboard for tea, wish them well while looting their cargo, and be sure to come visit again. So tasty were the profits if they successfully evaded the pirates (by sailing through on a moonless night, for instance) the handful of merchants who knew this survived pirate tea more than once and still died peacefully at home in their beds.
	Lying midway between this eastern Mediterranean trade trinity and the Western Mediterranean’s trade trinity of Venice, Pisa, and Genoa, the canny Doges of Venice wasted little time turning Crete, then called Candia, into the hub of a wheel whose iron rim hooped the Med and whose axle was Anglicised from Χανιά to Chania. English orthography notwithstanding, the correct pronunciation is Hanyááh with the stress on the -yaah.
	The Χανιώτη trading entrepôt comprised the merchant basin along today’s Akti Kountourioti tourist esplanade and the Arsenale ship repair and provisioning depot where Venetian nave sottile oar-driven galleys and galleon gunships could be hauled out of the water in cavernous dry docks. Seven of these are in use even today. Over the centuries a shallow bay on the north side of the island was gradually walled off from the sea with thick wave-defeating ramparts save for a narrow access channel dredged to a navigable depth on the western end.
	Today the maritime glories of Χανιά’s Arsenale repair depot and ship chandlery are few. The grand warships of the past have been replaced by grandiose yachts and the contingent of local fishers whose sword against the sea is a boat roughly the size of a compact car with a prow and stern attached. With swim fins on I’m almost as long as they are. The water is lucidly clear and trash-free. Somebody over at Municipal Hall is doing their job, thank you. Fishing boats appear to levitate above a bottom so clear one can see fish darting insouciantly between the fish hooks and anchor chains.
	The harbour is about the size of a prep school campus. The semicircle of quays that give the harbour its jellyfish shape are made of stone bulwarks rising about four feet above the tide line to an esplanade of large square slabs. These slabs are living history, trodden smooth by galley-slave agony in one century, sweating shipbuilding labourers the next, entrepôt merchants the century after that, and volta promeneurs today. The walkway is about thirty metres wide and lined with dozens of street cafes and restaurants featuring mainly downscale cuisine at upscale prices.
	The tables are shielded by awn-ings which are rolled back in the evening to reveal magnificent moonscapes over the harbour. Inside, these eateries are furnished with bamboo and wicker chairs, tasselled cushions, glass-top or cloth covered tables, fresh cut flowers, and  in the evenings, battery operated LEDs shaped like the flames of oil lamps. The different premises are bordered off from each other with potted palms, ficuses, bamboo screens, and mutual mistrust.
	I soon settled on a convenient scribbling spot, the Kyma Cafe, Κύμα Καφενείο. The name Κύμα meant ‘wave’. The reason for such an anodyne name is Cretan shrewdness at its best. The Greek tax authorities have keen noses for any whiff of monetary gain. Chaniote cafe owners deodorise their balance sheets with a rose-water of changing identities and bookkeeping so intricate that it is referred to as the Triantáfyllo system. Τριαντάφυλλο is the Greek word for ‘rose’, literally ‘thirty petals’. The term neatly describes the layers of concealment in an average cafe’s ownership and financial records.
	No one could tell me how the Κύμα Cafe got its name. The name-board appeared out of nowhere during one of my visits and was gone the next year. Because it was my favourite kaphenio during the visit during which I wrote these notes, I gave its name to this chapter.
	The Κύμα Cafe was on the west side of the harbour, out of the sunset’s glare. It was secluded enough to work without being disturbed, yet gave a full view of the arc of the harbour. Directly across the water was the town’s architectural piece de resistance, the Mosque of the Janissaries—more accurately but less elegantly known as the Masjid Küçük Hasan. This lovely shaped but unlovely named mosque has been gentrified into an exhibition centre for Cretan crafts. Exhibitions change biweekly. Cretan domestic and trade crafts are so true to the soul of the land they are worth a three-week layover just to appreciate how deep creative vitality runs on this island. As Mihalis put it, ‘No one is a Kriti but a Kriti’.
	The Masjid Küçük Hasan’s mammiliform roundedness contrasts with the chunky, vertiginous Venetian architecture of the rest of the waterfront. Plastered in Italianate pastels of ochre and tan and pale yellow, with blue wooden window frames and lacy curtains wafting in and out in the breezes, Χανιά’s Venetian-era buildings are four hundred to six hundred years old and show it. There is a sweet dilapitude to their facades, a slightly disheveled dowager-past-her-prime look made all the more comely by the sunbaked hues of no two buildings being replastered in the same decade and shapes that were not quite square even when they were new.
	All these cafes and restaurants have 'house' music that tries to make up for their lack of any distinguishing interior decor. The Κύμα Καφενείο specialised in—surprise—Cretan love songs. Most of the rest swerved between popsy Mozart and the archaeorock of the T-Rex and Led Zeppelin era. That pretty well dates their clienteles right there. It is only in the καφενείο and taverna, ταβέρνα, on the back streets that you find authentic duos and trios playing the eight-stringed Cretan laouto or lute, λαούτο. The λαούτο has an air of melancholy about it, a kinfolk of the mournful sound of the Armenian duduk. There aren’t many contrived prettinesses in the music of cultures with survival histories as painful as these two peoples.
	During the morning shift at the Κύμα, three people were on board: co-proprietors Teodos and Iannis, plus Teodos’s amour Anna in the kitchen. Another Anna, dubbed II, relieved Anna I at around 4:00 so she could take care of her baby.
	Anna II was the Κύμα’s premier confectionist. Perhaps this had something to do with inner psychology translating itself into external form. While Anna I was slim as a toothpick, willowy, and walked as though she had been a zephyr in a former life, Anna II was rather well weighted towards the middle, dark-eyed and dusky, thrice motherly, and moved like a typhoon arriving at a concrete wall. Between them, no hour lacked its rainbow of maternity.
	Iannis generally came in around 6:30 a.m. and worked till 4:00 p.m. He then took three hours off and came back till the last customer went home. Teodos turned up at about 11:00 a.m. and worked straight through till midnight. Except for an occasional backgammon game with one of the harbour-side regulars, neither had more than a few minutes off their feet at any time during the day.
	The two Annas fared little better, except that they divided the day more evenly so Anna I could turn the back rows of the Κύμα into an impromptu day-care centre from 4:00 to 6:00 in the afternoon. Other cafe mothers knew when the moppet welcome mat was out and by 5:00 p.m. the place looked like Naptime in Totland.
	Noon

	A few moments ago an elderly man wandered in. He started playing (if that’s the right word) his laouto. Unfortunately, his 'Never on Sunday' had the effect of 'Never At Any Time, Especially Right Now.' Off-key, off-beat, off-centre, voice like a kazoo, three tables away and downwind his ouzo habit advertised itself like a recently repaired tyre puncture. Two British women at a nearby table paid him a nice sum to go away. A pity. Compared with the nose rings and backpacks that made most of the midday crowd, he was the most interesting character to pass all morning. (I can’t fail to report that after turning away this man as socially unacceptable, the woman went back to her Daily Mail whose two-inch headline screamed something to the effect of 'Mauler Mutilates Maid'.)
	Gypsies like this man are among the most fascinating of Χανιά’s quayside cultural niches. For students of street anthropology, the Gypsy life in Crete is a Ph.D. thesis waiting to be written. Throughout the day there was a regular transit of flower-sellers as pretty as the blossoms they sell, mandolin players who strum past two or three times an hour, men faking neuropsychiatric disorders (their ability to unerringly clutch a coin being a bit of a giveaway), other men pretending to be mutes, and a truculent gent who came by, deposited a pocket flashlight and a penknife on the table along with a business card that read, 'I am deaf. Please donate'. Five minutes later he was back to check the gleanings and retrieve his goods. If you think mass-market publishers have a problem with returns, you should see what this fellow has to live with.
	Then around 2:30, school being out, the little boys show up. They try to pass themselves off as part of the Charm of Olde Χανιά, but most are depressingly uninventive gymnasts, and a diet loaded with garlic doesn’t much help the table-side recitations of passages from Homer. Some proffer a shoe-shine consisting of a wipe across your shoe with a paper towel at an outrageous price. Others sell sunglasses in extruded aluminium frames so hideous that even a porn prince would pass.
	But one boy had a whiff of the right stuff. He had slip-fitted three soda straws into a long tube. Near the mouth end he had punctured four holes with a toothpick. Pursing the tube to his lips like an oboe reed, he buzzed a kazoo-like sound with his lips, which when it came out the far end of the straw sounded like something you’d expect at a Manchester football pitch. He had discovered that humming a tune at the lips end came out very differently at the other end of the tube, roughly equivalent to what happens if you play a duck call in a tunnel. To this he had layered a sprinkle of tootles with his fingers over the holes. The result was something eerily reminiscent of that passage in Gershwin’s ‘American in Paris’ in which Gershwin reproduced the cacophonous din of the Champs Elysées taxi horns using clarinets and trombones.
	This lad was definitely a unique contribution to the Χανιάn music world. I wondered if he was telling his parents how much he made in tips—he was really doing quite well from the sheer novelty of the thing. If it ever got around the Gypsy community what he was making compared with what the girls selling roses were making, Χανιά will soon be the soda-straw concert capital of Europe. George Gershwin would be thrilled to bits!
	Mystery Boat

	I went back to jotting notes about the scene before me. The dumpiest fishing boat I had ever seen—nay, that probably ever existed—eased away from the quay in front of the taverna next to the Κύμα. This taverna had a bit of a reputation (read: tourist trap putting on airs of mob connections), so it was hardly surprising to see this piece of motorised flotsam in front of it. Polished brass and teak it was not. The hull had faint traces of what once might have been blue and white paint, but only an antiquarian could tell for sure. The nameplate on the bow could have been vastly improved by any five-year-old. The gunnels were weather-beaten planks lashed down with the remains of yellow fish net. There was a sunshade over the deck made of welded angle iron that had been bashed so many times that it looked like just after the explosion in an action movie. There was a loudspeaker aimed aft (lord knows what for), a spotlight up front, a couple of big plastic jerrycans for fuel, a broken-planked rudder held together by the type of stamped metal hinges you see in the hourly rental class of motel room, and the whole thing reeked of diesel and stale fish.
	But when it started up and pulled away from the quayside I couldn’t believe it. The motor—the motor!—this thing’s motor purred in a low, throaty, finely meshed rumble more like a Maserati than the godforsaken wreck it pushed through the water. With a burbling snort like a cross between leopard and drag-racer, it hurled that entire shuddering hull of flotsam and junk from dead stop to harbour speed within seconds. It crossed the harbour like an arrow and once outside the jetty opened up into an unmuffled panther-on-the-prowl scream that more resembled a hydroplane racer at full throttle. I don’t know what manner of hull lay below the waterline, but it sure wasn’t the same hull that was above it.
	I looked in astonishment at Iannis, who stood near my table.
	'Smuggler’s boat.’ he explained. 'Where do you think Libya gets its Marlboros?'
	Late Afternoon

	For those not into something as drearily diligent as bread and coffee for breakfast, the quayside ζαχαροπλαστείο—zaxaroplasteio or sweet shops—did a roaring business starting around noon. Pastry places were the second most ubiquitous Mom & Pop businesses in Crete, exceeded only by the φαρμακείο, pharmakion, the chemist, of which there seemed to be two to a street in any given town. Considering that most pharmakion products were packaged in the lustreless designs purveyed by the likes of Glaxo and Ciba-Geigy, I wondered if Cretans were somehow more malady prone than the rest of the world, or several decades ago the pharmakion schools had a price war and this was the result.
	Pastries are a fine art in Χανιά. Only the silversmith shops out-filigree them in intricacy and presentation. The window displays featured lavish arrays of cookies, cream-cakes, pies, filo-dough concoctions like baklava, and fetching creations like the corné that looks like a Shredded Wheat biscuit stuffed with honey and walnuts. The coffee is apparently an afterthought. Inside, the trays behind the glass cases gleam of silver and brass. There are vases of fresh-cut flowers on the smattering of tables. Just about everything in the place rest on some kind of paper doily. There isn’t a smudge, spot, speckle, dust mote, or fly to be found anywhere. Even heaven couldn’t be as clean and tidy as a Χανιάn zaxaroplasteio.
	The servers are invariably those sloe-eyed, Minoan-haired, melody-tongued lasses that Crete seems overstocked with. After a couple of days of the passing parade of their rounded-toothpick shapes I wondered how Χανιά managed to avoid the plague of pierce-tongued, deltoid-tattooed, sunglassed Vespa vixens so be-loved of the Steampunk set. Yet pretty as these girls were, young Cretan males left to attend computer schools in Athens or emigration to Australia. Marriage was the invisible door that, when opened, led to a future of olive picking and serving tables that tourists crave but health organisations deplore.
	Zaxaroplasteios exhibited none of these authenticities at 4:00 in the afternoon when all self-respecting Χανιάns were deep in their siesta but the overcaffeinated and prematurely inebriated from north of the Alps began turning up in the grip of shopper’s euphoria. Shopping started with a double raki at around noon, followed at 4:00 by a double kafe élleniko so thick a dinosaur could leave its footprints there, plus a double pastry with enough stored calories to send up a spacecraft. If their pneumatic figures proclaimed what decades of indulgence can do externally, I didn’t want to contemplate what their blood vessels must look like.
	After the morning regime of Crete’s liquorous locutions, around 4:30 and the second double raki, there arose a unique Mediterraneobabble that resembled a beehive with two queens overlain with the Three Tenors warming up with different songs. That’s when the kids started showing off the tin whistles and gurgly bird whistles they wheedled their parents into buying in one of those moments of parental madness that would haunt them for weeks after they arrived back home in Goteborg or Steekelenberg or wherever.
	By 5:00 the zaxaroplasteios were a cacophony of itinerant street vendors, shrill disputes, Vespa brrrazzzes, church bells clanging, dogs howling, cats yowling, kids crying, balls bouncing, carpenters thwacking, plasterers smooshing, tourists haggling, doves cooing oo-oo-oOO-oo-oo (their version of the One Note Samba), crickets zzdzing, and children whining.
	Knowing this, a lot of zaxaroplasteios close at four in the afternoon and stay that way until seven in the evening.
	The Menu of the Hands

	Of the twenty-odd kaphenions and eateries that lined the harbour, roughly a third employed shills out front whose sole job was to inveigle people inside for an outrageously overpriced meal. The harbour volta promenade in the cooling hours of late day was a waylayer’s paradise. Thick columns of strollers and poseurs blended with irregular cobbles and menus and lampposts and Gypsy girls hawking flowers, a visual obstacle course as might be beloved by Hundertwasser or Klimt. For the first time all day the air was cool enough for comfort.
	Despite these romantic preliminaries, the cafe shills still had their work cut out for them. Their sole pay was a cut of the tab, so they were a made-to-order study in the techniques of marketing to the volta. The fellow Iannis was speaking about—roughly twenty feet away as I scribbled while pretending not to watch—mixed the jut-jawed bludgeoner with the detail-fixated professor. The jut-jawed part included his three chins, so his opening set of Ah bon, mes amis!...Guten Tag!...Hi there, folks! made him a formidable fortress of the walkway right there. He wore so many thick rings I thought he was in training for brass knuckles. Then there was his cafe shill’s trademark shirt (plain white office unbuttoned to the level of his munificent chest hair), plus the glittering catenaries of gold chains, black pants, and black shoes that looked expressly made for stomping cockroaches in a corner. Not to mention his truly arresting array of gold fillings.
	It was hard to avoid him. His modus operandi was to confront rather than approach, using a slurry of strides and arms spread wide so he was hard to get past. He specialised in families with youngsters, knowing the all-powerful words 'pizza' and 'Coke' directed to the younger ears, followed immediately with 'wurst' to the ample, 'cotelet d’agneau' to the slender, and 'awesome-burger' to the father of any kid wearing a backwards baseball cap. Plus the linchpin phrase for this climate at this time of day, 'ice-cold beer.' All these in Crete’s round-throated Italianate declamations that turn names on a menu into Demosthenes orating the sea.
	Surprisingly, most people took a bit of convincing. How convenient, therefore, that the establishment’s menu was barely two paces away, toward which he insisted them with a grand flourish of wrist. Page after page flicked past their eyes. Tourist menus were in four or more languages, so ran rather thick, although a goodly portion of this is the rainproof, kidproof plastic jacket each page slipped into. He extolled the catch of the day (not specifying where caught or on which day), the swordfish (shark sliced thinly and cooked over a low heat in butter), red snapper meunière ('real meunière—fresh butter and lemon,  not the same butter the fish is cook-ed in’), and the octopi which mere hours ago had been drying in the sun over on the other side of the harbour (true, but the octopi had been there all week amid the fly clouds and diesel fumes).
	That was the fish page. The viands took minutes. The drinks and desserts—well, they could last another five minutes, but he rarely got to those because by then the head of the foursome or fivesome or sixsome had taken on the wan look of a snake charmer whose snake is taking over and the entire group collectively slid from the menu to the first available table, rather reminiscent of the way a good cook slides an omelette off a buttered pan to exactly between the fried potatoes and the parsley sprig on the plate.
	But now a magical transformation came over him. He mentally shifted from shill to waiter. His face lost its oafish come-on and became a grandiloquent vehicle for the transmission of an enormous Eurobabble of words about food—and when the subject turns to food, Euros on holidays can really babble.
	As he recited the day’s specials his hands took over. It was astonishing how such a clumsyfoot with the consonants and vowels could turn into such a trapezist with the locutions of his hands. He didn’t really describe the dishes as much as he cooked them with his fingers before their imaginations. He filled the table before them with finger-flung ingredients that magically entered saucepans. His fingers plucked a chicken, diced a tomato, dolloped with butter, cracked an egg, smoked olive oil across a salad, soothed a sizzle, brushed aside excesses of thyme. His palms were culinary oratory. They painted tastes on tongue tips, salvered the salt on the back of the palate, then slipped away to the next bite. They split an artichoke into four parts, flicked the drupes of an eggplant one by one into lemon-butter, fingersnap-by-fingersnapped the mind’s eye through a plate full of potato chips, then left the appetiser course as smoothly as they’d come.
	The main course arrived on the serving tray of fingers first flat, then cupped, then spread, then open—biftek, roast lamb, souvlaki, gyro. They trembled a moussaka, conjured a boureki, shook a storm of asparagus, hinted grandly of green beans, fava beans, cucumber, radish. They gripped themselves into tight balls as one fist pounded the table while the other shook the stuffing out of the air, et voila, a full roast game hen arrived before their mind’s eye. Then he spigoted a beer, wove a wine selection, tucked away the fingertips at the request for 'just water,' trilled out vintages fast-as-that, and cathedraled towards the end into a prayer-temple of 'You perhaps would like a local wine, a good Cretan red wine, made just outside of Χανιά itself!' (Indeed it probably was.)
	Then the hands softened, cajoled, they eased. The fingers permitted. They yielded. They allowed a bit of sin after the due diligence of nutrition—dessert, in other words. They became a tranquillity of parfaits, a little sign of the cross over a sundae, forgiving the caramel, while not forgetting the benediction with chocolate.
	Thus the poet of the calorie. When the bill came it was a gilt frame around a modest painting, and equally overpriced.
	If there’s no higher dimension to our dailiness, the bill attested, then why did we invent perfume?
	Poetry?
	Piccolos?
	Volta Hour

	By six in the evening everybody is doing the volta, that beguiling European custom of promenading up an appetite whilst checking out the restaurants from the menus posted out front. The sun’s descending light wrings the saturated colours out of the daily heat, emptying them first of heat and then of hue, until the entire quayside scene becomes a cornucopia of Instagrams so fleeting they merge into a cinema of glimpses. It is a people-watcher’s paradise.
	In the coolness of late day, the town’s only male balloon seller galumphed along the quay. He was a level of slovenliness more likely to be found in an auto dismantler’s yard. Half a shirt-tail was tucked in and the other half free. An enormous pot billowed out, in the middle of which a detached button revealed a navel with an accumulation of lint and skin flakes like a dust bunny from hell. Attached to his wrist was a wad of strings looped around his palm. They were knotted again just above his wrist, flight being ever the hazard in the helium balloon business.
	Dozens of balloons. Imagine seeing him as a child gazing up from the ground—the balloon cosmos above would be a gigantic puffpastry polypropyloluminescent plastic-purple blimp-edged Tweety-Bird world of sky-eyed Ghost-buster pearlescent metallic Bugs Bunny painted-on-ears TVtoon Ditsy Dolphin spray-can blue big red hearts Hotwired chaos of incandescent acrylics, all wildly overinflated and wafting in the breeze.
	And matchingly overpriced. Try telling that to a five-year old screeching, ‘Iwantone!Iwantone!Iwantone! Mommy, ple-e-e-e-z-e’.
	As he bloated down the quay, a fivesome of adolescents arrived on those spoke-wheeled flailing-knee bikes like the ones in the scene in ET when the bicycles sail off into the moonrise. They circled around the balloon seller three times and then were gone, knees grotesquely flailing, a fleeting fragment of B movie image, only in 3D.
	The heat of late May triggers Eurospandex high season. The artifice of the casual wear industry meshes like a jigsaw piece into the puzzle-picture containing the inebriated bouzouki player of this morning and the quayside kaphenion audio tape loops of scratch-throated Louis Armstrong and oleaginous Dean Martin.
	Out from the mammothries of NederNord malldom spews a tourist invasion of strollers and whirlygiggy kids’ beanies and vegetarians from Scandinavia, the babybuggy eversomarrieds and the budding Brunnhildes stuffed into white denims like a can of Redi-Whip about to detonate. Visions like these merge with the local Gypsygirl rose-sellers in their lovely drapey dresses mixing with the polkadot parades of Brits on a bridge-tourney tour. A chatty uncle in a broad-lapel double-breasted suit chaperoned two nieces who prayed he would disappear. Pipe-smoking Norwegians with salty-dog beards strolled in running shoes so spotless they must be washed after every use.
	Amid these, like installation art from a 1960s museum came four ageing bandanna-coiffed Dutch hippies wearing armless farmer-john tractor tunics and tie-dyed tee-shirts (tie-dye, still!). Juxtaposed next to them were rakish sunglasses, striped orange-and-white vee-necks that looked stolen from a prison gang, older women in prints douring askance at the strapless tanktops and jazz club basic black.
	Two lost-soul backpackers carried their flight bags on their heads in search of a hostel. They were elbowed aside by a girl delivering breads in a Deliveroo manoeuvre that combined Kamikaze with Artemis. A couple frumped along in respectable-marriage’s frozen familiarities. Creosote-bush office girls eye-poisoned everything around them because it is the only way they know how to survive. Premature tarts and ponytail teens strolled amid this optical fantasia with their faces glued to TikTok. Do-right daddies hoisted their little girls on their shoulders with their legs around daddy’s neck to give them a better view (one of these days some newly minted expert will write a bestselling screed decrying the latent phallicism in all this). Boys wore their baseball hats with the bill facing the right way—this is Europe after all.
	All this in a one-minute hour scribbling it all down at a cafe table. Imagine the whole extraordinary cavalcade of all Χανιά at dusk, the full flowering of the Good-God-What-Next tourwear-design industry writhing out over buttocks and bosoms that makes you wonder what they say in those garment company focus group sessions as they divine ways to turn the lowly thread into a sales sensation.
	Evening

	Then the sun sets. Dusk comes in scaturient shifts of colour—ambers and oranges and blues, dun ochres, sleek silvers, the water-melted hues of wedgwood and opal and nacre and pearl. The luminescence of the last glint of the sun. Sunset golds off windows and bronze off water, a moment of what life must be like on the inside of a topaz.
	Moment-painted people. People laughing people strolling people singing people flinging people dancing. Raggedy-tangled meanders of everyone, free from cares for the hour. They were a dream. Then they were not. Then they were again. The over-bright blobs of day colours lazed their way into the descending hues of night—yellow, olive, beige, tan, fawn, sand, flax.
	Beyond this scene entered two sailboats, fully furled in schooner rig before they even left the harbour.  Their sails luffed noisily, like the rippling sound of bed linens being shaken from a balcony. Luffing sails are embarrassing to a sailor, the sign of tillering that allows the wind to come from a direction where the sails can’t catch it. But there was no opportunity to tack with the wind for these crews. The harbour rules are strict on the course you must take when leaving for the sea: a straight line down the centre of the wharf lined with boats, a sharp right heel to starboard between two marker buoys, and finally the open sea beyond the jetty.
	The two boats made the sharp turn expertly between the buoys within moments of each other. Now tacking directly away from me and abeam to the wind, the sails billowing quickly to full and the hulls heeled sharply to starboard. The curve of sail was a line so sensuous it seemed drawn by Eros. Pure femininity glided out to the sea before my eyes, Aphrodite and Astarte fleeing with the wind.
	The right curve at the right time is a miracle.
	Then the Old-Harbour street lamps winked on. Suddenly it was Paris in the twenties. The clouds of swifts vanished from the sky as unnoticed as the crowds of afternoon vanished from the quay. Late dusk brought a great gentling. The weirdness of the overheated afternoon sighed its way down into the subdued mood of Caillebotte’s painting of a rainy Carrefour de Moscou near the Gare Saint-Lazare. Day cezanned into fruitbowl pastels, lost the sharp edge of the sun, matissed and vouillarded into voluptuous eventide blots of violet, swatches of apricot. Grace of movement shifted from rockabilly to ballet. Anarchic family scenes muted into holychild tendernesses. Petulant daytime tantrums turned into look-but-don’t-touch angels. Lappets from a zephyr pillared the far quay to sheen.
	The casual meanders of mid-afternoon now swelled to a river of faces and garments. The quay on both sides was thick with people doing their preprandial volta stroll. My eye beheld the visual equiv-alent of all nine Heavenly angelic choirs singing Handel’s Hallelujah Chorus in unison.
	The pace dwindled from frantic to urgent to purposeful to amble to meander to stroll. Fabrics wove themselves in and out of the shadows. Jackets of taupe and charcoal. Subtle juxtapositions of hummingbird-wing blue and the silvery tint of cirrus at moonrise. Pencil-wide stripes of salmon and saffron. Svelte, lissome, flowerfalls of hair. Arms clasped for waists, hands for hands, eye sought eye. Belts of velvet. A nice gabardine cut on the bias. A spaghettilike fringe of jersey that looked like somebody in a doll costumery sneezed at the wrong time. Blouses textured in multilayered crimps. Combinations of herringbone weave and diamond weave. A waffle-patterned bodice. Natural cottons and silks. The inexhaustible things a good piece of cloth can do to a woman’s shape.
	One body became an ecology of bodies, a humanscape Gaia immutable single-living-organism of shapes and colours moving amid crowds of other shapes and colours, the casual-wear calligraphy of pattern and panorama and behaviour and the emotions that act on the soul, written all across the quay with the thread and a weave. Terrorising baseballcap bicyclesky pubescenthood now became merely the imminent demise of a pizza. Evening turned the afternoon garishness into moments like Piaf’s singing. Like that drifting directionlessness of France in the 1930s when film and poetry were all but the same thing. Like Rumi and Tagore. Like finding the Buddha in the beauty of nothing. Like the nostalgia for what always is because it never was. Like the young Cretans’ cheerful way of navigating into the future using the compass of ancestral guidance. Like the souls of Minoan ancestors who inhabit Crete’s hills wearing now the faces of iconostatis saints.
	Like Cretan girls who still wear Cretan black, but pour, rather than dump themselves, into it.

	Marlena
	Marlena was a tousle-haired thirtyperhapsish woman who owned a tiny cafe three doors down Odos Zampeliou from my balcony room above Armonia Keramika. Each morning I would gaze down on her small contingent of omelette-and-toast nibblers from my balcony.
	Marlena didn’t live above her little cafe like most shopfront locals. The building had been turned into one of those bedspread-sized room-with-communal-shower 'inns' that soak up the stragglers during the tourist high-season. For some reason—probably word of mouth back home—the inn above Marlena was a magnet for working-class Danes. After a week or so of observing the Nescafé sippers poring over their free Kriti Gold Shop street maps and underlining all the tourist must-sees except the Kriti Gold Shop, I could confidently state that Danish working men have never heard of Armani, while their wives prefer tiny-petal florals so reserved they made Laura Ashley seem daring.
	My late-afternoon colloquies with Maria and Tassos had turned into something of a get-acquainted session for Marlena and myself. Indeed, we had gotten to know each other’s likes and dislikes rather more than each other. I didn’t know what she thought of me, but I knew her to be a pharmacopoeia of tinctures that could be applied to the betterment of Cretan men. These came out with such pithy irony that I wondered how many of her relationships had ever progressed to the strolling arm-in-arm stage. I was a little awed by this visually unimpressive woman who talked like a torrent and laughed like a lioness.
	Soon enough the inevitable arrived—one day Maria suggested that since I was so keen to sample the best of Cretan cuisine, wouldn’t it be a good idea for the she, Tassos, Marlena, and I to go over to Χανιά’s luminary Karnáyio Restaurant to celebrate Maria’s birthday.
	'In fact,' she confided, eyes avoiding mine as she spoke, 'I will even close the place a little early so we will have lots of time to enjoy the food.'
	Marlena looked at me and I at her. Whatever the Cretan slang for 'Setup City' might be, it was written all over her eyes.
	The Karnáyio was tucked up in the far corner of a square fronting the old Customs House. In one of those enigmatic nautical allusions which seafaring Cretans adore, the afterdeck of a sawn-in-half boat  named Antigoni had been mounted in one wall, looking as though it was emerging from a cinderblock tsunami with propeller intact. The white jacketed waiter was so wizened he might as well have served Zeus on one of his Earthly maid-chasing expeditions.
	The scenery was too hem-med in by buildings to see much more than a few rose-hued cloud tops above scattered open layers of stratus. The effect was Ruysdael on a dyspeptic day.
	‘I have seen some of the best sunsets in the world right here in Χανιά,' I ventured after the drinks were ordered. 'Even the sunsets in Mirissa where I stay in Sri Lanka aren’t as spectacular.’
	'Cretan women don’t like sunsets, Douglas,' Marlena replied. 'Have you ever seen a Cretan woman standing out on a rocky point watching a sunset?'
	Maria clucked her agreement and lit a cigarette, waving out the match with big sweeps of her hand.
	Marlena was the only person on the island to ever pronounce my name the way it was given to me, and I wasn’t entirely happy about it. After a dozen years of South African 'Dooglahs' and never once having visited Scotland, I felt about as Scot as a sarong.
	'But why?' I asked 'Sunset is the most beautiful time of the day. The workday is over. People can relax and enjoy life.'
	'You can relax and enjoy life, Douglas’, Marlena continued. ‘But for a woman it is the beginning of her second day. Her first day is breakfast, cleaning, shopping, and washing. Her second day is supper, bathing the children, making the beds, and feeding the animals if she lives in the country. The men are down at the raki bar.'
	'Hm. That’s not entirely what I’ve seen, Marlena. I’ve seen many more men working in their shops than sitting in the raki bars.'
	'So what were they doing, this what you call work?'
	'Some were sweeping out and tidying up their little cheese-and-cookie shops. Others were washing grime off their hands in the auto repair places. Out in the country a lot of men gather their sheep at sunset.'
	'Have you ever seen a flock of sheep that couldn’t gather itself?' she hooted. 'Why do you think most shepherds are bachelors?'
	I hesitated to guess at a reply to this obviously loaded non-sequitur. I shrugged my shoulders
	'It is because sheep do what shepherds tell them what to do.'
	I wasn’t sure this dinner was getting off to the right start.
	Tassos interjected diplomatically, 'In all our years of marriage, Dooglahs’s question about sunsets has never come up. This is why we Kritis like to meet foreigners so much. Tell us, Maria, do you like sunsets?'
	His was a valiant attempt at changing the subject, but Maria shook her head and lit another cigarette. 'I haven’t seen a sunset since before the boys were born,' she bassooned in a nicotinic exhale. 'Then after they grew up and went off to university, we opened the shop. Now I can’t close it till 9:00 pm or we might miss a sale. I’m certainly not going to miss a sale just for a sunset.'
	Marlena apparently felt she hadn’t fully made her point, interjecting, 'Douglas, I tell you why Cretan women don’t like sunsets. Sunsets are the menopause of the day.'
	I closed one eye and looked at her. 'Marlena, I see you’ve learned how to play with metaphors.'
	'Douglas, I am but a simple Kriti girl without a thought in her head.'
	'Kriti, yes. Simple, maybe. Thoughtless, no. But belabouring the obvious, yes. Menopause as sunset is so blatant it doesn’t reach the level of metaphor. It is a metathree.'
	A laugh of delight exploded from her. 'No, Douglas, it was a metafive. Bigger than comparison! Bigger than simile! Bigger than allegory! But I grant you, not quite an archetype. I tell you why. The forties are a marvellous time for a man, he’s at the peak of his life. But they are wretched for a woman. It is the beginning of the end. Cretan women hate the menopause. They know that ahead lies a long, long night. A long, long night is also what lies ahead after sunset, correct? The link between them is so strong that my point was really a metafive, don’t you see?'
	I decided this was a good time not to ask Marlena her age.
	'But, Marlena, the hours after sunset can be lovely, too. Many are the evenings I’ve looked down from my balcony as Maria and Tassos lock and double-check every door and window, then walk arm in arm down Odos Theatócopoulou. I watch them till they vanish in the dark after the last streetlamp. Moments like that give life its beauty, even if you’re the one watching it and not the one doing it.'
	'Pfui, Douglas. Such sentimentalism! Do you always let your feelings lead you around like the nose ring leads the bull?'
	‘What’s wring with sentimentalism? It opens the door to compassion.'
	She was silent for a time, surveying me top to bottom through her thick glasses. 'Knight to queen pawn four,' she finally mumbled.
	Off to the side Tassos had been gently chuckling as he surveyed the diners while listening to our discourse. Now he turned to me.
	’So now, Dooglahs, what do you think of the soccer teams this year?' He darted a glance at Marlena and she stabbed a glare back. I could almost hear the swords of clashing eyes.
	The waiter came and we ordered. Or rather, Maria ordered. She knew exactly what we all wanted, even though we had barely glanced at the menus. The waiter, experienced though he was, could barely keep up with her. After he left I asked, I turned to Marlena. ‘So tell me, Marlena, do you believe in astrology and paranormal realities?'
	‘Why do ask such a strange question!’
	‘Because it is more interesting than metaphors and menopause.’
	‘I believe in everything until somebody proves it false.'
	'Most people think the other way around. They don’t believe anything unless it is proven true.’
	She snorted, 'Then why do they listen to weather forecasters but laugh at astrologers and palm-readers? A weather forecast is like a palm reader dying unexpectedly.'
	I considered that. 'I believe or disbelieve people, not their words. I don’t think anything is true or false until I consider why the person is saying it. When a scientist says that truth exists only when something has been verified by tests, I ask how can he test why he needs to be right? If someone asks me what is the sound of one hand clapping, I say, What is the sound of an answer? When a man tells me what he doesn’t like about somebody, I know what he doesn’t like about himself.'
	She looked at me half smiling and half quizzically. 'I don’t know what to make of you, Douglas. I just don’t know.'
	I couldn’t resist—I looked over at Tassos and said, 'Actually, I think Juventutus is better than Manchester United this year.'
	He laughed. 'Dooglahs, it is “Juventus” and they are not in the same league.'
	Marlena looked back at me. 'I think you must play chess. Perhaps you are good at it?'
	'Depends on what you mean by “good”, Marlena. I have so much fun probing the psychology of the person on the other side I forget to plan my moves. When I give up winning what is on the board, I win everything that’s not on it.'
	The waiter arrived with thinly sliced tomatoes in olive oil, capers, and marjoram. Tassos, never one for formalities, began to spear them two at a time with his fork until Maria nudged him with her knee.
	At a nearby table a tot was starring in daddy’s cellphone epic. A mother guided her awkward pre-teen daughter through what she saw as a phalanx of stares, but in fact was a restaurant of people hypnotised by their hunger. A late seventyish couple, white shocks of hair the both, trudged a slow promenade to somewhere. I wondered how many years it had taken them to perfect the rhythm of their trudge.
	Two tables away sat a couple, she in an aloe-coloured skirt and cactus-coloured blouse; he bearded and with square-shaped shoulders, bright white shirt, and black pants. She with averted eyes and fingers over the lips of a woman listening unwillingly; he with crisscrossed arms and an I’m-in-charge air.
	Marlena followed my eye as I observed this couple. Maria had been watching the same couple. ‘This has been coming for months’, Maria said. Marlena replied, ’Everyone knew it wouldn’t last.’
	Marlena turned to me. ’Take my word for it, ’Douglas, marriage is soooo awful.'
	'How long have you been married?'
	'Never.'
	‘Then how do you know marriage is so awful?'
	'I have lots of married friends. You hear the same story over and over and eventually you get the point.'
	'So the tree of life ends up a twig of dried dust.'
	'Douglas, all I said was that marriage is soooo awful. What I didn’t say was that love affairs are soooo nice. No kids. Lots of good times. There’s a beginning, a middle, and at the first spat it comes to an end.'
	I didn’t know what to say. Or rather, I did, but didn’t think this was really the right place to say it.
	'Marlena, do many other Cretan women think like you?'
	'One step backwards and two steps forward, Douglas. You never know where you are with a Kriti woman. Kriti women are matriarchs'.
	'I already knew that.'
	'How?'
	‘Observing Maria. Two boys and a husband and everyone knows who’s boss.'
	Maria assented with a puff on her cigarette. Tassos rolled his eyes but didn’t say anything. Given the fact that during the day the upper Odos Zampeliou in the environs of Armonia Keramika was peopled by Maria, two women art-glass shop owners just down the way, Marlena in her cafe, a grim matron named Auntie Irene who owned the Hotel Irena, and Anna the Shriek whose piercing 'Ellahh!' in search of her son was worthy of a Madam Mao opera titled “Chairman Mao’s Glorious Red Book”, it was clear that Tassos had long ago learned that being away on his job all day long was the best thing that could possibly happen to ten hours a day.
	The waiter arrived with plates of fish, chicken, lamb, and beef. He put them before us.
	Maria wasted no time with requests. 'The lamb’s for Tassos,' she announced as she set the plate before him, 'and the fish is for me.'
	I wasn’t quite sure what to do. I would have preferred the fish. Maria’s twenty-five years of motherhood had made their stamp. Maria placed the chicken plate before me and gave Marlena the beef. I wondered if there was some sort of message in this selection.
	'Douglas,' Marlena continued, 'we women of Kriti, it is we who decide what our men eat. What they wear. What they think. They don’t know we are doing this. There’s nothing as useful as a man who is so ignorant that he doesn’t know he is ignorant. We keep them that way by nodding our heads when they tell us they know what they are talking about.'
	I had the feeling I was in the middle of my first training session.
	'If men are so ignorant, why do Cretan women work day and night while you say the men are taking it easy in the raki bars?'
	She pursed her lips and looked at me without a word. I took this to mean that my intelligence was in dire need of work.
	'Douglas, you can’t believe anything you see in Kriti, even if you see it with your own eyes. I give you an example. What do you think when you listen to the men in the taverna twirling their komboloi beads all afternoon?'
	'I see men reinforcing each other’s reality. But that’s everywhere, not just in the taverna. Visit a computer club or a poodle show and all people talk about is the virtues of computers or poodles. If you really want to see a set of blinders, talk to a YouTube influencer. Mention the word ‘Bastille’ and they will have never heard the term, yet there they are, storming the present one.'
	'So don’t you think, Douglas, that maybe men are the poodles in the poodle show and the women are running the show?'
	Tassos chuckled and rolled his eyes again, and Maria responded by kneeing him again.
	'Marlena, how many poodle shows are there in Crete?'
	She looked utterly amazed.
	'I really ... don’t know. But I guess there must be ... some, anyway. Poodles are not exactly the Kriti’s idea of a dog.'
	'If you have never seen a poodle show, how do you know the way they are run? I don’t think flexing gender biceps is the best way to define women. When I think of women, I think of a white feather on the water.'
	‘Ορίστη – Oriste? ’, she said. ‘Say again?'
	'When you see a white feather on the water, you don’t need to see the egret to know it is there.'
	She lingered a glance at me, then looked away. 'So strange an image, Douglas. White feather on the water.’
	We had been reparteeing so intensely that evening had settled in without our noticing. It was Χανιά’s finest hour. A handholding couple went by, so neat and trim they must have been accountants. High skreeks from sky-arcing bats. Middle-aged dowagers preoccupied with proper hair. Middle-aged men preoccupied with having some. Wine-heavy workers at the end of their day. A bleach-blond with more gold rings than a Gypsy. A skip-rhyming child all angles and hair. The heavy purses of women who dress in dark colours. A covey of elders straggling along behind a package tour guide. Father-and-son seriousness. A daughter bearing proudly a red purse. A woman whose husband was in a wheelchair—with he, not she, resolutely wheeling it.
	'Douglas,' Marlena finally said, 'that was the first intelligent thing I have heard from the mouth of a man. At last I begin to think you have something between your ears besides hot air.'
	'Perhaps, Marlena, but we are ignoring our hosts this evening.’
	I turned to address Maria, but she had lit another cigarette—in between the fish and the eggplant—and was now puffing compulsively while surveying the square.
	I switched to Tassos. 'Tell me a bit about yourself,' I said. 'Have you been working your present job all your life? What is your job? You never talk about it.'
	'Not so much to talk about, Dooglahs. Thirty-two years I was in the Greek army. I was even in Huntsville, Alabama! Six months there. Wah, ah kin even tawwk a li’l ‘Merican Suthuner.'
	'No, Tassos,' Maria interrupted, 'not your Alabama good-old-boy jokes. Please!'
	He ignored her. 'What happens when you give a hot dog to a good-ol-boy?' he asked me. I shrugged.
	'The good-o’-boy says, ‘Hot daymn! Thayt’s the only paht of the dawg we don’ eat whar ah cum frum.'
	Maria kneed him again. This had happened so often I was beginning to wonder if they should switch sides.
	'Pshoosh, Tassos, what will Dooglahs think of us?'
	I answered, 'Tassos can do a better Southern accent than I can!'
	'Tassos had a good time in Alabama,' Maria reflected. 'But I didn’t. I stayed here. We were still living in the Honey Moon Room then. The boys were ten and twelve. Every day, cooking. Cooking, cooking, cooking. There wasn’t enough money for souvlaki or giro. I was soooo tired of cooking.'
	'But we saved a lot of money that way,' Tassos interjected. 'Everything went to the boys. We wanted them to get the best education in Greece. We didn’t want them to have to serve thirty-two years in the army like me, just to survive. Kriti is a pretty postcard, Dooglahs, but good jobs are few and life is as hard as its hills.'
	'Did the boys turn out the way you wanted?'
	'They are the finest young men,' Tassos grinned. 'We are so proud of them. Zacharios is in computer-repair school in Athens. He can get a good job anywhere, all his life. Constantine is a dentist in Thessaloniki.'
	Maria added, 'Putting the children through university in Greece was very hard, Dooglahs. But so worth it! When they come for visits, they are always so tall, so handsome. They always bring something nice for their mother. That is more than we could do when we were children, Dooglahs.'
	'And neither of them will have to go into the Army,' Tassos said. 'No man should have to live that kind of life.'
	'Tell me, do Cretans have the same bad feelings about the Turks that mainland Greeks do?'
	'The Turks lived their lives, we Kritis lived ours. We paid our taxes because if we didn’t pay taxes to the Turks we’d have to pay them to somebody else. They left our religion alone, and that was very wise of them. They weren’t perfect, but they were better than the Venetians.'
	'Tassos, I don’t understand something. The Venetians were thrown out of Χανιά in 1645. That was over a century before the USA was a country and before most of Europe had the borders of today. What use is there in holding on to such long-ago memories?'
	'We Kritis have very much yesterday and very little today. Life is hard. We don’t have time to think ahead. That’s why we worked so hard to send Zacharios and Constantine to the university.’
	Magma had been rising over on Marlena’s side of the table, and now it erupted.
	'Douglas, you wonder why we Kriti women have decided to run the show? Let me tell you. We are mothers. We think ahead! We have to! We have seen our men fight the Greeks, fight the Romans, fight the Venetians, fight the tax collectors, fight the tour group operators, fight the football teams, and fight each other. And for what? Pfft! A postcard image of themselves with a thick moustache and a big dagger in their belt. So we take over their purse strings. We set up and approve the marriages, we decide how our house interiors are to be arranged. We do all the shopping. We take care of the garden. Then we give our men to know that they aren’t allowed in our territory between the end of  breakfast until dinner is served. Douglas, Cretan men are in those taverna because they’ve been consigned there. It is a sort of kafenion arrest where we can keep our eyes on them.'
	I reflected on the excruciatingly tedious rites kafenion idlers conducted to pass their hours, the furious clacking of their backgammon dice, the lusterless gestures they use to decorate their conversations, the pallid bonding rituals of bead-twirling and real-estate talk, the blank looks on face after face as they mutely stared out onto the heat waves and exhaust pipes of the street. These snippets suddenly jigsawed themselves into a picture of just how truly hapless they were. I thought of the tribesmen in the highlands of Irian Jaya, wearing huge codpieces made of yellow gourds during their howling hunting rites that put less food on the table for the children than the forest fruits and vegetable plots of the women.
	Marlena snickered a final nail in the coffin of the Cretan male’s dignity: 'Just look at their clothes, Douglas! Would a man wearing those clothes interest a woman? Pfui!'
	It was hard to disagree on that point. Sartorial distinction was not a Cretan man’s strong suit, so to speak. The men—at least the ones who weren’t tourist trap seducers—went in for that great sump-pump of the human shape, the denim. But unless one is a gold prospector who needs the riveted pockets, denim has only one useful purpose on earth, and that comes into play only if you’ve got a shapely butt. Shapely or not, denim was just as popular with Cretan males as with the males of everywhere else. On more formal occasions, the Cretan men’s suits were so lumpily woolly they must have mindset their comfort levels in donkey-blanket days.
	'Marlena, I agree with what you say about the way the men dress.'
	I won’t say that she beamed in triumph, but she surely was satisfied with her presentation.
	'Yet what about the way Cretan women dress? They go in for darks and not brights, sombers rather than hues, solids rather than prints. Basic basic, in other words.'
	'Douglas, a Kriti woman isn’t made by accumulating everything she could possibly want. She is made by adding to nothing until the perfect her is there. In the old days Kriti women made do with very little because they had to. But now we make do with very little because we want to. We are well-dressed inside, not outside.’
	‘Marlena, doesn’t it pain you, even a little, that you won’t enjoy the happiness of raising two successful children like Maria and Tassos?'
	'We Kriti women, Douglas, we remember our history, too, but in a different way. Cretan men remember their enemies. We women
	remember so many hidden agenda we don’t think there’s a real agenda any more.’
	'It sounds like you give yourself no choice but to marry no one.'
	'I will marry the man who gives up his life to come here for me. Why should I give up my life to go be with him? Your image, white
	feather on the river? I like it. But Douglas, I am not the water. I am the river.'
	After dinner had finished and Marlena left for home, Maria and Tassos walked me back to the Honey Moon Room.
	'I hope you did not take Marlena too seriously, Dooglahs,' Tassos ventured. 'She speaks sharply but has a good heart.'
	'Not at all. When I want to understand somebody, I listen for what they don’t say.'
	'So ... what did she not-say?’ Maria asked.
	I knew my answer would go straight back to Marlena.
	'I think she wishes she had your happiness, but is afraid of the pain that happens on the way.'
	'You two are going to be good friends, Dooglahs.’

	Jenny’s Place
	Jenny Payavla has a theory. She believes that cooking is a branch of choreography. 'Where else besides ballet and cooking,’ she once told me, 'can a seven-year-old girl learn how to move millions?'
	Jenny owned The Well of the Turk, whose blue-and-ochre sign waylaid me one day on a hot afternoon meander when Χανιά was mostly napping but the light/shadow contrast was perfect for pictures. I’m not much more than a point-and-snap type when it comes to pictures, but good light is good light and the hours from one to three in the afternoon in Χανιά are like accompanying Monet and Renoir on an en plein air day.
	The Well of the Turk sign fronted a vibrantly painted blue and yellow building, its yellow brighter than the liquid lemon of the sun. Describing the sign as 'blue and yellow’, though exact enough, is about as close to the reality of the thing as a medical school student explaining motherhood to a midwife. Those colours denominated the building’s exterior, the steps, the doors, the dungeony iron-barred windows. Perhaps it was the juxtaposition of such discordant tints, perhaps the fact that they were so massively proclaimed, that enthusiastic photographers would spend hours there calculating sun angles and waiting for the slant of the crispest shadows.
	In front, under the split-bamboo shade were old wicker chairs and iron-legged tables painted the same blue (mercifully without the yellow).
	As it was time for tea, I picked up a menu and was immediately beguiled by the fact that it opened with a Preface and an Introduction. It was the first time I’d seen a menu put together like a book.
	The Preface read:
	The Introduction brought matters a bit more to the point:
	It was a tall house, three floors high, the ground floor of which, given the airy iron-barred apertures, was probably the stable. A merchant prosperous enough to build a three-floor house with a stable beneath would have probably been a long-haul merchant, transporting goods offloaded onto the quay into the interior.
	The Turks had either built it, or changed it, into a residence based on the laws of haram. The Arabic word رام doesn’t mean 'quasi-enslaved women' as some seem to think; it means 'forbidden'. The haram wasn’t devised to keep the women in but rather to keep the men out.
	The right half of the second floor was the women’s side. In the back, where the sleeping rooms were, the windows were barred.
	The left half was the men’s quarters. The windows on that side were clotured not with iron bars but lacy grillwork. It was a strange gender inversion—thick rectilinears for the women and delicate lacework for the men. The shutters were held open with iron bars against the powerful scirocco winds, which bear down so fiercely on Χανιά that they have been known to rip window shutters bolted from the inside right off their hinges.
	An elderly gentleman came out to greet me. From his jacket, he was the waiter. It was too early to be ordering anything, so I motioned that I was just looking around, He nodded with a 'Ναί', the Greek utterance that sounds like 'No' but is really 'Yes'.
	Mystically lyrical music play-ed softly in the background, sounding Moroccan and then not; Spanish, and then not that either. Later I learned it was the Algerian Jewish singer Lili Bounish.
	Behind the small room in front with its dozen-bottled bar there was a broad arch closed by double-doors of thick wood, weathered from the years. I could easily imagine in my mind’s eye a wagon just arriving from an inland town like Vrysses or Vamos being parked across the street for the night while the team of donkeys or oxen were brought in for their fodder. The stone-lined well for thirsty animals that gave today’s restaurant its name is still there, near the centre of one of the cozy dining areas. The water is said to be potable—if you filter out the crawlies that inhabit water thirty feet down an almost lightless well. There are not many requests.
	On the wall opposite the well was an old Ottoman fountain with a splendid bas-relief of the skyline of Constantinople. The carving was so cleanly incised into the pure white marble it might have been cut yesterday. The Greeks, who were masters of Byzantine Turkey until driven out in 1453, still call it by the name Κωνσταντιν-ούπ-ολη,   Constantinple’, re-fusing to acknowledge the 1930 rename even though the Byzantine Greeks used ‘Istanbul’ as a nickname for Constantinople as far back as the 1000s.
	Water from a pipette below the Bas-relief pou-red into a pebble-lined pool. On the floor around the well—apparently to keep people from falling in as much as for  their de-corative value—were old tin water pots, stirrup handled water jugs, a potted vassilikos (basil) plant, and two hand querns, the pie-plate sized stone mills that once were everyday kitchen ware employed all over Europe to grind small volumes of grain into flour for daily bread. On the wall above was a gorgeous off-white and tomato-red prayer rug depicting the unusual motif of three mihrabs inside a border of stylised flowers. Later Jenny told me it had been rescued from the throwaway pile of a Greek Orthodox church.
	The walls were dark blue and bright apricot. Above the fountain, the wall was dotted with antique postcards and belle-époque pictures from Le Petite Journal in simple dark frames—Turkish soldiers in heroic poses and stovepipe fezzes, a woman in purdah, men smoking narghile water pipes, Greek resistance heroes with bristling moustaches and silver-hilted daggers tucked into their waistbands, pictures of Χανιά’s old walls, an engraving of an imaginative massacre and an equally imaginary liberation. All these were presided over by a cherub blowing a kiss from out of a wall niche.
	Further on was a second bar. It lacked the ouzo and brandy but was eloquent with the simplicities of nature—baskets of tomatoes and lemons, oranges, courgettes, cucumbers—amid the fussier eloquence of ornate Moroccan tea sets with filigree patterns writhing over their forms.
	Beyond, thick arches led into the music area where on Sunday a musical group named Kyriaki, originally from Syria but now residing in Crete, played the wistful, forlorn songs that people away from their homeland play.
	Thick doors with heavy iron rings were on the outside. These once doubled as door knockers and hitching rings but now did neither.
	A slender woman in tapered pants and red shirt with rolled-up sleeves entered. She was carrying two large shopping bags filled with vegetables. Lettuces and radishes. Oranges. Carrot greens frothed out the top.
	'Hello,' she said, and as though strangers wandering in was an everyday thing, 'Would you like something to drink? It is a little early for dinner. That starts about seven.'
	It was clear from the lines cross-referencing their way back from her eyes that her life had known more than its fair share of worries.
	'Not at the moment. I’m getting familiar with this part of the city and just happened to pass by. I admired your colour scheme. Do you pass out sunglasses before you let people gaze at it?'
	'No, I turn on the telly. It is an old black-and-white model. After thirty seconds of looking at my outside walls they think the telly is in colour.'
	'You are the owner I take it.'
	'Jenny Payavla. Would you like to come up to the kitchen for tea? My helper Angela isn’t due for an hour and I have to wash the vegetables. It would be nice to chat a bit.'
	‘Who was the sweet old man who allowed me in to look around?'
	'Vassilis. He all but came with the property when my husband and I bought it.'
	We trudged up the stairs. I carried one of the bags and was surprised by how heavy it was. Outside the window, kids were playing in a nearby alley. A little boy was strengthening his toddler legs by pulling his sister in a wagon, mumbling brum-brum-brum to her gurgly giggles and tiny handclaps.
	The smell of pan-seared bread was in the air. Jenny pointed to some large terrace-like cuts in the thick walls. 'This was the haram. You would have been put to death if you were caught in this room two hundred years ago. The servants and younger girls slept on those wall niches there. The mistress of the house would have had a trundle bed. If you go over to the window and look out, you can see how it was designed so the women could look out without being seen from the street.'
	The window was high enough to block out the view from the street below where the men walked. This was typical of the Turkish houses that dot Χανιά. Although a few were built from the ground up, most were additions atop existing floors. The transitions are not easily noticed, but once you know to look for a flat stone facade with wood-faced floors jutting a little further out over the street, they are ubiquitous.
	'Did the women ever leave the house?’
	'Oh yes! In the company of two or three older women, all in purdah, the garments that cloaked their faces and hair.'
	She unloaded the vegetables as she spoke, lining them up in a large tiled basin. 'I lived in Lebanon awhile. Middle Eastern men live in stark terror of cuckoldry.'
	'We despise in others the unacceptable acts we would do in an instant if given the chance. But how did you wind up here? I read your menu, but there must be more to it than that.'
	'Good Lord, yes!' She rolled her eyes. 'In my backpack years I travelled all over. But my father’s money couldn’t last forever, so I had to go back to Britain. The years after that I try to forget about. Then I met my husband, who was in the Greek Army at the time. I came to Χανιά with him and never looked back. Our idea was to buy an old house and fix it up. We saved every penny. The Topanas was too expensive, and Χανιά outside the Old Harbour walls could be Anywhere, Europe. So we decided on the Splantzia, which was—and still is—the artsy, chic, boho part of Χανιά. The best buys were the old buildings like this one. Some were ruined by the Nazi bombing in 1944. Others were abandoned and falling apart. We found this one and were very happy with it. But then the government archaeologists found cracks in the walls. Those necessitated repairs using iron beams that went straight through the stone walls—the old masons did build well—and it was horrendously expensive. We got so deep into debt that I started the restaurant to bring in extra money. It is doing so well that in a few years we’ll be out of debt.' She looked away, semi-dreamily.
	'Then?'
	She sighed at the huge pile of vegetables still to be washed. This entire discourse had only lasted through the beets, courgettes, and cucumbers. The mountain of tomatoes was yet to come. Then the leafy greens that always splash all over you. Then the fruit.
	'I really don’t know,' she sighed. 'It is so tiring.' She mopped away the perspiration on her forehead with her shirt sleeve.
	Vassilis came in and presented me with the menu. I read from it, '’Moroccan mint tea with authentic powdered green tea directly from Tangiers airmailed by a friend who lives in Paris.” Hard to resist that.'
	She smiled wryly. 'Well, near Tangiers, anyway.'
	'How near?'
	'Possibly the same hemisphere. Have you ever heard of a tea plantation in Morocco?'
	'I won’t breathe a word of it. Everyone wants dinner to be romantic.'
	'Romantics don’t wash the vegetables.'
	A thought fluttered in and back out about the difference between reading literature and living it. I examined the Well of the Turk menu.
	Jenny interrupted as I was digesting—if that’s the word—the selection.
	'I hope you didn’t think I was being abrupt with you about romantics,' she said.
	'Not at all.'
	'Washing vegetables is my least favourite part of owning a res-taurant.’
	‘What is your most favourite?'
	'The guests. I’ve had some precious moments here.'
	'And what, may I ask, is Death by Chocolate?'
	'Are you daring enough to try?'
	'Of course!'
	'Come back at twilight when it cools down.’
	I returned under brushed-steel skies at 7:30, threading between the Splantzia’s shape-sculpted roofs and roundel arches above the doors. Workers in shorts were cigaretting the end of their day. It was family time on the benches in front of the houses. A little boy, legs like two toothpicks in shoes, pushed his baby sister’s stroller. I looked more closely and it was the same boy as before. A three-year-old pulled up a shirt and looked at his round tummy, still bewondering the role of the bellybutton. There were low burbles of the Greek parental idiolect—spelling out the words they don’t want the children to understand. A grandfather and a boy strolled by, trudge and a gambol hand in hand. Folding chairs outside of doors. A newly planted palm, fronds like a feather. A woman pushing her bicycle. On the bench in front of the 13th century Ayia Irini—Αγία Ειρήνη—subterranean chapel, an elderly man burned a loose thread off his button with a cigarette lighter. A little beyond, a local politico was deep into his podium phase, gesturing floridly and exclaiming a firmly-held view. It was hard to imagine him with a non-firm view.
	The cool of the evening had brought Jenny a decent-sized crowd.
	'Your menu is really pretty daring for Χανιά,' I ventured. 'All the ‘Cretan Home-cooked’ I’ve tried is neither Cretan nor home-cooked. Your menu is so very different. Why?'
	'Marriages on a menu, like a real marriage, are choreography. A touch of lemon zest on a mint leaf in yogurt. Garlic salad garnished with snips of cucumber. Figs that smell like perfumed honey. When I think about combining ingredients, I think of Andrew Lloyd Webber reading T. S. Eliot and dreaming up Cats.’
	‘Do traditionalists ever complain about your unusual ingredients?'
	‘Occasionally. I explain it this way: A meal is made of things and events. The things on the plate gone in an hour, but the event lingers all evening. You don’t buy a meal at Well of the Turk, you buy an event. If the food isn’t as good as the surroundings, then your reward is a forgettable meal in a great cafe. If the food is better
	than the surroundings, your reward is a great meal in an unforgettable cafe. Either way, you leave with a memory.'
	'What about a great meal in a great cafe?'
	'That’s my job.'
	Indeed it was. Dinner was like visiting an artist’s atelier and listening to the artist describe the difficulties of painting a soft, streaked, gentle December sky, not quite silver, not quite blue, as difficult to capture as the descent of a raindrop. Then there it is, on the easel.
	‘What is a bad meal in a bad cafe?' I asked.
	We both looked around at this ballet she had made of her life. The light was ghostly with candle flickers on the sloping layers of perspective. Clarity of day had dissolved into the mystery of evening. Customers were enjoying romantic flirtations. Faces became essences as light merged with shadow. Lamplit faces were a liquor of the eyelids’ languors.
	'The worst meal imaginable,’ she replied, ‘is a fish and chips place with a wrestling match on the telly. But I live here now.'
	I rose to return home. From across the square I took a long moment to savour the Well of the Turk. No blaze of blue now, no stun of yellow. Only the full moon, beaming above the Splantzia like a cameo on black velvet. Wisps of thin cirrus iced a faint rainbow around the disc. A threesome of dowagers polished off their Death by Chocolates. None of them looked overly dire for the experience. Jenny was delighting with banter her guests. They had not seen her wash the vegetables.
	Except for the applause, ballet too never pays for its costs

	Apostolis’s Shop
	For weeks he had intrigued me. Every day out in front of his shop, tap-tap-tapping a chisel through stubby lengths of olive tree limb, hailing out 'Kali mera,' Καλή μέρα to everyone who passed. To those who tarried he spoke a donkey-trot patois that made me think of what Linear B might sound like on the tongue of a tobacco auctioneer.
	The only food I ever saw him eat was a dry crust of bread that didn’t look much softer than the olive wood he carved. Slowly, tap-tap-tap by tap-tap-tap, his chisel would shape the handles of vine-trimmers’ knives. The shape was so common all over Europe there was no mistaking what they were to be. Every day, tap-tap-tap, he went from rough bark to tough heartwood, turning out the exact same shapes in the exact same way. Yet the racks of knives in front of his shop hardly looked the local-vineyard type. His showcase knives had polished wooden handles and chrome-plated blades nicely engraved with 'Greetings from Crete' inside outlines of the island. Pretty enough to be sure, but these showcase products did not have rivets passing through the handles, which meant the blades were probably glued in. All that prettiness would last about a week in the Cretan bush.
	My impression was that this was a well-disguised tourist trap with the interesting twist of someone actually making something authentic—or at least part of it anyway. Yet locals did enter his workshop. On closer inspection, a surprising number of them did. They walked in with nothing, and walked out with nothing. Trying to noodle out his real business provided the perfect excuse for me to turn the little three-table cafe next door into an informal cafe-élleniko-&-Herald-Trib spy station. Giving the cafe even more a down-at-the-heels Graham Greene look was the fact that it was hard to spot the place immediately as a cafe. Rusting soldiers’ helmets and other remnants of the 1941 Battle of Crete lined a table in front. Two tall rotating racks of tourist postcards and ghastly tee shirts filled the windows behind.
	Reward came soon. One morning three shepherds came up to his shop and used a word that I heard as 'sithero.' I looked up at the sign above his shop, and there, among all the rest of the words, was 'Σιτάρας.' One of the men held out the two halves of what appeared to be a broken bayonet blade. The shop owner examined the pieces with a grave air.
	From this context I deduced that Σιτάρας probably had to do with knife-making and sithero meant 'knife.'
	But how did context tell me they were shepherds?
	They wore thick thigh-high leather chaps around their legs, tied on with crude thong-work. The chaps were abraded and pocked with holes from years of walking through brush. Their jackets were of goat-skin, the sleeves attached to the vest with Xs of thong. Each had a heavy-bladed knife with a goat’s horn handle. Dangling from one belt was a flute made of scraped kri-kri or mountain ibex horn, with a wooden mouthpiece and three holes out on the flare. Each had a satchel for food made of a goat hide tanned with the hair left on. They looked freshly arrived from a Rogier van der Weyden nativity scene.
	All this was too fascinating to regard from afar. I finished the coffee, then eased down the walkway looking as touristy as I could (not a difficult task), cursorily examining the knives on display that fronted the shops on that side of the street. To put a finishing touch on this spy-on-the-sly fantasy, I even surreptitiously checked the prices. What could be more touristy?
	The man glanced at me as I finally arrived at his knife selection. He said, 'Oriste?' with the particular lilt that meant, 'Can I help you?' I said that I was just looking, but might I see the knives inside his shop, too?
	He glanced at my hands to see whether I was carrying a bag, then motioned me in. He fell back into conversation with the shepherds. Apparently the broken blade was quite an event.
	Inside I had the chance to piece together a little of this man. The room was dingy with the grime of decades. Hence he had never married or was a widower, with no daughters to come a-tidying. There was a wooden icon of the Virgin with child so dusty it seemed there for no particular reverence. A picture of St. George slaying the dragon was placed directly over the electricity metre window so the reader couldn’t miss the point.
	Half a dozen pictures torn from the pages of decade-old magazines were pasted to one wall, including a rather winsome Audrey Hepburn wearing a skirt of the oversized polka dots so chic in her 'How to Steal a Million' days. There was a two-year-old calendar framed in spider webs that illustrated with a bikini-dotted beach and an entreaty to buy local agricultural implements. A wall thermometer was so filthy it hadn’t been consulted in years—do you really need a gauge to know that it is hot? A tin of anti-chap hand creme had seen little use. Overhead storage bins were ricked with olive limbs for future handles. A rusted sheet-metal water cistern cover discreetly masked his bed, an old wooden frame with a blanket for a mattress. There was a rusty folding chair with worn out cushions. A wine bottle filled with water perched next to a cornflower-blue Camping Gaz canister with a rusty cooker snapped atop it. Alongside those was a screw-top jar filled with coffee, a spoon, and a box of Swedish matches. A cat cleaned its face with a paw in the corner. In sum, a life concerned very little with the rest of the world.
	In the back of the shop was a modest-sized forge. It was fed by a fan that had been jerry-rigged from an antique fire engine siren. There were anvils great and small, hammers by the half-dozen, pliers, cutters, nippers, pincers, clippers, benders, curlers, shapers, and a horseshoe under the light switch. The major tools of his finishing department appeared to be two grinding wheels, one a heavy carborundum disk for grinding a blade and a smaller emery wheel for honing it.
	Thus far the picture was an uneventful personality with an uneventful history, eking out uneventful days by selling tourists high-priced trinkets to subsidise low-budget locals. Since the forge didn’t look like it had been used in a while, I concluded that when he got a knife order he bought the blade somewhere else then fit it into his own handle. Hardly Graham Greene stuff, but it was rather fun to play the Peter Sellers detective deducing everything about the murder except the presence of the gun on the table.
	While I was musing, it had grown quiet. I looked outside and the shepherds were gone. The man came into the shop.  I put away my notebook and picked up a Nazi soldier’s helmet and pretended to be looking for a price.
	'Found that at a pig farm,' he announced, 'It was a slop scoop.'
	I put it back down.
	'Apostolis Pachtikos is the name, eighty-four years is the age,' he informed me without my asking. He had a way of pronouncing 'ch' that sounded like someone biting into an apple. 'Only two of us knife-makers left here on Odos Machairadika, and I’m one of ‘em.'
	'I thought this was Odos Sifaka,'
	'So the city says. But ‘Odos Machairadika’ means ‘Knife-maker’s Street’ and that’s what this street used to be, whether the mayor agrees with  it or not. You see anything besides knife making going on here?'
	'The fellow across the street has a nice collection of blue glass for sale.'
	'Made in Italy. Every bit of it.'
	'And the place next door to you has a hundred different beers from all over.'
	'Don’t I know it around ten at night, too.'
	He changed the subject. 'When I first arrived, sparks flew day and night here.'
	'When was that?'
	'My father and me, we migrated here from Turkey in 1923. We were among the Greek refugees who came to Crete in the Exchange.'
	I reflected on what an unspeakable catastrophe it must have been, 1,221,000 dispossessed Greeks streaming in from Anatolia and 350,000–400,000 penniless Turks heading out to it.
	'Pap and me, we were from inland Turkey. Unlike the Greeks in coastal cities like Smyrna, we could speak only Turkish. My father had been to school and could read and write ancient Greek, but until he learned today’s Greek, our neighbour would write out Pap’s shopping list and I would do the shopping. I learned Greek faster than my Pap. Not that we could buy much. We were so poor we couldn’t afford cheese. Him and me, we saved the little piece of cheese we could buy till the end of the meal, then licked it for the flavour while we were eating our bread.'
	'What’s the first happy memory you had in Χανιά?'
	He looked away. Apparently the question had never come up before. Then he smiled and said, 'Kalitsounias!' Then he laughed giddily as memories flooded in. 'They were sooooo gooood. Pooollliii kaaallaaa!'
	'What are kalitsounias?'
	'A pie with a sweetened cheese inside, brushed with egg yolks to make it shiny. When Pap and me first came here, there were lots of customs we had to learn. Things like all the women making certain special kinds of pies only on certain days of the year. Kalitsounias were one of them. The women would bring them on a big casserola to Lefteris’s fournou, the village bake-oven, where he would bake them for a few drachmas. All afternoon they would pass by with casserola filled with warm kalitsounias. They made sure to come at different times because the oven could handle only one or two casserola at a time. I remember when ...'
	He began slapping his knees with both hands at the happy memories upwelling within. I half expected him to bring out a bottle of ouzo.
	'... when one of my friends, Kousis, once did a great joke with kalitsounias. He stood on the road where the women were bringing their casserolas back from Lefteris’s oven. Naturally all the women offered him one. He would eat it and smack his lips and say that hers was the very best kalitsounia he had ever tried. The women would reply, ‘Oh what a sweet boy,’ and give him another one. He ended up with more than thirty. He took them to the taverna that afternoon when the men were hungry and sold them for a very good price. The men in the taverna liked his story as much as the kalitsounias. Everybody agreed he did not lie—every neighbour did indeed have the best he had tried. They were all the best.'
	He motioned me outside so he could return to carving his knife handles.
	'I see you making a lot of handles, but no knives. In fact, I didn’t see any vine-dresser’s knives in your shop. Isn’t that what those handles are for?'
	'Hellyes! What other kind of knife would have a shape like this? This part here in the middle has gotta be fat so they can get a grip, and this end up here, this has gotta be wide enough so the pin with the blade can go through it.'
	'I don’t see any blades or pins here.'
	'Hellno! O’course not! Why should I deafen my ears hammering out blades for every handle I carve? Already I got ear-ringin’ that won’t go away.'
	'But where do the ...?'
	'I carve ten handles, every day. When I get two-hundred fifty I put ‘em in a box and ship ‘em to France. Meanwhile somebody in a metal shop in Spain is making two-hundred fifty blades. They’re cast-metal instead of cut-metal, which is why they’re so cheap. But they also break easy. When my handles get to France, somebody puts the pin and the blade through the handle, somebody else paints ‘em with varnish, and the boss stamps 'Armenis Brand, Made in Crete' on ‘em and sells ‘em to farmers. Then he sends me a check from Switzerland. My friend, Kriti is in the Common Market now.'
	I looked at him speechlessly. This was not following a Graham Greene script.
	He pointed up at the sun-bleached sign over his shop. There, sure enough, was the word Αρμένης, ‘Armenis’, tucked away amid the rest of the words.
	‘What does ‘Armenis’ mean?'
	He laughed. 'It means ‘Armenian’. When my father and me came, we first peddled our knives around the farms and villages. Him and me still couldn’t speak any Greek. The locals took us for Armenians who had escaped the 1915 massacre by the Turks. They began to call our knives ‘Armeni knives’ because the blades were shorter and more curved than Greek knives. We took ‘Armenis’ as our trademark.'
	I shook my head. Eighty-three years from a pogrom in central Asia to a vineyard in France, via a meander that, had I not met this man, no one would have known. I was reminded how accidentally things get their histories and how liberally we sprinkle the dust of myth upon them.
	Gesturing at the entrance to his shop I asked, 'Where are you going to make the new knife blade for those three men who were here a little while ago? It was a big blade. Your forge doesn’t look up to the job.'
	'Hellno! They didn’t want a new blade! They are part of a film crew making an ad for Dutch TV. They wanted to know if I could spot-weld those two pieces together so they break when hit by the sword of the hero in their ad.'
	‘Ορίστη!? What!?'
	'The way they told it, one detergent is fighting another one for the hand of the Princess of the White Laundry. The blade they brought in is supposed to break at just the right moment. When it does, the three men, they lift the hero onto their shoulders and all of them go into the castle and then come out again dressed in white robes carrying the princess on a box of their detergent. I told them they better use contact cement. A spot weld might not break when they want it to.'
	I gaped at him. Not a word would rise into my mind. How would Graham Greene handle a plot twist like this?
	He looked at me quizzically. 'You all right? You like a little raki?'
	I looked at him in astonishment. He was the living archetype of the Cretan I had come to find. The rugged face, the bristly moustache, the penetrating eyes, the plain-hued clothes that had never seen an iron, the dust that was never brushed off, the high probability of weeks at a time without antiperspirant, and he turned out to be a technical consultant to a Dutch Madison-Gracht version of a bad Bollywood script.
	My eyes spanned Odos Sifaka from one end to the other. On the opposite side were the craggy, honey-hued walls of the eighth-century Byzantine ramparts built on the columns of Doric temples. To my right was a bar with a hundred brands of beer. To the left a cart pulled by a donkey bobbled his way out of town. Across Odos Sifaka was a shiny old Citroen with driver-controlled pneumatic suspension. I realised how truly seasonless a Cretan century can be.
	He ordered a kafe élleniko from next door. Crete at last! I prayed it wasn’t Nescafé.
	'Forgive me,' I said. 'I thought those were shepherds and they had come to you to fix their knife.’ He laughed. It sounded like a cross between a Santa ho-ho and a child hee-hee.
	'You never see shepherds dressed like that any more. Now they wear Levis'
	‘Tell me more about your shop. You said that before the war there were a lot of knife-makers here.'
	'At night the whole street was sparks and stink. The street wasn’t paved so it always smelled like donkey droppings. The μαχαιράδικα, machairadika, hardened their blades in forges like mine. They used olive-wood charcoal that burned so hot it could turn iron yellow instead of red. They hammered the iron again and again then cooled it in olive oil. Knives made that way could take an edge that would cut through thicket. They put the blades into handles of agrimi wild goat horn or olive wood. Now only Andreas Spanoudakis and me are left.'
	'What happened to the others?'
	'As more and more people bought stainless steel knives from stores, the machairadikas switched to sharpening knives instead of making them. They put their grinding stones on the back of a moto, and went around the neighbourhoods.’
	'When you first came here, Χανιά must have been very different.'
	'Turkish Greeks, like my Pap and me, when we came to Χανιά, we brought our customs with us. My Pap, he used to smoke the narghile, the hookah pipe. The older harbour kaphenions still had narghiles even in the Sixties. By then the only narghile smokers were ivarkaries—the men who rowed tenders and barges out to the cargo vessels too big to get in the harbour.'
	'What was this street like then?'
	'The streets in the old town weren’t paved, they got muddy when it rained. The houses still had mud scrapers for shoes. When they paved the streets, the best mud scrapers, were taken away and put into the museum. People thought it was crazy that someone would pay money for a piece of metal people had wiped their boots on for a hundred years. But once they were gone, people began to realise how special those ordinary things were.'
	'About when was this?'
	'Nineteen-fifties. I know because I had my fortieth birthday the year they paved Odos Sifaki the first time. But since it was their first time paving, they forgot to put in a drainage system. So they had to open up the streets to put in drains and water pipes. But then they forgot to put in the telephone wires, so they opened the streets again to put in the telephone wires. Then they found out that they had only put in enough for sixty families on the street but there were three hundred families who lived in the alleys and they all wanted telephones too. So the streets were dug up again. By the time Χανιά got experienced with streets, I was experienced with being in my forties.'
	I did some mental calculations. ‘You were born in 1914, then.'
	'During Ramadan, the Muslim fasting time. Pap said I was a sickly baby because I didn’t get enough milk my first month. It was before Ataturk, so Turkey was very religious. My father and mother, they were Greek Orthodox, so Ramadan rules didn’t apply. But it wasn’t smart to go around buying food during daylight hours during Ramadan. The Muslims wouldn’t have objected, but it wasn’t a good idea to make them any hungrier. When it comes to religion, you never know who is saying things about you.'
	'Do you remember anything about the Transfer? You would have been only about eight or so. Right?'
	'I don’t remember anything about it at all. Except my mother died on the boat and we had to throw her over the side. I watched her sink and I was crying and crying.'
	I remembered with bitter ash in my mouth the phrase I’d scribbled about an uneventful personality with an uneventful history eking out uneventful days.
	'What do you remember most about Χανιά’s early days?'
	'In 1958 electricity came. That made the biggest change in our lives. Before electricity, our only light at night came from paraffin lamps. The paraffin smoked a lot and I had to wash the glass globes every morning. I still keep a few in case the electricity goes out. Because the lamps stank so much we went to sleep when the birds stopped singing and woke up when they started. Nobody ever went out to see the stars or the moon at night. Our calendar was the feast days of the saints.'
	'How did people get back and forth to mainland Greece?'
	'In those days the main port in Greece was Yitheion. We never saw tourists here. The ferries from Yitheion would anchor outside the lighthouse. People had to come in on lighters, the ivarkari boats that transport cargo from ships anchored offshore to the dock in front of Küçük Hasan Mosque. There were stone steps down to the water in those days. When the water was rough, people could fall in or get thrown onto the stones. Finally in 1970 the ANEK shipping company bought ferries big enough to carry autos and changed the port to Souda.'
	I drifted away on a reminiscence that I had been among the first shoestringers to come over to Crete on that Piraeus-to-Souda ferry, indeed, in that very year of 1970. Backpackers were quite the novelty then. I remembered astonishing some Χανιά cafe patrons by eating a large lemon, rind and all, to fight a cold.
	He continued, ‘When ANEK moved the ferries to the deep-water harbour at Souda, the ivarkaris had no one to transfer any more. They joined the merchant seaman’s union and went to sea. They began to marry outside the traditional ivarkari families. Some even brought back wives from South America. Today nobody even knows what an ivarkari is.'
	A Lotto seller hollered his way past us. Apostolis interrupted his breathy syllabic bursts to buy ten tickets. And well he could! In the hour I spent listening to him, he had sold three knives to tourists at fifty Euros each, all brightly plated with chromium and no pins in the handles. His line may end with him, but it certainly will not end in penury.
	'May I look at your knives now? I want a good one that has pins holding the blades to the handles. Where I live, there won’t be any sitheros to fix it.'
	'Sitheros?' he asked in puzzlement.
	I pointed out the word on his sign. 'It says you’re a sitheros. A knife maker. Right?'
	'Sonny, where are you learning your Greek? Sithera is “iron”. Sitheros used to mean “blacksmith”. But since there aren’t any more of those, sitheros means “welder”.’
	Sometimes a word is the shortest distance between two eras.

	Musical Chairs
	Why pay for a newspaper when epiphanies are free?
	A cappuccino each was in front of Marlena and myself as we played chess on a tiny-checked tablecloth in a tiny-table cafe in a tiny outdoors plaza under a waxing gibbous moon. Zephyrs of evening were ending the heat of the day, just as zephyrs of familiarity were ending the awkwardness of that dinner with Maria and Tassos. As different as we were in most every other regard, in chess we had found a common ground. She always won the game. I always won the memories.
	It was hard to concentrate during this match in the little cafe. Two men behind us were clattering through a hot backgammon match with furious hurls of dice. A tot of a girl two tables away burbled the cafe-thing-names she was learning on Mommy’s lap. A guitar and two Cretan lauto trioed in front of us, fingers like nightingales. The slithery sounds of a shaken tambourine. Teaspoons on a tin can. A quivering Greek love song in a voice like a sobbing mouse. The music was like porcelain and everything seemed in miniature. The balcony above was decorated with painted gourds like Christmas ornaments on an outdoor vine. Cruettes of vinegar and oil awaited the first salad. Indigo glass ashtrays. Fresh-picked flowers. Table lamps with amber-coloured oil. Potted ficus and oleander between the tables. Square stone pavings. A string of lights on a wrought-iron balcony.
	The two young musicians’ voices and cheer-laden mandolin echoed off the chasmy clapboard walls of the old Turkish houses three floors high. Climbing vines and wooden doors. Stone quoins on the corners. Thick-walled windows with flower pots on the lintels. Gloomy dark interiors beyond shutterless windows.
	A precious little girl twirled a flower under her nose as she listened to the singers.
	'The musicians may look young,' Marlena observed. 'But in their music is the mature youth of men, past the wild-seed fantasies of death and the maiden.'
	'I remember my own discovery that I had ventured out onto the long plateau of adulthood,' I replied. 'After youth’s monster had danced, the demon in me died.'
	She looked at me, then at the chessboard, then back to me. 'Your move,' she said.
	The musicians had strong vigorous beards and strong vigorous hands, legs crossed at the ankles. They gestured with their fingers the same way they sang with their eyes. Songs of lissajous sliding harmonies and scales, halts and slithers and major chords dwindling to minors. A voice from one of them sounded like the dying gasp of a sheet-metal shop, yet sang lustily of life despite its woes.
	'So young,' Marlena said, 'yet already singing about their future.'
	'If they do their investments as well as they are doing their music, the economy of Crete will be in good hands.'
	She frowned at that. Better stick to philosophy, I thought.
	‘Douglas, in the time I have known you, you have never used a curse word or said something bad about anyone. That is unusual in a man.’
	‘I don’t look for what is wrong in things, I look for what is right.’
	She said nothing, but for once her eyes lingered on me instead of brushing me off.
	So intent were the musicians on the posh plucks that gave the laouto their mournful air that they were startled at the end of a song when I softly applauded and Marlena in her garments of teal upon blue rose to present to them from the vase on our table a single yellow rose.

	Coming of Age in Χανιά
	'Yasou, Dooglahs!' Mihalis hailed to me as I passed the bzzzp-thump-thump of his shop. His voice was so sharp it wasn’t a passing halloo.
	'Yasas,' I said, 'Tikanete.'
	'Kalaaaaaahh.' The way he said it, it meant, 'Good, but better than good.'
	He was sitting on the multihued blanket of the guests’ bench. I looked around as my eyes adjusted to the dark interior and was taken aback. Anya was working the loom! I recalled the afternoon when Mihalis was lamenting the loss of his craft, and now there she was.
	'Anya, I didn’t know you wove!'
	'So! Now you do,' she giggled in that contralto nightingale voice of hers.
	Her slender fingers were manoeuvring the shuttle bobbin through the maze of the warp and woof, on the near side of the upper strands for six or seven threads, then to the far side of the lower strands for a carefully counted number more, meticulously working her way across the hundreds of threads that made up the its width, adding one more line to a pattern that, when the carpet was done and one day lying on a floor, this line so carefully counted would never be noticed amid the design of the whole. There, in one place and for one moment, Anya at the loom was the timelessness of weaving on a scale I could behold. A man and a woman and a loom and a land. If not for unexpected glimpses, such truths I would never see.
	'How long have you been doing this?'
	'Ohhh, a little time now. Watching Mihalis work decided me to stay in Kriti. I learned a little every day from him—a thread at a time, you would say—and then I noticed he was looking at me secretly the same way as I was looking at him secretly. It was such a delicious electricity!' She leaned forward and put her hand over her mouth in a childlike laugh. 'So we decided to make sparks.'
	'So—maybe there’s hope that there will be someone to take over the loom after all?'
	'We’ll see.'
	Perhaps it was merely the way her face reflected the light as she was intent on her work, but there was a womanliness is her smile that I had seen somewhere before.
	‘But Mihalis said he was the last weaver in Crete.’
	He interjected, 'I am, Dooglahs. The last Kriti weaver in Kriti. As much as I love Anya, she is not a Kriti. Only a Kriti is a Kriti. It gives me much sadness that it is only the foreigners who come to learn our old trades. Our own boys and girls don’t want the old Kriti. They want the new Kriti. But when I ask what is the new Kriti, what they describe to me isn’t Kriti, it is advertisements from America and Europe.'
	‘Mihalis, why did you take up weaving?' I asked him. 'It seems such an obsolete trade for someone who studied engineering.'
	'My father was a policeman. He wanted me to be an officer. But my mother noticed how much I loved colours. I would see different worlds in different colours. She knew the family blood line was within me. One day when I was eight years old, she told me to go down to the ice maker. We didn’t have refrigerators then, we bought ice. She told me to watch the ice boy’s face as he picked the blocks of ice into chunks. When I returned she asked me, “Do you want to grow up like that?” So she taught me to weave. The first thing I learned was to sweep the floor. The second was to go get mulberry leaves for dye from the big tree on Cavalierotto San Caterina bastion. Right around the corner from where you live, Dooglahs. In those days the people who lived there planted the mulberry trees for shade that have grown to big trees now. There were almond trees, too. As a little boy, I would gather the almond seeds and dry them on a tray. Then I would sell them at ten for a drachma.'
	'Who bought weavings in those days?'
	‘In those days a woman getting married needed a dowry. The usual dowry was ten blankets, five rugs, five pillow cases, plus the copper cooking ware that used to be part of a bride-to-be’s dowry. In the country young women wove their own dowry blankets. In Χανιά the girls weren’t taught how to weave. Our family worked all winter to make dowry orders for spring weddings. If there weren’t many orders we would do pieces anyway, knowing what most people would want. My mother taught me never to bargain. “You just cheapen yourself if you bargain," she told me. She had bad experiences with people who bargained. They would promise a thousand drachmas and give eight-hundred saying they would come back to pay the rest. Then she would never see them again. When I objected about that being disrespectful, she told me, “They have to live with what they see in their mirrors. You have to live with what you see in yours. If you live with Theïkí agápi, θεϊκή αγάπη, you will see Theïkí agápi when you look in the mirror”.’
	'Were you going to school at the same time?'
	'Of course! We had to go for six years, whether we learned anything or not.'
	'What were your school years like?'
	'I was more interested in weaving than grammar and maths. When my teenage time came, my father sent me to an English school in Johannesburg. I stayed with some family friends. Three other foreign kids stayed there, too. I was the one who spoke the best English, so we hung around with each other. When our exam marks were good, we were allowed to go out on the town. I loved the shopping centres. The clothes, the noise, the people. In those days my real dream was to have a boat so I could go sailing on the water behind the Vaal Dam. So I worked extra hard until I could buy a boat. Everybody said I was the luckiest kid, to have my own boat. But it wasn’t luck, I earned it. It was a big lesson for me. When I left Johannesburg I gave the boat to the other kids. I just gave it to them. I couldn’t sell something I loved so much. That was my first Theïkí agápi.'
	By now Anya had gone over to sit on—what else?—a pile of blankets  to listen to us.
	Mihalis continued, 'I came back to Kriti at the age of nineteen. That was in 1974. My family was still working behind closed doors because young women in those days didn’t want their future husbands to know what they were getting with their dowry. But even then the traditional weaving business was falling off. People didn’t like the old reds and yellows any more. They said home-woven wool was too itchy compared with the softer factory wools.
	'After the first charter tours began, every year more and more tourists came. A lot of Χανιά shopkeepers who had never sold weavings before saw all the tourists and started selling machine-made carpets—the ones with dolphins and those blue colours that don’t look like anything the sea ever looked like. Soon every clothing and leather store in Χανιά was selling carpets, telling the tourists the carpets were ‘hand made’. Between 1978 to 1980 Ρόκα’s carpet business fell by half because even the locals were buying machine-made.
	'But then the local people found that the machine-made carpets wore out quickly. So they started coming back to Ρόκα. Our wool was hand-spun. Clean and strong. People realised hand-wovens were still the best. One lady told me she had bought a machine-made but it was so badly made she put it in her cat box and came to buy a real carpet from me. By 1980 business was just enough for my mother and me to survive. If we didn’t own Ρόκα and my floor in the family house, we wouldn’t have made it.'
	'Your floor?'
	'On Kriti when people know they are going to die soon, they give away their property to each child. It is supposed to be that everyone gets what they need. But when families were big that system resulted in lots of tiny parcels with lots of owners. Parents would split up the fields, give the olive trees to one child, the vines to another. They would give parts of the houses the same way, this room to one, that room to another. The idea was to keep the property in the family. But you know how people are. When the family got along, it was fine. But when they didn’t, it became impossible to sell a house. The whole family had to wait for somebody to die before they could dispose of their part of the property. Many times a house would fall to ruin because one member refused to sell their part or demanded an unreasonable price. Other times a family miser wouldn’t help with the costs of upkeep. That didn’t happen with fields people inherited because if one person didn’t want to do the work to keep their portion, they’d lease it to a farmer in exchange for part of the produce. In old times when people had lots of kids and not much to give them, the family property would get so divided up that no one could make a living from it. The children who didn’t get anything had to find work on the ships or go to America. Today so many young people are leaving for Athens with no plans to come back to Kriti, the little pieces of land are coming together again. That’s why Anya and I have the whole second floor to ourselves. My sister lives on the top floor.'
	We were interrupted by a tourist couple who entered to look at carpets. Given the white walls and subdued track lighting, Roka could just as well have been an art gallery. Anya rose to greet them. The couple spent a long time examining a large living-room carpet hanging in the back that had been stitched together from eight of Mihalis’s normal-sized pieces. Yet the complex pattern didn’t skip a stitch from one carpet end to the next. I thought of the Indo-Lankan Buddha carvers who had so mastered the laws of body proportions
	that they could scale an image to any measure so the image would come out perfectly proportioned no matter its size.
	I realised I was in the presence of a man whose gene of continuity came from a taproot much deeper than any other I had met on the island.
	As she was speaking with the visitors, Anya put her hand to her abdomen. It was an unconscious gesture.
	A few moments later she did it again.
	Then I recalled where I had seen that smile of Anya’s before—on Giovanna Cenami, the wife in Jan van Eyck’s Marriage of Giovanni Arnolfini. Her hand, too, was on her abdomen.
	That’s when I knew.

	Market Day
	A long time ago I learned that if I wanted to find an open-air market in Europe but didn’t know the way, I should follow in reverse direction the women carrying full market baskets.
	Today I did and arrived in a mere ten minutes with not a single wrong turn. Grizzled old men were vending brackish retsina from the backs of their pickups. There were country couples whose sole offering seemed to be sun-dried olives. A woman with brazen blond hair sat behind more padded bras than I could imagine being demanded by the entire island. Backyard tomatoes were so fresh I could smell them ten feet away. Eggplants were lined up in rows alongside piles of fresh herbs tied by their stems with tiny rubber bands. Romaine lettuces twice the size of the ones in the supermarket sold for a Euro less. A dozen different kinds of garlics in wooden crates were priced according to potency. Wooden kegs were filled with elias lada. One spigot still dripped from a recent sale into a buyer-provided bottle whose former store-bought label was now smeary with refill stains. Crete’s great bath soaps made out of pure olive oil were going for one Euro a bar. (It is a good thing they didn’t add garlic to it or I’d have gone around smelling like a pizza.)
	There were Gypsy women with their Indo-Altaic eyes and their big round gold earrings and their brilliantly coloured densely patterned triple-layered garb, advertising their bins full of cheap mill-end dresses by flinging them high into the air shrieking, 'Euros! Euros!', the most exotic of all imaginable thrift sales.
	Then came the vendors of gilt-framed mirrors and screwdrivers and bunches of backyard daisies fading by the minute in the sun. Bananas Kriti ran a three Euros per kilo, texture like moist sawdust but flavour like honeyed perfume. Potted plants—phyta, the original Origin of the Species—were in little clay pots, looking profoundly innocent of the majesty of their history.
	A pair of supple-waisted flashing-eyed teengirls extolled the virtues of their raisins and prunes and dried chickpeas and almonds. Their pistachios smiled from split-lengthwise shells like the pouty little lips in the film version of The Little Shop of Horrors. Not to mention the fruity carmel-sized toothsomes dusted with confectioner’s sugar which smelled and tasted like a distillate of roses. How could I leave such a pretty sight without buying at least a dozen? (Two dozen, if truth be told.)
	But eventually, pocket finally depleted of Euros, I did. I walked home with both hands full of plastic bags, just like the lumpy ladies in black who reverse-guided me there. All I could think about was the excuse that had been haunting me from the moment I first rounded the corner and laid eyes on this jam-packed gyre of purchasing humanity, the women with their tiny-wheeled carts and the harried mothers with kids and the dutiful sons offloading potato sacks with knot-armed heaves and the old gents wearing open-necked shirts under antique double-breasted suits and the smart-aleckey studs with godawful sunglasses and the cats scurrying underfoot and the bewondering little girls with fawn-coloured hair in pony-tails tied with a rubber band and the smells of mustards and rosemary and oranges and underarms—even with all this flooding across my vision and my nose, what I couldn’t escape thinking about was the first excuse to dispense with all this expectation and get down to the basics, which duly arrived in the form of the first twinge of appetite.

	Time Immemorial
	Mihalis’s red Audi hadn’t been washed in months. Parked on the streets west of the Old City, there was such a layer of dust on it I couldn’t really be sure it was red till I got close. This belongs to the perfectionist weaver of Ρόκα? I thought.
	‘We’re going to pick plants to dye wool,’ Mihalis told me. ‘On the way I need to fetch my brother-in-law’s cousin Minoulis. He needs a ride to his fishing place.'
	Threading the car through the waterfront streets beyond the Old Harbour on the western part of the city, Mihalis pointed to a restaurant so bland and nondescript it scarcely merited an eye-linger. 'That’s the Akrogiali Taverna,' he said. 'The best fish in Χανιά. The owner goes down to greet the fishers as they come in. Buys them still wet in the boat. When he closes at the end of the day, he sells the fish he hasn’t sold to the other restaurants. When you see the words “Catch of the Day” some of it is the Catch of Yesterday.’
	We passed an Orthodox church with a large graveyard behind it. Cars lined both sides of the street. People clustered at the narrow iron gate. Everyone wore Sunday Best clothes.
	'Orthodox Kritis visit the graveyards on Sundays or a family member’s death anniversary,' Mihalis explained. 'They believe that souls don’t leave their families after death. That’s why children are baptised with their grandparents’ names, so the name lives on just like the soul. Spirit sticks around, we say.'
	'There’s an old folk song in America,' I observed, ‘"I’m My Own Grandpa”.'
	'The more we revere our ancestors by visiting the cemeteries and speaking well of the deceased, the less dead they are.’
	‘Do people see ghosts?’
	‘We don’t see them. We feel them.’
	‘People don’t see the air, either, but we feel it every time we move.’
	‘I know many stories about people who are sitting in a room reading or knitting and suddenly feel something standing behind them. They say the family ghost is visiting.’
	He sighed and was reflective for a moment.
	‘Today’s young people don’t believe in ghosts. They don’t believe anything unless it is on Facebook and Twitter or they can use it to buy things. Our ancient sense that souls abide is going the way of the old Gypsy tinker.’
	I could see that this was a painful matter for him. It was an opportune moment for my tactic of the blindside question.
	‘When is Anya going to have your baby?'
	His jaw dropped. 'How did you know? It has only been two months. Nothing shows yet!'
	'Except her smile.’
	Χανιά is small as European cities go, and soon we were well out of it. High sun, endless sea. The rich crimson of a lone poppy. Faint in the distance, Crete’s highest peak Psiloritis loomed sky high and cloud perfect, its jagged ridges gentling beneath the endless wither of the wind. Crete’s mountainous spine had buckled up from the sea floor millions of years ago from immense tectonic pressures deep beneath us. Today the mountains seem benign, speckled with white villages and olive groves high on the slopes of goat country. Yet under the prettiness lie fractured layers of basalt, gneiss, granite. We cannot see these fractures, but we can feel them as tremors under our feet, when we pay attention to the changes in vegetation types—mixed thicket here, deciduous grove there, barren slopes rising from fern-dense meadow, rocky slopes where only grasses grow, one field sprouting orchids, another field nearby erupting with poppies. The Earth, too, has its ghosts in the room.
	'Have you ever seen a ghost yourself?'
	‘Not the way the movies show them. Spirit isn’t something wispy and faint with eerie music in the background. My grandfather always carried a small wooden cross with him. It somehow got lost after he died. No one could find it. One day my foot stumbled against it in a room that everyone walked through all of the time. My mother told me it meant the spirit of my grandfather was trying to tell me something. But I was young then. I didn’t pay attention to such things. I was careless with the cross and broke it. That’s when all the events in my life turned bad. There was a divorce. There were money problems. That’s what decided me to go to Canada.'
	'We don’t know where we are going till we meet ourselves coming back.’
	‘Then one day four years later I was having fun at a Greek Festival in Ontario. All the local people who had emigrated from Greece were there. We drank ouzo and danced the old steps and listened to our traditional music. There were booths selling imported Greek spices and icons. Suddenly I spotted an old cross that was exactly like my grandfather’s. I lost all sense of what was around me. All I could see was my grandfather’s face behind that cross. I don’t know how long I stood there looking at it. One week later I quit my studies and bought a boat ticket back to Kriti.’
	We passed a field. Two boys were clearing stones unearthed by spring plowing. They curled the stones under their wrist like a discus, spun twice to gather momentum, then let it fly out toward the edge of the field. Who needs a seat at the Olympics when you can watch boys clear a field the way they did before the word ‘discus’ was invented? I opened my notebook to scribble the details of the way the boys hurled the stones.
	'You’re always writing notes, Dooglahs. Why?'
	‘Someday I’m going to be too old to travel like this. Then I’ll read my notebooks and all this will come back. You. Anya. The smells, the colours, the feel of the wind, this day, the people I’ve met. This moment right now will be this moment then. It was reading through my last notebook from my first visit to Kriti that brought me back. The last line in the notebook was, “There just aren’t words enough to describe Crete and the Cretans”. That was in 1970. I was hiking on the road to Paleochora. I passed some people picking grapes. They needed help and without saying a word someone put a basket in my hand and pointed to the row of pickers. A man who spoke English invited me to stay the night and watch how they make wine. I went through a whole notebook in two days, ending with those words.’
	He laughed. 'Such a two-for-the-price-of-one life you live, Dooglahs!'
	We crossed a bridge. A stream gushed from a vertical crevice with ragged rock faces on both sides. A fault in the earth’s crust had spread apart there, giving the stream a place to flow. The water was crystal clear.     ‘What is the word for river? I asked’.
	‘Potamos’, he replied. ‘Ποταμός. Your word potable comes from it. When the geographer Strabo wrote about the rich lands between the Tigris and Euphrates, he called it Mesopotamia for “Between Two Rivers”. Strabo’s stories about Africa described huge animals that lived in the water, which he gave the name hippopotamus, ιπποπόταμος, 'horse of the river'.
	‘I love the Dutch word for it, Nijlpaard, Nile Horse. In the womb of language, every word is the mother of the next. But what about you? How did your mother teach you to weave?’
	'One thread at a time.'
	He didn’t crack a smile, but the laugh-lines of his eyes were on high-beam.
	'I should have expected that.'
	'You still have a little bit left to learn, Dooglahs. Maybe in two thousand years you can become apprentice Kriti.'
	'How did you learn to make just one thread at a time?'
	‘My mitera, μητέρα, showed me how to card the wool and put it in the ρόκα. Then how to make yarn by pulling wool tufts from the ρόκα and twisting them into a thread on the spindle. It takes time to learn how to pull the wool fibres out just right so they make an even, strong thread. You tuck the roka into your waistband and hold under one arm in such a way that your fingers can pull out the wool fibres a few at a time and feed them into the spindle as you spin it with the other hand. In olden times the women would spin from the roka while walking to market or church. Things like that taught me the value of using all my time.'
	‘Why do you work twelve hours a day? If you raised your prices you could have more time off.'
	He laughed. ’Dooglahs, I was wrong.'
	'About what?'
	'It is going to take you three thousand years, not two, to become apprentice Kriti. If I started thinking I should raise my prices just because I could, then I’d start thinking about using cheaper wool for the same reason. Then I’d start thinking about a mechanical loom. Then I’d start thinking about hiring workers. Then I’d start thinking about licensing my designs to some dress designer in Italy. Then I’d start thinking about building a factory in China so I could make enough money to buy a Mercedes. Then I’d think about hiring a marketing consultant to do my designing for me and an ad agency get my picture in the fashion magazines so I could be a celebrity brand-name. Pretty soon the name “Mihalis” would be on everybody’s boobs and butt and I’d be sleeping with three hookers on a yacht. Dooglahs, that is not a life. I am Kriti. Life is on Odos Zampeliou with Anya.'
	‘I am impressed with your command of fashion tectonics’.
	‘Tectonics?’
	‘The fault lines hiding beneath the surface where all the cracks in the facade begin.’
	I stopped talking to scribble the details of the on-the-road miscellany rushing past the car window. White oleanders and red poppies, reed-lined creeks, bamboo windbreaks around orchards, piled-high purples of bougainvillea, flocculent clots of pale green cacti, blue artichoke blossoms like frozen volcanoes. When I put the pen back in my pocket Mihalis continued his story.
	'So Dooglahs, then my mitera taught me how to recognise good wool from bad, pure from mixed. Some farmers cheat by mixing belly and back wool. Back wool is strong. It doesn’t break as you pull it off the roka with your fingers. Belly wool is very soft, but too short. It gathers easily and you can spin a thread from it more quickly, but the thread isn’t very strong.'
	'Where do you get your wool?'
	'From my cousins. They shear every year in June so the sheep won’t die from the heat in August. You should go with me someday, Dooglahs! Kriti is the only place in Greece where sheep shearing is still done the old way. We use hand shears, not electric clippers like in Australia and New Zealand.'
	'Tell me the day and I’ll be there.'
	‘Even though they are cousins, I still pay them for it. They give me special price.'
	'Do you give them a special price on your weavings?'
	'Of course! This is Kriti! One price for family. Another price for friends. Then the price for other Kritis. And finally ...' he took his hands off the steering wheel and spread them very far apart ... 'the price for the Common Market.’
	‘Maybe that’s why I have never seen your carpets there.’
	’I send my cousins’ wool to a man in Χανιά who washes it,' he continued. ‘He uses olive oil soap and kneads the wool with his fingers. Three times he washes, till there’s no more lanolin. Then he uses a machine to make all the fibres line up in the same direction. The machine is supposed to take out all the doghair, but I already showed you how it misses a few. When I get the thread back from the spinner, Anya and I wind it onto an anemi, ανεμί. The word means ‘wing’ because it is made of four wing-shaped pieces of wood mounted on a vertical shaft. As they whirl around they look like angel wings. I learned all my Kriti legends from my γιαγιά grandmum while she was turning the ανεμί. She would tell me stories of Kriti from years and years ago.'
	'If women were doing the weaving, why did you learn it?'
	'Women weren’t always the weavers! Long time ago, men did all the weaving. Hundreds of years ago the weavers were all mountain people. They had the sheep and had a lot of time on their hands in between harvests. But the Venetians took away so many men to pull oars on their boats that the women had to take it over. Women brought weaving down to the lowlands as they got married to men who had jobs in towns.’
	'From what I read in the history books, Crete’s population back in Homeric times was roughly 200,000–275,000. The Venetians took away so many for forced labour and galley slaves the population went down to 175,000. Only since the 1970s has the population started to go up again.'
	'There was malaria and plague too.'
	'I read that one time a plague killed forty percent of Χανιά.’
	He nodded mechanically, saying nothing. Economic facts meant little to Mihalis. I reflected rather ruefully on why I chose a life in which facts were so important that I couldn’t survive without them. What good is history if I don’t know how to live it because I am too busy reading about it? Is a video about Phaistos better than an hour in its ruins? How do you explain life to a YouTube?
	I was relieved when he spoke again.
	’My mitera started me off weaving simple things like the prosonomi that women put on their shoulders to cushion water jugs on the way home from the well. The coastal people wear more colours than the people in the mountains, so that’s why towns are where colouring cloth began. My yiayiá taught me how to make all the colours I use.’
	‘Odd. The flowers in the mountains are brighter than the flowers on the coast.’
	‘The colours for wool don’t come from flowers, they come from roots, bark, and leaves. Flowers fade. Roots and bark do not.’
	‘The colours used in Old Master paintings were made out of crushed minerals,’ I replied.
	‘My mitera learned tinting from her mitera, who was my yiayiá. When my yiayiá wanted colours, she could walk a hundred metres beyond Chalidon Square to gather them. It was the Χανιά taxi stand then, just like today, but there was no city beyond that. My mitera would take yiayiá’s sticks and leaves up to the roof and boil them in vats on the roof of our house—directly above where my loom is now. We burned the wood on a base made out of an old oil drum that was balan-ced on top of a triangle of stones so the heat wouldn’t melt a hole in the roof. My mitera knew how to dry the wood so the fire would burn without smoke. Now we use propane.
	‘When she picked oregano stems for green she waited till just before the flowers dropped their petals because that is when the green was the strongest.’
	'How long do colours keep if the carpets are washed?'
	'We have twelve col-ours that last the longest, maybe twenty washings. But we can use another eight for wall-hanging carpets that won’t get washed. Colours are tricky. Beet juice doesn’t give red colour when you boil wool in it, it comes out orange. Dark green horsetail fern come out medium green, especially the horsetails around Ayia springs where Χανιά gets its water. We are always trying to find new colours. When we use a plant that looks like it will give a certain colour, it won’t be that colour after we boil it. Colours also change after we fix them with vinegar and salt. Changing the proportions of vinegar and salt can change the colour, too.’
	'Herbal medicines were learned that way, by trial and error,’ I observed. ‘It took many years for people to discover that the juice of the lime could cure the scurvy that made sailors’ teeth fall out.'
	'Take a little patch of field a metre square,’ Mihalis continued. There can be fifty plants in that patch. They all grow from the same soil and water. But one plant makes tasty fruit, another makes bitter fruit. Some plants make only seeds. Others grow by running their roots under the ground. One has prickly leaves, another one smooth. Some are dull, others are shiny. Each plant attracts its own kind of butterflies. Of those fifty, we might find two that give us a colour. Even then, different parts of the plant make different colours. The root might give us a beet red, the stems a cherry red, the berries pink. Change the season and the plant changes too. One plant’s berries gives a good colour only at the end of October. I already told you about the cornflower colour I can get only after the ground thaws but before it rains.’
	‘How did you ever learn so much specialised knowledge?’
	‘My mitera. And trial and error. We Kritis learn everything that way. That’s why it takes us so long to discover something new. Eight thousand years we Kritis are on Kriti, Dooglahs. We know a lot of things we won’t tell other people, even you. But then you come along and tell me something I don’t know.’
	‘Uhhh … like what?’
	‘Like the juice of the lime to fix teeth that are falling out. I have to tell this to my mitera’s uncle Iannis. He refuses to brush his teeth. He says raki is enough.’
	‘Ye Gods! How long has been doing this?’
	‘Seventy-five years.’
	‘How many teeth does he have left?’
	‘Maybe four.’
	‘Tell him to drink lemon juice with his raki.’
	‘YOU tell him! Bring your notebook. You will learn a lot of Kriti words you will never learn from my mitera.’
	The road angled inland toward the Lefka Ori foothills. We ascended from creekside-hugging chestnuts into drought tolerant junipers. We passed hillsides of windswept grass and tiny family vineyards of a few rows each. Many of the vines were just sticks in the ground. They wouldn’t produce good wine for seven more years. Soon we crested a hill and glimpsed the Ormos Almirou, a gulf on the other side of the Volos Peninsula, an immensity of blue and boats and piled-high clouds, art that went on forever and needed no frame.
	'My mitera taught me the way to fix colours with vinegar,' Mihalis returned to his subject. ‘That pale yellow you like so much comes from the sour-grass flowers that grow under the olive trees in spring. Their colour would fade in a week if we didn’t use vinegar, salt, and wood ash. The tourists love the pretty pictures the flowers make, but the flowers make even prettier carpets. The best time to get their colour is in April, but that’s the worst time of the year for mosquitoes. If we didn’t have the swifts, the mosquitoes would eat us alive out there.'
	‘In South Africa we call them mozzies. I discovered that the mozzies in my Honey Moon Room only bite for the first hour after sunset, so that’s when I go out for supper.’
	‘You are a new smell to them. Mosquitoes think if you’re new, you’re stupid.'
	'So do the restaurants with “Real Cretan Cooking”.’
	We passed hay bales for the donkeys stacked against the walls. Cascades of tightly bunched mulberry leaves. Cypress sentinels around cemeteries. Yellow lemons amid pale green leaves. Loamy soil in the flat valley floors. Flood-braided stream beds. Sheet-metal roofs held town with discarded tyres. Blooming century plants. Shotgun-pelleted road signs.
	‘Mihalis, I notice many village houses have solar water heaters, but not in the countryside.’
	‘Those houses are owned by Germans or Swedes. Northerners are buying abandoned houses in the villages. The old families are dying off as young people move away. When the last γιαγιά dies, the children sell the furnishings, lock the door, and never come back.’
	I turned to a new page in my notebook. Drew a line down the middle, and wrote a header bar at the top of each column.
	‘Tell me more about your mother teaching you about plant colours. Did you take notes like I do?’
	‘The only time we used paper was to light the fires. If I needed to remember something I wrote it in my head. That’s the way we weavers learned things. My mitéra told me things over and over, all my life, even when I told her that I knew them already.’
	‘A friend of mine who is an opera singer once told me, “I don’t practice till I get it right, I practice till I can’t get it wrong.”’
	‘I learned things like boiling almond-green sourgrass makes a flaxy yellow in the wool. The chisos, the heart-shaped berry, needs ten kilos of berries to colour ten kilos of wool. Mulberry leaves, leaves, ferns, and akonizia, ‘stinky plant’—all give different greens. The colour lulaki—indigo—is the only colour we have to buy. Making it is too complicated for us.’
	We ascended. The villages dwindled into hamlets, then barrens, then twisty roads above gorges so deep I couldn’t see their bottom. I was deep into a reverie about why green maple leaves have silvery undersides when Mihalis put his foot on the brake and steered to the side of the road. We stopped in front of a man with a cane sitting on a folding chair.
	‘That's Minoulis,' Mihalis said. ‘I’m giving him a lift to Lake Kournas.’
	The man who got in the back seat was what the postcard photographers think a Cretan should look like. Elderly, Monopoly Banker moustache, tobacco-gullied face, three days without a shave, dumpy clothes, clunky boots. He looked at me dismissively without saying a word. There was something odd about his appearance that I couldn’t quite put my finger on.
	The formalities lasted as long as, 'Minoulis, this is Dooglahs,'
	I turned to greet him. He looked at me the way a four-star general looks at a fresh arrival from boot camp. 'Dooglahs, where you from?' he finally growled. 'You look like tourist. You sure gotta be from somewhere that ain’t here.'
	I was agog. His was the most perfect Chicago-in-the-Fifties accent I had ever heard!
	I replied, ’Where did you learn to talk like Al Capone?'
	'Same place Al Capone learned to talk like Al Capone,' he shot back. 'So you tell me where it was, you brought it up.'
	‘Chicago, I think.’
	'Weeell, I don’t think it, I was it. Got off the boat in 1951, caught the first train I could find, never looked back. Ran out of money in Chicago. South side. It’s a mess now. Thirty years selling ice cream so I could come back here and go fishin’. So why you here?'
	I briefly went through my here-to-study-olive-trees recital.
	He heard me out then turned to Mihalis. 'I tell ye, Michailo, the tourists, every year they getting crazier. First the Dutch, they talk like a frog gargling asphalt. Then the Finns, they sound like two guppies fucking. Then the Spanish, somebody breaking windows. Now this man wants a guided tour to olive trees.'
	Mihalis laughed. I blushed.
	'Lissen, young fella, I tellya why tourists, they only stay here two weeks,' he went on. 'The reason is, it takes about two weeks of marriage to discover that beauty mark you fell in love with is really a wart. It says right there in the Bible that taking a long look at a neighbour’s goods is as natural as you diverting him from taking a long look at yours. So if you’re both smart you find different girlfriends.'
	'So where do you go fishing?' I asked. 'There’s only one lake in all of Crete.’
	'And that’s just where I go, too! Everybody thinks just like you. They think, “Well, everybody else goes there” and so they stay away. That’s why nobody goes there. Seen it! That’s why I got the place to myself. Y’see, laddie, I figured it out one day when I was in the fish market of Kavalios, right on the edge of the lake. I saw men buying a lot of fish there. Now look, laddie, men don’t buy fish. Women buy fish, they’re the ones who do the cooking. So I asked myself, “Why are those men buying so many fish if there’s a lake full of fish right in front of them?” and then I answered myself, “Because the trick of fishing is not how to sit there for hours and hours waiting for something to bite. The trick is to think up a good explanation why you didn’t catch nothin’ while you’re on your way home.” So the men, they tell their wives they’re going fishing and instead they go down to the taverna and on the way home, they buy a fish. Seen it!'
	'If you were out there on the lake fishing, how did you see the men buying fish in the fish market?'
	He sucked in his breath and looked out the window gritting his teeth. Then it dawned on me what was so out-of-context about his appearance—he had all of his teeth.
	He cleared his throat. 'I tellya. Y’see, laddie, it’s this way. How many years does it take a man keepin’ up his poles and hooks and contraptions to decide it’s a lot easier to let the fish seller do the work? I’ve heard a thousand fishermen tell me what I should stick on the end of my hook, how to do it, when, and why. They know why fish eat, what they eat, when they do it, when they don’t, and they got at least a half a dozen explanations for each one. They read magazines that tell them all this. They tell me where fish sleep, when they wake up, what they do when the weather’s bad. That’s when I ask how it is they know so much about catchin’ fish and so little about cookin’ ‘em. Y’see, lad, the facts are where you find the evidence. If they ain’t cookin’ ‘em, they ain’t catchin’ ‘em. And I tellya another thing ....'
	I looked over at Mihalis. 'Was this your idea?'
	'Anya’s. She said you’ve been around Χανιά too long.'
	'Inform Dear Anya,' I intoned in my best stuffed-shirtese, 'that I have a perverted sense of getting even and a long memory.'
	Groves of wild figs floated by. Horsetail ferns marked a year-round stream. Someone had made a kitchen sink out of a plastic wash tub under a water spigot. A restaurant sign proclaimed that it specialised in Sfakion hot cheese pies with honey. Dense groves of chestnut trees. A huge plane tree that proclaimed the presence of a spring. We passed an olive grove with trees of many different ages.
	'Mihalis, what do plastic bottles on a fence mean?' I asked, pointing one out.
	'The field’s been sprayed, so don’t go in there. If you see trees with white trunks, they have been painted with a lime-wash to keep beetles out. And the yellow plastic bags you see hanging from olive trees? They catch flies and other insects that would otherwise ruin the fruit. The owner puts sugar and ammonia at the bottom of the bags. The insects go after the sugar then suffocate on the ammonia.'
	'Makes me think of marriage,' Minoulis muttered.
	I went on, 'I’ve noticed that here on the north side of Kriti the olive trees are pruned short, but on Kriti’s south side they let the trees grow tall.'
	'In the North the owners knock the olives off the branches with a stick. They want only the green olives. Green olives make the best oil. Black ones are the best eating. In the South they let the olives ripen till they fall naturally into nets spread on the ground.'
	‘Do the olives that fall by themselves taste better or yield more oil?'
	'The owners have a lot of other things to do during olive time, so they only come to get them once a week. Some of them spoil from mould. That’s why with cheap bottled olives you sometimes get a foul, ashy taste that makes you want to spit it out.’
	High up on ridge crest a man was grafting new branches onto an old olive trunk.
	'Mihalis, I also notice that many olive groves don’t have any underbrush. Do they clear it away for the same reason that French viticulteurs weed vineyards? So the roots get all the rain that falls?'
	'No, they do it so they can find the olives.'
	Minoulis snorted a laugh in the back seat. I must have been beet red.
	'The best olives come from limestone soils. It doesn’t need fertilising,’ Mihalis continued.
	'It is the same with wine,' I replied, scribbling Mihalis’s fact in my notebook.
	The visual cornucopia whizzing past was distracting me from the conversation. Flowerpots made of old cheese forms. Giant pithoi whose shape has descended in a single line from Minoan times, but today hold water instead of oil. A grove of wild bananas. I wondered why the taller the olive the more silver its leaves. Swayback donkeys, burnt-weed smells, skreeking swallows.
	The road narrowed and became very rough. A washout had been repaired with stony rubble. It took Mihalis’s full attention to guide the car. A thought arose about what effect this gullied terrain’s obstacles to wheeled vehicles had on the shaping of its economy, and from its economy, its mentality.
	High on the slopes of a hill I noticed the faint zig-zag traces of ancient water-retaining terraces. I stopped jotting to consider them.
	A technical article I had read about Kriti’s rural terraces illustrated how some terraces stair-stepped down a hill while others zigzagged. The picture’s caption concluded that no one was really sure why one form was chosen over another.
	This was an example of the ancient feel of the earth that I was looking for in Crete. The things that people did in the past that can’t be explained today. I was not here in search of explanations. I was here to learn how people responded to the ways of the earth when they had very few explanations besides good sense to work with. I wanted to know how people solved the problems they faced using sensitivity to surroundings rather than information sponged off Internet URLs.
	The shapes of those terraces on the hill was an example—water management on a primal scale. In that glimpse lasting only seconds, written so faintly as to be near invisible, was Crete’s eonic rural growth ancestry. Archeologists have pieced it together from flimsy bits of evidence like those terraces up there, the sequential rows of rocks heaped across two slopes leaning inwardly toward a vee, to there slow the water and thus hold its soil. The whys and whens of the ancient farmers’ choices of stair-step or zigzag are today but our guesswork in a time when farmers simply import plastic pipes. Farmers, those dolmens of civilisation who change the least throughout its passing, who built those first terraces, their sons and grandsons who rebuilt them after hard rains; farmers, who occupied and abandoned centuries just as they occupied and abandoned terraces, leaving them during the empty humanless times of war or famine or the men being dragooned off to die in the whipsting hell of life pulling an oar. Stone upon stone time out of mind ago—and more relevant to me, mind out of time ago. Terraces which were the origin of the agricultural surpluses that made Crete the sea commerce centre of the Mediterranean, the olive and hive that inevitably attracted the wars and invasions that snuffed the lives of the men who built the terraces, but not the terraces themselves. And all of these, each of them, writing each their own hour under the Mediterranean wind.
	Fruits of a glance from the window of a car.
	The archeologists lear-ned, too, from old ruins. Urbs and urbanity from Minoan and Mycenaean times, here and there a single stone totally unlike its surroundings sig-nifying a dark time had come, into which some canny farmer carried away what he could from a fallen temple that in its day must have been a cultural jewelbox. Using this column or that lintel as the cornerstone of a goat pen, scattering temple fragments like oat grains, till now we see them not as great edifices of colloquy and religion but as the few and only hints of the density of ancient populations—the temples where the first donkey trails were laid; the places where those donkey trails braided their way up to the olives and vineyards on the hills and down to the chestnuts and fertile soils by the streams; their crossing points turning into metochia or family hamlets that to survive had to be virtually self-sufficient, producing their own milk, cheese, eggs, meat, fruit, vegetables, grains, medicinal herbs. These in time becoming hamlet clusters so that intermarriage wouldn’t separate the daughters from the mothers. Clusters that became villages, villages that attracted donkeys, donkeys that made even more trails, trails for the people now descending from the hills’ gaunt heights not just to baptise their children but, in time, to exchange a hen or lamb for a knife or water pot. There, the first markets, at the beginning but a few fruits lying in the shade; and from that lineage came the towns that so dot the map today. And from them the men like Mihalis and Tassos and Iannis, and the women like Maria and Marlena and now Anya too, without whom nothing meaningful will ever occur much less endure. Life in a Cretan century is a dance on a roka thread tinted the colours of a sun-hued leaf. No wonder Mihalis says that Crete is inside, not outside.
	There was a tap on my shoulder. 'So you’re living in Χανιά, izzat it?'
	'Yes.'
	'Like it?'
	'Prettiest harbour in Kriti. Nice people. Good food. Great sunsets. I’d like to stay longer.'
	'Pfui,' he muttered and gritted his teeth. I wondered how many crowns he went through in a year.
	'Uh-Ohhh,' Mihalis warned me under his breath.
	'I’ll get you for this,' I shot back.
	Minoulis tapped me on the shoulder again. 'You got any neighbours there on that whazzitsname street where you live?'
	'Odos Zampeliou. I’m staying in a little—In Chicago you’d call it a walkup flat. The bedroom is above the kitchen and they’re both above the shop.'
	'Shopfront!' he muttered. 'Damfool lives in a shopfront! Who’s your neighbours? You got neighbours? Of course you got neighbours. Can’t get away from neighbours in Χανιά.'
	'I live above a ceramics shop. Some pithoi are so big I wonder how people get them home.'
	'Like as not they carry ‘em there. Now lookie here, lemme tellya about neighbours, my fine furry friend ….'
	'Furry!? But I’m bald and I shaved just this morning!'
	'I was talking about your ancestors. Now listen, willya! I’ll tellya what a neighbour is. A neighbour is somebody who apologises for bringing’ back your hammer a month late, and the next time you use it you notice the broken handle. A neighbour’s the guy who compliments you on the new room you put on your house and does it in the oyzerie while the tax assessor is there. He’s the one talking about how much he loves his kids while he’s looking’ real steady at your wife. If he could get hold of a copy of your signature, you’d be paying his mortgage next year. My at’tude is, if you want to keep a good first impression of someone, try not to meet ‘em again. And another thing about cities ...'
	‘Cities? I thought we were talking about neighbours?' I said.
	'We were, but neighbours like those made me think of Chicago.'
	I said in a low voice to Mihalis, 'Have you ever heard the term “bipolar”?'
	He shook his head.
	'If you ever do, remember this moment.'
	'... The only reason you hear so much backslapping when you pass the barroom doors is because it is full of people who met up with a friend who’s got money and it is only natural to start reminding him of his good points. If Jesus had told us we had to like these people, there wouldn’t be enough alms to keep ten hermits alive in the whole damn religion. But telling us to love them keeps churches filled to the rafters with preachers trying to explain why.'
	'Minoulis ...' I interrupted.
	'Whaah?'
	'Have you ever turned blue from not enough oxygen?'
	Mihalis whooped so sharply it hurt my ears.
	'Lookie, laddie, I was in Chicago. Thirty years. I learned a lotta things there and they wasn’t only ice cream. One of them was to breathe like Dizzy Gillespie, in through the nose and out through the mouth. Seen him! An’ another thing ….'
	I went back to gazing at Crete’s vangogh flowers and spring lambs and dusky green olive groves, tuning out this Las Vegas of the Loons in the back seat.
	A few tourists were photographing the Lefka Ori. There were restaurants of the truly local type where you pick your meal by visiting the kitchen and pointing to the casserole whose contents you think looks the best.
	Brilliant simple colours. Yellows on doors, royal blue on regal white. Tans and ochres in pastels so dissonant they might as well have been sharps and flats in music. An occasional pure red the colour of the local poppies. Olive-tree tenders bobbling on the backs of their donkeys. Creased faces and simple black shawls. Cigarette-stained teeth. Hands like gnarls. Slender girls with sleek black hair. And—alas!—the denim marketing machine had arrived here too—the baggy pants and tunics in the old postcards were now few to be seen.
	I looked over at Mihalis, this man who in a matter of weeks I might never see again. Here wasn’t a man with a loom and a woman. He was the immensity of civilisation’s garb—a continuity containing embroidery and appliqué, tapestries and tunics, the millefiori drape of the Japanese junihito, Byzantine vestments and the ninety-nine names on a cheddar, the farthingale and jacket and dalmatica and pinafore, Pre-Columbian loincloths, kuba cloth in natural tones and nubian cloth in dyed. Scraps of linen woven before the Pyramids, the intuitive women of Knossos who invented the assembled garment as we know it today, a garb of multiple pieces applied to the curves of a woman. This man at the steering wheel was a weft in that vast ρόκα of invention that garments that costume of the world, just as the cowrie shell adorning the carved wooden masks from Ghana to Papua New Guinea were but parts of larger costumes made of beads and grass and skins and shells, intricately assembled to distill rituals now vanished with their wearers into windweathered antiquity. In the costumes of our self-making, we gather before the flickering shadows of the fires behind our imaginings, behold our mirrors, immerse into the music and rhythm of our dance, the squeals of delighted children, priests murmuring our myths, the smell of fires and cooking food, dogs racing through the dust, the dozen upon dozen of vividly hued garments become the multitude of our tribe, faces of friends now mythical beings, bodies now spirits, secular become sacred, as we banish our day-worn selves to the safety of the imaginary.
	But for the children and the dust and the dogs, what difference was there between all these and the man sitting beside me? The colours of night amid vivid garments and music, the principles behind the stained glass populace of Chartres and the iconostasis saints of Crete, the marriage of garment and ritual—the chrondic threads of our loom not the shadows of forgotten ancestors but the remembrances of lives to come.

	The Groves of Episkopi
	Two days earlier Mihalis had asked me, 'Dooglahs, will you like to go to a sheep-shearing?'
	My eyebrows rose. 'Such a good idea!' I said. 'When?'
	'Sunday at my cousins’ near Episkopi. They raise the sheep, I weave the wool.'
	Sunday’s Homer sailed no wine-dark sea. He parked his Audi under silver-green olive trees. Incoming sea breezes conjured no Polyphemus from distant hazes, only the scent of thyme. Shadows trembled on the ground.
	Mihalis’s cousins wore strong, stolid clothes. Work-faded pants, rolled-up sleeves, thick-soled boots made for olive-country’s rubble and thorn. Mihalis wore suspenders—dandyish for this part of Crete, but then, he was from Χανιά. The rest went in for dark, solid denims. Close-clipped hair. A few moustaches. The terse talk of men ready to work. Short laughs. A cough. Quick puffs from cigarettes tucked between the twigs of olive trees.
	The sheep cowered at the upper end of the pen, crowding as far as they could from the men. Bells clanged ferociously on the one sheep out of ten that had them, each a different tone so their shepherd would know who was where up there in the hills.
	Yet relentlessly the men came. They grabbed the young rams by the horns, the ewes by the ears, pulled the young ones away from the mothers, lifted the older rams—the ones that can put up a mean fight with their horns—clean into the air.
	Styles of shearing sheep revealed styles of character as surely as patterns of move in a chess match. A teenager with an thick shock of hair and missing bicuspid hoisted the sheep with one arm under its throat and the other grabbing a back leg. He was still at the age when he needed to prove himself, but no one there was interested in talking about motorcycles.
	Another man’s style was to reach from behind, grab a hind leg, then pull up with a twist to one side so the sheep lost its balance and fell. Another took the direct approach, holding the front and back hooves together, then carrying the sheep like a suitcase to flop it down on a heap of just-cut wool. Another dragged his sheep along as though he was hoovering a house. Mihalis was gentle, lifting them up by the front feet and urging them forward and he himself walked backward, the future father teaching his child to walk.
	In the end they all submitted. Most did little more than cower and bleat. The young ones struggled the most. The older ones who’d been through this before quietly endured the indignity of it all.
	One or two at a time they were brought into the shearing circle. There two men grabbed them by their back fleece and hind feet and upended them brusquely onto the ground as the animal kicked and bleated. Ploof, down they went. The shock knocked the last of any resistance out of them. One man held their front and back hooves together, another looped a cord thrice around the hooves and knotted it with whatever knot he could manage as he argued with the struggling hooves. This was no time to be a boy scout about the properly knotted bowline.
	Eight cutters worked on a thick mat of fresh-cut wool. They wielded thick, stubby garden shears with sharp tips to penetrate the thick wads of wool. The basic sequence was to pull the long fleece on the belly to one side to reveal the pinkish skin, start a clean snip at the base, then scissor from the belly upward through the dense flank wool to where it was thickest on the top of the back. They would then lift the wad away and drop it to the ground. They clipped the other side the same way. The same sequence to the back quarters, then forward to the neck and forelocks. The final touch was to tighten the bells a notch to fit the now-scrawny necks.
	Shearing styles revealed the character of the man. One started with the belly and worked up the flanks in precise windrows, rolling back the wool as he went, so by the time he reached the dense hair on the back, his mat looked like a woolly waffle. Others started anywhere and seemed to go anywhere, tufts flying as they pawed each snip aside. I jotted a note to ask Mihalis how he sorted the soft belly fleece from the wads of denser flank and back wool.
	The wool fell away in greasy clumps, stringy on the sides, fluffy in the belly and chest. Most of it was a dirty white, but some was black, yet no one took to separate it into light or dark as they cut. That was Mihalis’s problem to sort out. Despite the points on their shears, there was no sharp bleat that meant real pain, even as the men worked around the jiggly udders and floppy testicles. The only time a tip was used with malicious intent was to pry out a blood-gorged tick and snip off its head. If a sheep got too agitated the shearer calmed it by putting his hand over its eyes and held its ears together. No one kicked a protesting animal, no one cursed a struggling sheep as he worked on it. There was a determined nonchalance to their work reminiscent of a barber calmly gossiping with a mother as her little boy howls and squirms through a haircut.
	Once a sheep was released, it invariably scrambled away for a few metres, then shat. This done, it looked around, bleated, sniffed the first green shoot it saw, then seemingly forgot everything as it took a nibble. Soon they were clustered in their troupe again, looking like haircut day in boot camp. Within minutes they were contentedly munching the largesse of green that surrounded them. The flock’s owner had fenced off this grove months beforehand, so the spring’s carpet of marjoram and oregano would be thick by shearing day.
	The wool piled up against the fence from the breeze coming through the olives. It was the most unpromising raw material the Cretan economy produced. Tufts of it lay scattered the ground or caught in low branches. It had an unpleasantly greasy feel from its lanolin, more so on the wool that was nearest the skin; less on the sides where the lanolin had been worn away by the bushes. Black wool had less lanolin. When the grime got too thick on the men’s hands, they washed it off with a squirt of dish detergent mixed with water in a plastic bottle.
	Towards the end, as the queue wound down to a dozen or so from the seventy-odd they began with, one man stood to take a breather. Another joined him. It was their first relaxation in several hours. Men without decor, these. Their idea of ornament was a pack of cigarettes in a shirt pocket. Their only machismo was a cigarette dangling from their lips as they worked.
	Banter, hands on branches, thumbs into belt loupes. Laughter like gusts before a storm. They teased the teenager about screwing sheep since he was too young for girls. He replied he was built more for a donkey. Two hssts came from among the men still shearing and the boy shut up.
	As one of the men departed he picked up a large bundle of herbs he’d gathered and stored in the branches of an olive tree. He would dry them on a cookie sheet in the sun, then sell them to an herb gatherer who would package them in cellophane packets to sell to the tourists in Χανιά. That was about the extent of these men’s connection with Crete’s second-largest city, hardly twenty kilometres away.
	Above their heads, little nubs of green olives grew two or three to a twig. The ground was clumped with herby grasses, the pale purple of sage flowers, bright yellows of sourgrass, the dusty lavender hue of the bodichess weed—the high-caste weed of the island, that grows only where the soil is good enough for olive trees. In the days before electricity the airy and fibrous flowers of the ubiquitous stickyweed were dried to use as wicks for oil lamps.
	This being Sunday, they skipped the usual wine-bibbing shearman’s feast down at the taverna. Most would visit the family graveyard. Country men like these believed the souls of their fathers—and their grandfathers, their grandfathers’ fathers, and the fathers before those—never really left. Let the pappas fret about where souls go. Hovering just out of the limited view of the human eye was the collective soul of eight thousand years of sacred ground, the soul of Kriti concealing its secrets behind the guises of groves and villages and springs and gullies. The photographs of the grandparents on the wall would one day fade, but their souls would remain. Spirit sticks around, these men will say, and with that they ended the discussion.
	One had to deduce what they felt, for, as Cretan women guard the secrets of Diktynna by giving false directions to men who ask the route to her temple, Cretan country men turn taciturn if talk turns to the meaning of life. From what they would admit if pressed, we leave this life as a kind of chiaroscuro of half-existing pasts. The birth soul that was baptised into them might go where the pappas says it goes, but the Kriti soul remains on Kriti.
	What use would come of it if I were to tell these sheep shearers in the groves of Episkopi that their beliefs distantly originated in the Indo-European idea that self departs but deed remains? They would look me up and down, snort, and light a cigarette. Yet the Cretan roots dredge more deeply into the allohchthony of the past than Zeus or Chronos. Aryavarta gave to Greece more than Greece gave to Aryavarta. The pre-Sanskritic word for three, ti, was exported to ancient Greece where it became tria (today tris), thence into Latin and French as tri, over the Channel and across the Atlantic as three, and over the Rhine as drie? Vassa for rain became both vessel and  vascular and vessel. Nama became name.
	Perhaps the ghosts of unity threading through the epochs explain why men like these baptise their children with their grandparents’ names, so the child’s name would live just as its grandparents lived, in the grove and the hill and the spring, not as shadows of forgotten ancestors but as remembrances of things to come.
	Spirit sticks around, they say.

	Fisherman’s Wife
	The sun cusps onto the Rodhópou peninsula, loses shape, sheds heat, slips beneath the edge of the sky to vanish beneath the lingering dwell of a day’s last moment.
	The moonlight fishers now leave, their tiny craft trailing wavelets in the water’s now-pale peach. They climb the wave crests beyond the jetty, glide, dip, head unerringly into the void of the horizon. A vast tumult of greatness and emptiness awaits men who turn to the sea.
	This evening as I watched them leave, the enormous mother of a waxing moon dragged the tide out of the harbour. A woman stood at the edge of the quay as the last of the boats passed.
	She waved.
	His wave returned.
	A gull teetered alone on the last edges of the day. Beyond the wave-exchange, the fishing life loomed: the spectre of the women alone pushing the pram, the humdrums of the hearth, the broken grain on the stone, the leaden heat under the roof, the walls that need repair, the solemn-faced cafe men who don’t know how to comfort, the fear and grief in recurring husband-at-sea dreams. All in a wave.
	When he was not quite thirty and the sun and sea had not yet tanned him into old-hull umber, before he had begun to be tired of the daily trudge to boat, before he had become embittered by falling prices and dwindling catches, before he had grown obsessed with income, before those things, he would come swiftly back to her, fathoming the way to the harbour of her as unerringly as the gull, pointing the tiller home with as much haste as the sea could provide.
	Was it love that married them, or urgency, or affection? Loneliness?
	How their first moments together must have been impatient and afraid. How they spoke in the long nights with eyes open in the dark, so unlike the eyes-open nights of now when he’s to sea. Trembling they must have been then, unquenchable love one moment and the unquenchable fear the next, that he would head out one evening and not come back.
	The pretty harbour-side sea of peach-hued clouds is also a sea of no law and no mercy. She knows this, says it in the linger of her wave. He knows it too, says it in his wave back.
	When the winter months thrash the jetty, still he must go. The sky thunders like shells in war. The wind breaks the gunnels and the mast. When pouring ceases and storm winds fall, will the gull return?
	When in their love-flamboyant mood a new bud broke and she was with child, what did his face look like when she told him? What were his words when her voice fell low? Did he nod and gaze at the ground, the prison of a man with no other life but the sea?
	Men of the sea come and go through no wish of their own. Women say they understand. But they know in every hour there’s a moment of light, a moment of dark, a moment of wind, a moment of fear.
	The daughter must be told that Dada sleeps at sea. She who had grown so familiar with his fatherhood hand.

	Rodhópou and Diktynna
	By now Marlena and I had settled into an amiable relationship of mental affection and verbal fun that did not include an affair. I halfway agreed with her when the subject sighed into the glances between us: 'Marriage is hell, affairs are fun but quickly get mouldy, one-night-stands are a half-finished drink, and friendships last longer than all of them. Take your pick, Douglas.'
	It turned out idyllic that way. Every week we tried a new restaurant. Every week we waddled our way home. This week it was the Fortezza. From the tourist brochures I knew it to be an old fortification-cum-customs station strategically located in the middle of the long seawall that protects Χανιά harbour. It now was a restaurant.
	'Skip lunch,' she advised me.
	'That good, uh?'
	'Or that bad. Only one way to find out.'
	We went out on the Fortezza’s little shuttle boat from near the Maritime Museum. 'Tips graciously accepted,' stated a little sign above a tin cup. Around us, Χανιά’s modest contingent of crab potters phutt-phutted their way to sea. Above us a pinwheel of stars bridged us to the farthest reach of the universe.
	The sun was just above the horizon over the Rodhopou ridge. Marlena’s eyes followed my gaze there.
	'In June the sun used to set through the portals of Diktynna’s temple,' she said. 'It is a sacred time for Kriti women, a symbol that the hero on the blazing chariot must in the end come home to us.'
	‘I've read that the name Diktynna came from a goddess even remoter than the Minoan gods, and Minoan times were a thousand years before Odyssean times. For the Greek sailors before Homer, the Diktynna temple was the most famous in the Mediterranean. The Greeks renamed her Artemis.’
	‘There is a little cove beneath the old temple site where boats could take refuge in storms. That is why the Homerics wrote about it. Diktynna was a woman who roamed the land. The Homerics were only interested in men who roamed the sea.’
	‘Don’t we worship any god we think will save us? From my googling around the web I was impressed that Diktynna was so renowned as a pilgrimage shrine that in AD 100, Emperor Trajan constructed a road solid enough to support chariot traffic westward from Aptera to a new seaport he was building, Kissamos. It would have passed the southern edge of the Rhodópou. I visited the Roman milestone at Aptera to read its Roman writing.’
	‘That was two thousand years after Diktynnean times. The Romans knew nothing about our woman goddesses, and cared even less. Have you ever seen a Roman soldier’s cuirass with a bosom? All the Romans cared about the temple was that the old Diktynnean ruins were the wealthiest pilgrim sanctuary in the Koinon ton Kreton, the Κόιν Κρητών. Trajan’s adopted heir Hadrian financed his entire Kriti road building campaign by taxing the sanctuary of Diktynna. Imagine the good we could do if we taxed religions today.’
	The little ferry knocked against the landing. I put a tip in the tin cup. It was ungraciously ignored. There is that portion of Cretan economy which prospers easily off tourists and therefore can’t stand them.
	Marlena said, 'Let’s watch sunset from the roof cafe. We can come down for dinner later.'
	The sun over the Rodhopou was matched in majesty only by the high limestone slopes of the Lefka Ori Mountains to the South. From our vista, the backbone of Kriti swept luminously across the entire southern expanse of the sky.
	'Why did the story of Diktynna come out of an inhospitable place like the Rodhopou instead of the fertile valleys of the Lefka Ori?' I asked. 'There’s no water out on the Rodhopou. Fertility goddesses usually inhabit a spring or a large tree, where the symbolism is so apt.'
	'Douglas, Diktynna wasn’t a fertility goddess. She was the mystery of matriarchy—how does Earth Woman who dresses in green turn virginal Sky Woman who dresses in blue into fertile Life Woman who dresses in red? Before the annual springtime pilgrimage to her temple out on the Rhodópou, women would show men their fertility goddesses. They would whisper erotic invitations in their chosen man’s ears, then show him a ceramic phallus with a hole in it. They would pour milk through the hole to signify the sacredness of springtime. Fifteen hundred years later along came Athenian men and their mine/yours thinking and soon couples were not supposed to make love till the men wanted them to. That’s why Diktynna has lived four thousand years. She is the only deity men cannot have.'
	'One time I did try to go out to her temple. I asked a Kolimbari vegetable seller where was the road. She told me it was off-limits, inaccessible, dangerous, and forbidden to tourists. I thought that rather severe a reply.'
	'No Kriti woman wants a man to go out there, Douglas. Men are thinkers, and thinking doesn’t respect anything for very long.'
	You have to be confident with yourself if you want a friendship with Marlena.
	'The vegetable seller was keeping you away from our sacred ground. How could a man possibly understand a gatheress instead of a huntress? Men hunted with weapons. Diktynna invented the net. She turned the thread into a cord and the weave into a web and used that to bring in the kri-kri to feed her village.’
	‘A lot of prehistory hides behind those old pagan gods. Apollo the sun god was turned into St. Iliya, who rides a white chariot pulled by white horses. His shrines in the Lefka Ora are more temple than sacristy.'
	‘The women who made the pottery in old days moulded dancers around the edges of their pottery designs showing their hands held high together in the air. That was their dance to the gods, marrying themselves to the sky so the rain would become semen from the sky and fall on them to make them fertile, just as the rain makes the earth fertile. That’s how Diktynna turned Sky Woman into Life Woman. The bare breasts of the Minoan goddesses symbolised the milk of growth. All these old beliefs came from Earth Woman, from Diktynna. Diktynna teaches we Kriti women how to forge matriarchy in our hearth fires and how to hold high our womanhood out on the Rodhópou.'
	What Marlena was telling me wasn’t exactly news. The Diktynna legend appeared often in the academic journals I’d consulted. According to the consensus opinion, Diktynna originated in the myth of the primordial mother. She was born at Kaino in Kriti, daughter of Zeus and Karme, the daughter of Euboulos who was the son of Demeter. No one today knows exactly where Kaino was, but Zeus was born Mount Dikte …’
	‘Psiloritis today,’ Marlene interjected.
	Whatever Marlene’s intentions may have been in interrupting me so curtly, I knew how to respond.
	‘Thank you, Marlene! I didn’t know that.’
	She was silent, but I sensed her surprise. At one time the man in me would have immediately replied, ‘Yes, I know!’ But I had long ago learned the lost pawn that leads to.
	The obvious next move in this chess game was to frame any assertions as questions.
	‘I wonder, Marlena, did the events that became the Diktynna legend originate in Neolithic times?’
	‘There are two schools of thought on that. The male camp of mythologues has it that a particularly resourceful clan woman—perhaps one who had suddenly become a widow—ventured out one day to hunt on her own and came back with enough food to feed her family. The female camp has it that there was a tribal pattern of matriarchal leanings or a spiritual connection among a small conclave of adventurous women that inspired them to ritualistically find and capture the elusive wild goat, the kri-kri, the largest living thing out on the Rhodopou. In the process they invented Crete’s matriarchy.’
	‘I suppose that from that point on the legend’s evolution follows the pattern of human-to-deity stories all over the world.'
	'Take your pick or invent your own,' was her reply. 'You can’t think your way to the gods. You have to believe your way there.’
	‘And the Kriti belief is …?’
	‘None of those theory-trawlers were Kritis. They were applying their cultures to Kriti culture without coming to ask us.’
	‘Is the truth a Kriti-woman secret, or may I know, too?’
	‘It’s no secret. I already told you. Diktynna is the goddess of the net, not the hunt. She realised that if you kill a kri-kri with a stick, like the men did in those days, you will feed your children for a time. But if you snare a kri-kri with a net, and then keep it in a much larger net formed into a circle, soon enough another kri-kri will come along and next year you will have three.’
	‘Are there any DNA studies showing that the Diktynneans domesticated the wild goat?’
	‘Douglas, you are very good at missing the point.’
	The redding sun was nearing the Rodhopou ridge. Marlena and I had been pingponging these ideas and their many ancillaries while we enjoyed the balmy air and unencumbered sky. Everything around us felt as one. Oneness seemed everywhere. The gull was at one with the laminae of the air as the whale was at one with the sound threads of the sea. The truth across epochs was at one with the faintness only our silence can hear.
	'Still, I wish I could go out there,' I said. 'Just to feel the unbroken wind, the spareness of the earth she haunts, the immensity of the sky she sees. I would do the same as I do in Asia, where I never stand on the top of a hill.'
	'Why is that?'
	'The locals believe the gods reside there. The gods reveal themselves only in the myths they put into our dreams. That’s why people who live there believe there are some things that we should simply let be and not mark with our stamp. Men are the guardians of myth, Marlena.’
	‘As women are the guardians of mystery. We women of Diktynnean times, Douglas, we protect the ancient mysteries. Like not stepping on cinders.'
	'Why is that a mystery?'
	She laughed. ‘Now, if I told you, what of a mystery would it be? Some things you just have to accept.'
	'Gods are a placebo. If you think they work, they do.'
	‘So how would you explain Diktynna?’
	Her eyes netted me with a weave of laughter and lament.
	I paused. Those fire-onyx eyes of hers. I knew that look. I had seen it before when I crossed into her barbed wire. I knew the lioness that reigned within. This was a good time to change the subject.
	'Hm. Knight to queen pawn four, wasn’t that what you said?'
	She laughed. 'You remembered! Yes, it was. We were so awkward with each other that night! We never did end that match. So what is your move now?'
	'Castle to king pawn five. Check.'
	'Check?'
	‘Because tales of Diktynna’s nou-rishing prowess would have become a legend with her neighbours. It would have been hard for them not to stand in awe of a woman who turned the wild kri-kri into a stable family. The Rhodópou is one of the wildest, rockiest, most desolate, sunbaked, windburned barrens in Crete. Diktynna had to be good to get a meal out of the place. But when she died and could no longer provide a living reality to counter the impulse to embellish, her story would have passed into local lore, then to tale, past legend, then myth, then deity, then goddess, and finally, once men took charge of the story again, she became the goddess of the hunt. Three thousand years wore off the rough edges in the middle until Diktynna had become Diana. Then the Venetian aristocracy took over the Diana story. In those days the aristocracy was like the middle class of today, obsessed with image and convinced that money makes a good one. The wealthy women of Venice told their artists to transmute Diana into the elegiac icon of what they fancied themselves to be—stately, majestic, pallid of face and elegant of mien, eye-shadow just so, and unimaginably remote from the unbathed, lumpen-shaped, scant-clothed huntress who learned the skill of leaping the searing, razory stones of the Rodhopou to bring down a kri-kri to feed her village. When I asked the vegetable seller how to get there, I explained that I was only interested in the archaeology of the place. I should have told her the truth, that I wanted to go out there to pay my respects.'
	'Bishop to bishop pawn four. Check blocked. You would have been disappointed. A rental car isn’t strong enough to take you out there. At the end of the road you have to walk another eight kilometres on a track. There’s no shade until you descend to the sea. And when you get there all you see is a flat terrace of broken and weathered columns. The Minoan temple was brought down long ago by earthquakes and the wind. The Romans built another one. When Rome fell, local farmers went out on boats and took away the stones to build sheep sheds. But removing the stones did not remove the goddess. For we Kriti women, Diktynna is the magnetic field of womanhood that pulls us all towards her and arranges us within her order. Diktynna nourishes the spirit self only we can see. She radiates into us the goddess that we are, so even if we change, the goddess within us won’t. Diktynna took from the Rodhópou only what she needed to provide for the future, and no more. The air and the water live this way, too, and men just can’t see that.’
	'Is doubt a magnetism, too?'
	'Yes, but it is attracted to the sky gods, and look what happened to Daedalos. He doubted what the sun could do to wax.’
	'Knight takes bishop on queen pawn four. That happens to all of us who try to fly higher than Nature. We allow our self-god to get too big for us?'
	'Queen blocks knight,' she said. 'The only god in a man is his groin. In his sperm is the infinity he wants in his head. He needs the womb of woman to bring his infinity down to earth. Woman is his oasis from the lies of his logics, his political systems, the way he orders his life so he never knows what is true. Men have invented a hundred logics, and still they have no idea what is the truth. We women of Diktynna thrive by granting men the right to play with their toys of truth. We know they cannot think any other way.'
	Those onyx eyes of hers again, the heat of goddess days out on the Rhodopou. She wanted so very much to be all of herself, yet to be it within something very much larger.
	'How many times have you been out there?'
	'Every year since I was fourteen.'
	'Marlena, is it possible in chess to checkmate each other with a single move?'
	'I’m no expert, but I doubt it.'
	‘Let’s try a different game.’
	We finished our kafe élleniko. Χανιά across the water was a Christmas-lights toytown spanning the entire eyeful of view, a slender string of ephemera between the immense tremor of the sea and the immense tremble of the stars. There was a heart-lurching, mind-tremulous, eye-sighing moment as the sun flicked out over the sleeping goddess of the Rodhópou. It was a moment when thought stopped, reminding me to pay attention to everything else.
	Evening inked into another night on the Aegean. My ambition of seeing the shrine of Diktynna inked with it. I wanted to cry out to the sun, 'No! Don’t go! Please! Stay!'
	'Shall we to dinner?' Marlena asked.
	'Diktynna must know a vast peace out there in her sleep.'
	'Men may know what facts are, Douglas, but we women know what men are.'
	'I’m going to miss this place.'
	‘We are going to miss you.’

	Cretan Wine
	I was up before dawn. The morning was not yet real. Pale buildings, pale leaves, pale light. Mist in the vales, dew on the grass, breath on the air. The smells of autumn: thyme, burnt weeds, wild onion, basil, dill.
	As I neared the kitchen, the smell of lamb and bread merged with the musk of a sheep pen and the sweetness of a bower of mallows. Inside, the workers’ eating table was gouged from years of sliced loaves. When I picked up the knife to cut my own piece, somebody threw me a glass. I wasn’t expecting this and bobbled the catch, luckily trapping the glass against my stomach. Later someone informed me that everybody who sliced their first piece of bread for the day had a glass thrown to them. I filled it from an earthen pitcher on the table and was surprised that it was red wine. I looked around for a water bottle but didn’t see any.
	The wine was musky and tart. It went well with the traditional harvest breakfast of hard-boiled eggs mounded in bowls, crusty square trenchers made with barley and rye, bowls of honey and yogurt. Wedges of cheese. Coarse salt in metal dishes. Trays of olives, oranges, lemons. The lamb was served in chunks rather than slices so the workers could spear a piece with their vine-dresser’s knives and chew it off the blade.
	As they emptied then refilled their mugs, the dozen or so workers spoke of the day ahead. Someone muttered that so-and-so was planting vineyards. Someone else responded that vineyards always get planted when the future looks good, while olives go in during times of doubt. An enormously moustachioed old man in a weather-beaten hat made a doll’s head out of an apple, twirling the knife around to make the eyes then cut out a thin, long wedge to make a mouth. He pressed chickpeas into the eye sockets and stuffed the mouth with grass to look like a moustache.
	Then we all trooped outside and boarded a tractor cart. Everybody shouted good-bye to the rooster flapping his wings and skrawking a heroic cocorico. The rooster might have been more subdued had it known it was going to be dinner tonight.
	The cart trundled through olive groves into the dawn. A half-hour’s ride took us to the first of the day’s many small holdings. This one was on a ridge, a poor spot for vines because rainfall drains downhill before much of it can soak into the soil. Crete’s traditional practice of dividing a property equally among its heirs resulted here in a holding so small only vines could produce an income from it. The clusters were few and the berries small; we would get through it in a quarter-hour.
	We piled back into the cart, holding our baskets in our laps. Venus, that so brightened evenings last spring, was rising now in the fall. Someone knew the stars’ tales, half ancient invention and half events of the hour. One constellation chased another, which turned with a raised stick. A neighbouring town name was slipped in, then the name of a land owner they all despised. The men grunted approvingly as they heard their local villain was transported into the skies to replace the hapless rabbit Lepus under Orion’s foot.
	We rocked and tumbled against each other as the cart tipped down into the ruts of a dry stream bed then groaned back out again. As we ascended the fog thinned, delicately revealing mist’s revelations of terrain—how things seem far even when near, how colours merge and mute in consort with the folds of the land, how even grey can have its pastels; how springs conceal themselves in grass modesty; how the eddies in a stream live each their tiny moment as timelessly as the stream lives each century. Despite the jostling of the cart, I could feel the land’s foldings as though they were the years flowing beneath my hours. From hill to hollow to grove to pool, the landforms of life’s moments coil and twist as they merge into years, until one day, having become carefree of self and deed and memory and end, I might come to understand what I had become and why I was here.
	It was the first time I could recall such a thought entering my mind.
	We passed rows of trees, hollows and copses, gullies and fords. Then, as we lifted over the gravelly crest of a hill, I saw a shape that wasn’t but was, a life jelling out of the mist of its own breath, then dimensioning into body and acquiring faces and limbs. I squinted, saw one ... two ... three ... fivesixseven, maybe more. Half were women. All of us were middle-aged or older. No one needed to tell me the young had left for the cities with their nightclubs and cellphone towers and the jobs that these had provided.
	This proved to be a much bigger vineyard. It stretched over two slopes and vanished beyond. The others already knew the familiar mounds, the stones in heaps, the grass-haired posts, the bower where at noon we would sleep, the ferns now a hair of spiderweb droplets streaked with dew. We stopped, got down stiffly from the cart. I did jumping jacks and touch-toes to take the ache out of my legs. One of the men shook a vine with a stick, scattering dewdrops in a spatter of flung silver. The women threw down the καλύφια kalafia baskets for the grapes and stowed their lunch hampers under an oak.
	No one spoke as we got to the first rows. The rows we were to cut were distinguished from those owned by others with whitewashed stones. Someone bent down to strip off a few grapes. He nibbled a few then handed the cluster to me. 'The grapes are ready,' he informed me, 'when the skin breaks easily as you bite them. Some owners let them ripen a few days longer to reach their fullest colour and sweetness.'
	He wiped his hands on the dew-wet grass while I nibbled a few. They tasted terrible. Astringent and weedy, these were definitely not table grapes. I spit the pips out and made a mental note to request a taste of last year’s wine that came from this field.
	The man turned out to be a shoe shop owner who so enjoyed the camaraderie of the annual grape harvest that he gave over his shop to his teen-aged daughter so he could relive the idylls of his youth. He wanted to practice his English. Over the days he taught me everything he knew about grapes. ’Vine leaves colour near the ripest fruit first, so you should look first for the prettiest leaves.’ … ‘The more grape clusters to the bunch, the better the wine.’ … ‘Don’t breathe the smoke that comes off the mouldy ones nearest the ground. You will catch colds all winter if you do.’ … ‘If you find leaves punctured from a hailstorm, pass them by. They will be ragged clusters with few grapes.'
	We worked the rows in pairs, one person on each side. Each of us carried a kalafia over one arm. There was laughter, light, clean air. Vine leaves trembled as we passed. Spiders scattered wildly in every direction. Our sleeves were dew-soaked to our armpits. My hands developed a crusty stain that didn’t wash out for days. By the time we broke for lunch the inner sides of my fingers were covered with painful cracks.
	The work was coldest in that field. There was a hint of warmth in the colour patches still faint in the mists, but cold still clenched like a snake around a rat. When sunlight finally did tinge the orchards amid the olives, a pointillism of ripe fruit blazed out of a gouache of grey-green. The work became not quite so cold, then not quite so uncomfortable, then not so bad. My back ached less as I groaned down for the low fruit. Birds chatterboxed as they flocked for the insects in the vines we had just passed.
	I rose from my cutting and looked out over the distant descent to the sea. Signs of a poor region abounded. House walls made of broken rather than cut stone, some whitewashed, most not. A village bread-oven domed nearby, with its smoke-dark fire pit beneath and brick baking surface dusted with ashes. Nearby was a circle of stones that marked an αλώνι aloni or threshing circle. In the distance was the fern-edged line of a seasonal stream, a rivulet so small that no matter how hard the rain or how long, it would remain always a rivulet because Crete’s porous limestone destined it to be so. I smiled at the notion of a little stream fated by destiny to go nowhere. Then I looked at the people around me. No wonder the children were fleeing.
	Gathering the grapes, two silent κουβαλίτας kouvalitas plodded up and down the rows, their wide-mawed κοφίνι kofini strapped to their backs. One of them reached the ragged line of the grape cutters and muttered, 'El-laaa' and bent to one knee. A flurry of kouvalitas passed over the rows and were upended to into his kofini. 'Ka-laaa,' he exhaled as the baskets were delivered back to their owners. He rose, wiped his forehead with his sleeve, and leaned into his trudge. The wide basket on his shoulders now creaked under its load.
	The grape cart was stained a purple mauve from years of broken fruit. Up the ladder he went, his shoes sagging over the rungs as he tested each step carefully before giving it his full weight. At the top, he grunted, 'Hoof-laaa,' dropped his left shoulder sharply and thrust forward from the waist, hurling the grapes into the cart in a blur of purple. He climbed slowly back down and began the long trudge back, as silent as before.
	Lunch time passed in a flurry of wildly waving spoons followed by a long snooze under a tree. A few older folks poked out the soft parts of their bread and then used the crust-rings to play toss-pin against a twig stuck in the grass.
	When I awoke I felt enervated from too much exertion earlier in the day and too much wine in the middle of it. I waved my arms in giant angel-wing flaps and drank a big mug of wine to get myself back in the mood. A dog came up to me, wagging its tail with little short wiggles, letting me know it wanted to be friends.
	In the heat of the afternoon, the work went slower as the women gossiped and the men argued the merits of their favoured sports teams. Some took it easy, standing up periodically to rest their hands on a vine stake and enjoy a long look around. Somebody started an overly long story that everyone already knew. Everyone’s eyes rolled as he went on and on. Some knelt as they worked each plant, then rose to go on to the next one. Others buried themselves in the leaves and never seemed to emerge. Some complained, others laughed, still others sang, but the kalafia filled at about the same pace no matter what they did.
	My muscle aches were gone by the late afternoon. Everything seemed distilled—colours, smells, pleasure, laughter, life. About four in the afternoon the vineyard’s owner arrived carrying a wine jug over each shoulder. His call of his 'Pollliiii kalllaaa' was the signal to stop. Plastic glasses were filled, the froth sipped off, while a discerning few squinted through the brown crimson into the sun. It was their first taste of last year’s wine, still grapey and, to outsiders who don’t know Cretan wine, rather too sweet.
	This taste goes back at least as far as the sixteenth century when scholars at Oxford designated a sweet wine from the Hellenic Mediterranean as Vinum Creticum in Latin, which the Venetians called Vino di Candia. [Candia was the Venetian name for Heraklion.] The good Oxonians averred it came from Monemvasia in the Peloponnese. They were wrong by a century and a large strait of water. In 1420 the Venetian Senate noted that economically important volumes of Cretan wine were being produced under the name 'Malevyzi on Candia’. They refitted some outdated gunships to transport it in bulk. That unpronounceable mouthful of a word became 'Malmsey' by the time it hit England’s shores. And hit it did—all over the Mediterranean and as far as the Baltic.
	The old broad-beamed gunships made for a stable gun platform were too slow for a cargo that could go off quickly in the Mediterranean heat. The shipwrights at the Venetian Arsenale elongated the hull design of a high-speed courier vessel made for diplomatic dispatches and came up with the rake-sailed saccoleva, the FedEx of the wine trade. In 1554 a Venetian accountant with the charmingly euphonic name of Leonardo Loredan totted up the stats of Crete’s wine trade:
	Since a butt was 104 British imperial gallons, the above output was roughly ten million of today’s bottles. The wine appellations appear to be growing-region names, not vitis vinefera varietals, hence the use of lower-case first letters.
	All this faded with the coming of the cork in 1600. Wine tastes changed from barrelled and sweet to bottled and dry. By 1605 when Ben Jonson wrote the lines in Volpone ...
	... malmsey had all but vanished from the export records. The unicorn milk and panther’s breath have proven more difficult to track down.
	The vineyard owner refilled my plastic cup and I quaffed it as quickly as the first. No one wanted to be the first voice to break the wine’s glow. Then there was a grunt, a backslap, and we teamed up together on the last of the rows. Children collected the kalafia and hung them from the vertical strakes that reinforced the sides of the cart. The men hacked off low olive branches as the women gathered vine branches still dense with leaves. The children jumped into the cart and pushed the grapes around to make things level. The men flattened the olive branches across the top of the load and the women crisscrossed the vine branches atop them. Everyone hopped on, giving the grapes a minor pre-crush the owner didn’t seem to mind.
	Already the aches were forgotten. My eyes drifted over Crete’s landscape like fingers over a first love. Everyone here had walked over these slopes till their feet hurt, knew every mushroom patch and spring trickling out of its moss den, aware that the olive grows from finger-thin seedlings that take a decade to fruit into lightning-riven old sentinels still bearing fruit unfazed by their gaunt centuries.
	Workaday songs flowed like a stream over small stones. A wrinkled face with a towering shock of white hair strangled out a tune with verbs like a burping walrus. Another unwrapped from his belt a sack of snails he’d collected while going down the rows. He now counted them as others opined how much garlic is required to properly sauté them. Two little girls marvelled over the remains of a swallow’s nest they’d discovered. A boy stood in the cart face into the wind as the tractor ploog-plooged down the road. He tossed a stick at a scarecrow made of a strangled raven that had been hung from a tree.
	We descended into the afternoon sounds a Cretan valley floor makes. Scrapes and rock clacks from a plow blade being worked short, the mule balking and snorting as the farmer cursed his way through a tight corner. Laughs and guffaws and oofs and curses. Knotted caws as ravens startled from a branch and dipped low to catch the compression lift of wings near the ground. Chimes from a chapel roiled over fields full of sheep bells. Spluttery buzzes hummed out of flower cups and whirred their way back to the hive. In the distance curt phrases swelled to screeches and then back to epithets as a disagreeing couple worked at a task. A silvery song on a shepherd’s pipes wafted in and out of the zephyrs.
	Then came the sounds of the πατητήρι patitiri, the hamlet where local girls had assembled to tread the grapes. Our day was over; their night stretched far ahead. The map of Crete is thick with the names of sole-purpose hamlets like this patitiri. Duty and dwelling dot the landscape with place names and walking times so numerous the cadastral charts can barely contain them all. Cretans still navigate the landforms using timeoutofmindago nicknames. The place names, sometimes strung together in ditties or rhymes to make them easy to remember, demarked the routes. Chapel to chapel, μετόχι metochi to μοναστή monasti, cloister to convent, hamlet to farmstead, grove to thicket, the place-names ranged only a few dozen to a few hundred paces distant from the next. Each had its own heritage of legend and lore, about which the further locals ventured from their hamlet, the less they knew. Names for springs where moss clings to stones, making them bright green. Miry spots in a gully where moles rustle between fallen beech tree leaves. One name for a meadow with a lone pine; another name for the same meadow’s low-lying grasses. A fault in the gneiss where a stream hisses its protest around a patch of boulders. Places named after flowers, others after herbs. Even so specific a name as the place where the herb eyebright may be gathered in spring to make into an unguent popularly alleged to make complexions fair.
	Hamlets named after swampy groves, hamlets where the stonecutters worked, hamlets where the itinerant ironmongers set up their bellows on market days. Place-names for the best fields, place-names for the worst. Names for the hamlet where the goat-cheese makers lived, for the fork in the path where people take the left path to the spring and the right path to the well. There was no mystic songline significance to these names; they were simply the slang of getting around. As I thought of these things, a bird fluttered down, leaving its food search in dustprints at my feet.
	Fingers over a first love.
	At the patitiri, water sloshed into barrels to wet the wood and make it swell. Thin chirpy conversation from sheltered bowers where the girls were treading grapes in concrete πατίμα patima basins. The fellow who had earlier befriended me informed me that the grapes were crushed twice. The first, the traditional foot-treading, yielded the sweetest juice and the lightest colour. He pointed out that the girls had hiked their skirts thigh-high because would soon be knee-deep in purple. They walked in a clockwise circle, executing a leftward swivel of the heel at each step to grind the colour out of the skins—one of the many harvest movements that found their way into Cretan village dances today.
	The second crush would squeeze a darker juice from the leftover pomace by placing boards on it and weighting them overnight with large stones; this yielded semisweet, more deeply coloured juice that would be fermented in a sealed barrel, then distilled twice with anise seeds to make tsikoudia—τσικουδιά—better known as rakı.
	Today, instead of using stones, the hamlet’s five stoutest men, all brothers, would climb on top of the boards and jump up and down to squeeze out the final thick dark red juice. The five were all short-legged, my friend shyly explained, which gave them their village nickname, ‘The Lowpisser Boys'.
	The village vintner has to judge how much of each of these juices to blend into a particular quality of wine. Wild yeast is already on the grapes so there are no expensive imported yeasts to tinker with. Natural Cretan yeast is a slow fermenter that takes two months or more to finish. The winemaker will visit the barrels every so often and put his ear to them to listen for a faint hissing. When the barrels at last fall silent he performs a final fissima by blowing into the wine with a plastic hose to stir up any last fermentable sugars in the dregs. When the barrels grew again silent the wine will be ready to sleep a year.
	Half an hour later after a bracing wash in a bucket by the well, I thought, 'On a day like this, I understand time.' Each glance around me all through the day had revealed the immensity to be had in a moment. It was at this epiphanic moment that my friend came up and nodded in the direction of the dinner hall, saying, 'Dream as you please, but we don’t know the half of things, and never will.’
	Advice that could not have come at a better time.
	Dinner was a din-filled, truly abandoned time. Motions, gestures, laughter, ripostes, smells, wine cups being filled, fresh-baked bread falling apart at the knife, stubby hands slapping me on the back, full bellies being patted. After an hour of nonstop eye and gullet feast I thought, 'That’s all! Enough! No more!' That’s when someone passed me the fourth or fifth platter of lamb just in from the kitchen, this being the one basted with olive oil and rosemary.
	Finally we went out into the cool night, a night already touched with dew. The matted grass sparkled with wet spiderweb funnels. The hasp on the wine-cellar door came back. The door opened with a dull scrape. Bins and barrels appeared, vanishing off into an air thick with wine smell. Dusty barrels, hairy white with mould and tiny mushrooms. Barrels with the tart, musty smell of wine that’s been there for years. A cooper’s name was carved into the end of a spigot. Someone dipped a wine 'thief' into the bung hole at the top of a barrel and it came out streaming earth-hued droplets that turned dusky in my glass. We walked from one to another, savouring not from the seductive goblets the experts insist upon, but plain, no-nonsense, water tumblers.
	The wine was brownish-red, sedimenty, tannic as a leather works, rich in the scents of the earth. There was a moment of silence, of the marriage of taste and scent, then a thin whistle as one of them sipped in a little air, filling his palate with the wine’s musk. 'Might as well enjoy it while you can,' he said, 'you go to your ghost in God’s good time no matter how hard you pray.'
	Slowly, taste by taste, the years receded like the day’s aches in my bones. The light became ghostly. The details of faces diminished as they acquired a will-‘o-the-wisp quality. The distractions of daytime clarity were lost into blending blots of pale. Features became essences. Eyes glittered with feelings they would never reveal by day. The candles trembled from the gusts of the laughter, laughter that drowned all the other sounds and took away the mist and the cold. Laughter, the flow of words, the embracing of life that shouted up at Icarus, 'Hey! What are you doing up there? You already know it’s hot!’
	That’s where this began.

	For Further Reading
	Where did I find the cultural tour guides who blew the dust off the centuries of myth concealing the Diktynna legend, and the Venetian era’s self-contradiction of rapacious mercantile policies whose wealth paid for the good taste that shows up in every stroll one takes through Old Town Χανιά?
	There is much to empathise with in Sally McKee’s ‘Women under Venetian colonial rule in the early Renaissance: Observations on their economic activities’, published in the Renaissance Quarterly, Spring 1998 v51 n1. Ms. McKee paints a very vivid portrait of what everyday women had to put up with in Venetian days. Since you are unlikely to find a copy of the Renaissance Quarterly in the local bookstore, you can find this article via a diligent Web search combining ‘Crete’ and Ms. McKee’s name.
	So, too, does Maria Georgopoulou in ‘Late Medieval Crete and Venice: An appropriation of Byzantine heritage’ in The Art Bulletin, Sep 1995 v77 n3 p479. Available, too, via search engines using ‘Crete’ and Ms. Georgopoulou name. She describes the mechanism of Venice’s cultural co-opting process, in which they basically painted their colours on someone else’s pictures and called it a common heritage.
	It takes quite an author to breathe life into the dust of old records in archives. There are a number of authors and scholars who have done so. They have contributed as much to the historical descriptions in this book as the living people in this book go about their daily lives in Χανιά. Oliver Rackham and Jennifer Moody traipsed all over the island across many a summer as they were gathering the bits that went into The Making of the Cretan Landscape (Manchester University Press, 1996). This is the best book available if you want to know what you are really seeing out the car window or on that hill-ambling jaunt. It was a drawing in their book that inspired my rumination on terraces and economies in ‘Time Immemorial’.
	Michalis Andrianakis’s The Old City of Chania is a must-read for anyone who wants to know the background for the cityscape portraits painted here. With only the publisher, Adam Editions, cited, and no date (although I learned it was 1996), you’ll simply have to go to Χανιά to get your copy—not at all an unpleasant thought. It is in most every bookstore there. (And if you wonder how the photographer got all those great pictures without a soul to be seen, the answer is on Sunday mornings in the middle of winter.)
	There is also an excellent article that originally appeared in the UNESCO Journal in September, 1988, ‘Egypt and the Mediterranean World’ by the Moroccan scholar Gaballa Aly Gaballa. In one single article Mr. Gaballa communicates a mass of informative details such how Greek statues were proportioned so sculptors anywhere could duplicate one, and vivid details like, ‘Brown-skinned Aegeans wearing brightly coloured loincloths and their distinctive thick manes of hair hanging to their shoulders or in plaits bound around their foreheads, became a familiar sight to the Egyptians as they threaded through the streets of Thebes to bear their gifts, called ‘tribute’ by the Egyptians, to Pharaoh: large, ornate goblets with handles shaped like animals, or elongated vases with small handles, decorated with floral motifs or horizontal polychrome lines.’ Mr. Gaballa is living testimony to the notion that the apt description is worth a thousand pictures. On the surface his article doesn’t have anything to do with modern-day Χανιά, but when you apply a little visualisation to the scenes behind the words, they look remarkably like the scenes one sees today.
	The world of science has its own take on the Cretan people, largely through the precision of DNA testing when applied to population tracing. Ann Gibbon’s article ‘The Greeks really do have near-mythical origins’ in the August 2, 2017 issue of Science magazine argues that the Homeric tales of the Iliad and Odysseus were idealised portraits of the Greeks’ Mycenaean ancestors in the epic poems and classic tragedies. Modern DNA tracing shows that the Mycenaeans evolved from the earlier Minoans, whose civilisation flourished on Crete from 2600 to 1400 BCE. The biggest surprise in the studies that Ms. Gibbon relates is that both the Mycenaeans and Minoans got three-quarters of their DNA from early farmers who inhabited Greece and southwestern Anatolia, (now part of Turkey). These proto-Minoans in turn inherited DNA from remote ancestors from the eastern Caucasus near modern-day Iran. The DNA evidence suggests an even earlier diffusion of peoples from the plains to the west of the Zagros Mountains spread westward across Anatolia and thence into Greece by land from the north and by sea to Crete. The Minoans inherited much of those early peoples’ DNA, and only much later did the Mycenaeans evolve out of the Minoans, and today’s modern Greeks from the Mycenaeans.
	Finally, and a bit more up to date, readers interested in a well-written and beautifully photographed thumbnail account of Crete can hardly do better than to visit Nicholas De Lacy-Brown’s A Cretan Odyssey, which appears on his highly regarded blog The Daily Norm https://daily-norm.com/2018/07/03/a-cretan-odyssey-part-1-chanias-venetian-harbour/.


